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IER 14, 1971
Salantecl As A Best All Rens* Kentucky Couniroalty Newspaper

The Primary
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In Murray and
Calloway County
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Circulation
Both In City
And In County

United Press International

Murray, Ky., Friday Afternoon, October 15, 1971

Thorobred Club
To Have First
Meet Monday

10. Per Copy

Vol. LXXXXII No. 243

City Qualifies For
Emergency Employment

The Murray State Morobred
Club will hold its a initial meeting
of the 1971-72 school year in OM
Student Union Building on the
Murray State campus on Monday
night, October 18 at 6:00 p.m.
Outgoing president, Ray
Roberts, has issued an invitatbn
to all interested Murray Stab
sports fans to be on hand for
first meeting of the year. 11111.
Thorobred
Club is open for
membership to all Murray State
sports fans.
The City of Murray has.been, .timatreet Departs:,,rit
The club mutually holds three Murray Civic Music patrons
qualified for seven employees latter three persons will be
smorgasbord dinner meetings. are invited by the Bank of
under the Emergency Em- distributed between the city
The club membership fee is Murray to a private showing of
ployment Act of 1971 Mayor park, the city landfill and the
815.00 per person per year. ' photography by Wilson Woolley.
MARIJUANA CACHE NEAR HAZEL FOUND—Calloway County Sheriff Clyde Steele, left and
Holmes Finis reported to the street department operation.
The club programs include The show, entitled "Kidding
twenty-five
50
gallon trash bags full of
deputy Maurice Wilson, a standing besode four of the
Muray City Council last night. Under the Emergency Emscouting reports by the coaching Around" will be exhibited in the
marijuana they, along with deputy Gerald Cohmon, hauled off from an abandoned house In mile stank game film highlights, and
The city had been turned down ployment Act of 1971 these seven
conference SO= -of the Bank of
northeast of the Hazel Cemetery. Sheriff Steele and his deputies have already burned most of the the second club meeting will
its application for funds under persons will be employed for a
Murray
at
7:00
p.m.
prior
to
the
Staff
mitidcheon,
plan
to
destroy the rest of it today.
Photo By Gene
marijuana and be said they
this act but the county and the period of ten months. Apparently
include admission to the annual Civic Music presentation of the
city turned in an application it is hoped that during this time
Thorobred Club Freshman- opera La Boheme.
together and did qualify. While they will become responsible
Varsity basketball game.
the city was turned down on its employees and .will be able to
• Interested fans may purchase Guests may view the work and
first application, Graves County keep their jobs because of their
their membership cards at the meet the artist any time between
was qualified for $120,000. Mayor individual merit and need.
door on Monday evening, October 7:00 and 8:00 p.m. The opera is
Ellis and County Judge Robert O. Mayor Ellis was highly com18, 6:00 p.m. at the Student Union scheduled for 8:15 p.m. in the
Murray
State
University
Miller worked together in turning plimentary of the cooperation of
Building.
in an application and this time it County Judge Millet in the
This first meeting will include a auditorium.
was
approved
by
state pooling of the two applications for
Fulton E. Young, local real
report from football coach, BM The show will be opened to the
employees under'this act.
estate broker, was pre-tented
Furgerson, and a football public on October 19 in the lobby
Keno Barber, Community authorities.
The city will be authorized to In other action the council
with his "Fifty Year Gold Pin"
of the bank.
highlights film.
Resolure Developer for Calloway
Here's the new Eisenhower
a
resolution
and Graves Counties working have two firemen as trainees, two approved
dollar that will be released on from the Grand Lodge of the Free
and
Accepted
Masons
by
Grand
toward
rehabilitating juvenile policemen as trainees and three authorizing City Attorney Wells
November 1 for general cirOverbey to represent Police
delinquents, will be the guest
culation. The mint is producing Master George R. Effinger at th.
Chief James Brown in a law suit
speaker at the quarterly meeting
five million orders for proof coins Past Masters Night meeting held
filed in Calloway Circuit Court by
of the Woman's Missionary Union
(specially struck on high by Murray Lodge No. 105F. &
James Futrell. Futrell seeks to
of the Blood River Baptist
polished surfaces), seven million A.M. at the Masonic Hall.
have three firearms returned to
Association to be he.ld Monday,
orders for uncirculated coins Mr Young and his wife, the
him which were picked up by
October 25, at 7:30 p.m. at the
(regular stamped coins with care former Irene Cunningham, have
Chief Brown and which are now
Baptist
Church.
View
Lake
taken not to scratch the surface). been living in Murray since 1958
Christmas
or
donated
gift baga
money for postage."
Nearly 100
in his possession. The resolution
after his retirement from ArBarber will speak on "Juvenile
were shipped to servicemen in
The bags were packed for
mour and Company.
points out that the firearms were
for
at
Delinquency"
the
meeting
Vietnam by the Calloway County shipping by Mark Thurman, who
He was a member of Lodge No.
seized on order of the Judge of the
churof
the
all
Baptist
women
Chapter of the American Red is completing his service project ches in Calloway and Marshall
189 of Helen, Ark., before
Police Court of the city of
Cross it was announced today toward the Eagle Scout honor. counties.
membership at Murray. Mr. and
Murray.
He also arranged for Troop 77 to
Mrs. Young lived in Chattanooga,
Thirty minute leadership
"Many
individuals
and transport the boxes from the Red
Tenn., immediately prior to
The resolution indicates that
organizations participated in this Cross office to the postoffice. conferences will also be held at
corning here. They resided in
Qty Attorney Overbey be emmeeting.
quarterly
the
project which has begone an Scoutmaster O.B. Boone, Joey
points of Arbutuses, Tennessee,
ployed by the city to represent
Plans for the associationa
annual endeavor," said Mrs. Grasty, and Tim Wallin assisted
Louisiana, and Mississippi while
Chief Brown in the litigation and
Fulton E. Young
the.
WMU
made
at
were
meeting
Jean Blankenship, chapter in this necessary chore.
he was associated with the Ar"to take such action as he may
Gets 50 Year Pin
Executive Council meeting held
executive.
"We are grateful to each
mour and Company.
deem fitting and proper for the
at the Memorial Baptist Church
person who participated in the
The honored man and his wife Klapp, Fred Workman, Marvin
defense of said litigation".
on Tuesday at one p.m. Mrs.
"Special thanks are viven to Christmas in Vietnam
'71
reside in Lynnwood Estates on Page, Wayne Flora, Lester
The firearms in question were
Crawford Ray, president,
the following: Calloway County project," she concluded,
"and
the New Concord Road and they Nanny, Ray Sinclair, Ila
seized
by Chief Brown at the time
watchword
new
presided.
The
Homemakers Club members who hope their holidays
Bobby Witherhigton
are happier
attend the First Baptist Church. Douglass, Guthrie Churchill,
that Attorney William Kuntzler
2:9
Philippians
from
was
They have one daughter, Mrs. Sam Rogers, John B. Bell, Flavil furnished the material and made because of this sharing."
spoke on the court square several
repeated
Sam Dougherty of Tullahoma, Robertson, John H. Perkins, the bags, Hannah Circle, First
months ago.
Tenn., and two grandchildren, Mike Stranak, Dick Sykes, Ralph Methoclist Church; Mr. and Mrs.
It was pointed out that a public
Helen and Jim Dougherty.
hearing will be held on October 19
Morris, Charles Jackson, and Ira B. Taylor; Women's Society
of Christian Services at Bethel,
Mr. Young and Ishmael Stinson Dee Lamb.
on the rezoning of the Tidwell
Brooks Chapel, Independence,
operate the Fulton Young Realty
property on West Main Street,
were
Special
George
camp
guests
R.
colas
firm at 4th and Maple Streets,
Ground Methodist
from Residential
Three
Most
Grand
Worshipful
Effinger,
Bobby Witherington, minister category to Business Two
Murray.
Churches; Baptist Young Women
The
of
first
the
Kenregion
of the West Murray Church of category. The area now occupied
Eleven members of the Murray Master, and John K. Groff, Right and Current Mission Group,
tucky Association of Distributive
Christ, will be the speaker at the by Mr. Tidwell's store would be
Lodge received their 25 year pins Excellent Grand Senior Warden Memorial Baptist Church; New
Education Cluba of -Arrierka
gospel-meeting to be bed at the enlarged so that the store could
at the meeting. The presen- of the Grand Lodge -of Kentucky Concord, Wadesboro, North
The Following appeared in the
(DECA)
election
held
of
ofan
church starting Sunday, October be expanded. If and when Main
tations were made by Grand F. & A.M.
Murray, Hazel Homemakers ficers at Madisonville
WOW Magazine this month.
on October
17, and continuing through Street is four-laned, the new
Ila Douglass
and Norman -Clubs; Mrs. Clara Stubblefield;
Master Effinger.
13.
Sunday, October 24.
Past Masters present were Klapp served on the refreshment Kappa Delta, Beta Sigma Phi, Miss Clarissa Lee, a junior
(Continued on Page Fourteen)
There Baptist Deacons who
at
Services will be held at 10:50
Ronald W. Churchill, R. H. committee. Sixty members were Tau Phi Lambda, social Murray
High School, competing
struck up an acquaintance with a
a.m. and six p.m. on Sundays and
Robbins, Nix Crawford, Norman present.
sororities, who either filled bags against students from 20 other
Methodist minister on a golf
at 7:30 p.m. each weekday.
West Kentucky high schools, was
course dedided to suprise the
Bro. Witherington has been
At
Rotary
Club
elected to the office of regional
latter by attending his service.
minister of the West Murray
reporter for the 1971-72 school
They arrived late and all the
Church of Christ since June of
year.
She is a first year
seats were taken.
this year succeeding Bro. Aude
Dan Shipley was elected
Distributive
Education
student,
When the minister saw them
McKee who is now serving a president and Carves Paschall as
former cheerleader, class
enter he was pleased and exchurch at Valley Station.
vice-president of the Calloway
secretary, and member of the
citedly whispered to an usher,
The Murray minister was County 4-H Council at the
Library
three
chairs
Club.
"Get
for my Baptist
serving the Holdeman Avenue Council's bi-monthly meeting
friends".
Among the more than 150
Church at Louisville before held Tuesday at the Extension
members attending the election
The usher didn't quite un- Democratic gubernatorial
coming here.
He has also Office.
meet the housing requirements of the highway and roads system
were Murray High Chapter
derstand and asked the minister nominee Wendell Ford brought
preached in Owensboro.
He
Kentuckians and invigorate the and for "expansion and better
Shipley received his B. S.
members: Sandy Johnson, Greg
to please repeat his request. his campaign to Calloway County
attended Freed Hardeman degree in agrculture from
entire housing industry.
use of our park system." The Lawson, Roderick Reed, Van
"Give three chairs to the Bap- Thursday, where he told the
Miss Clarissa Lee
College, Henderson, Tenn.
Ford also reiterated his Democratic gubernatorial
Murray State University in 1954.
tists!" he whispered again.
Murray Rotary Club that if campaign pledges to sponsor candidate pledged action to in- Stubblefield, Sherry Smith, Janet education students. The pur
Bro. Witherington with his He is a member of the Calloway
Walker, and Chapter Advisor poses of the club are to develop a wife,- fine,
The usher, still puzzled but elected Governor he will submit
and four children, County Extension Board and is
legislation to improve the en- crease farm income and also a
Robert 0 Newcomb.
determined to carry out the to the 1972 General Assembly a
respect for education in the field Connie Sue, James, David, and associated with the Murray
vironment, education, farm special program to openi up op- One of
Inthe first duties con- of distribution and marketing, Phillip,
request as he understood it, bill creating the Kentucky
reside at 409 North 10th surance Agency as an insurance
income and the state parks portunities for the 140,000 Kennected with the office of reporter which will contribute to
stepped to the front, assumed a
Street, Murray.
system.
Additional Story And
agent and realtor. He is a deacon
tucky veterans of the Vietnam will be for Miss Lee to attend a
pep-squad-leader stance and left
vocational competence and to The West Murray Church of at the First Baptist Church.
In his speech before,the Rotary war.
Photo On Page Fourteen
He is
two day conference on October promote understanding and
the audience wideeyed with
Christ was organized here five married to the former Mary
Club, Ford outlined a nine-point In addition, Ford called for the
72-23 at Barren River State Park appreciation for the responamazement when he yelled, "all Housing Development Cocoryears ago.
The budding is Billington and they have two
program for creating more jobs (Continued on Page Fourteen)
where she will help plan the sibilities of citizenship in the free located
right everybody! All together! poration.
at Doran Road and daughters, Gena, age seven, and
in Kentucky which he will imactivities for the the State competitive economic system.
Three cheers for the Baptists". Ford also stressed that he
Holiday Drive.
plement if elected Governor.
Donna, age elven.
Leadership Conference to be held
would place high priority on a
Lt. Gov. Ford said, "To create
Paschall is a purebred Jersey
in February.
program to ''create jobs" for
jobs we must build the kinds of
cattle breeder from the Green
DECA is an organization
Kentuckians.
urban and rural communities in
Plain community of Hazel. He is
distributive
for
designed
He said the housing legislation
which people want to live and
married to the former Darlene
could combine millions of dollars
The theft of a 1970 yellow
work."
Nance
and they have two
Retarded
Children's
of
federal
and
private
funds
to In addition to the
.
Kentucky: Partly cloudy
housing Honda motorcycle and a tool box
children, Kenneth, age ten, and
through Saturday with little
development corporation, Ford was reported by Hugh Carraway Association To Meet
Alene, age thirteen. Mrs.
COFFEE PLANNED
change in temperatures. Highs
called for the creation of a state of Murray Route Three to the Tihe
Paschall is the Hazel 4-H ComCalloway
A
Count
coffee
for
members
a
d
today and Saturday upper 70s and
water and sewer authority, based office of Calloway County Sheriff Association
munity Leader and 4-H Council
for Retarded
low 80s. Lows tonight mostly in guests of the Murray Busine on a revolving fund mechanism, Clyde Steele this morning.'
Style Show Committee chairChildren will hold its regular
and
Professional
Women's
Club
50s.
Carraway told the Sheriff that monthly meeting on Tuesday,
man. They attend the Green
will be held at the home of Mrs. to make it possible for every
community, large and small, to the motorcycle and tool box were October 19;at 7:30 p.m. at the
Plain Church of Chrig.
Vernon
C.
Nance,
1229
Dogwood
EXTENDED FORECAST
provide adquate water, sewer stolen out of'pickup thick parked new center on West Main Street.
The new rotating plaque to be
The
extended Drive, Murray, on Saturday, and solid waste services.
Kentucky
in the yard of the Carraway home Miss Betty Tate, executive
given to the outstanding 4-H club
October
16,
from
9:30
to
11:30
weather outlook Sunday through
Ford also called for a "con- on Highway 94 East across from director of the Kentucky
at the 4-H member and leader
a.m. This will be a part of the
Tuesday:
tinuation
of the development of the Elm Grove Baptist Church Association
recognition banquet in the spring
of
Retarded
Scattered showers west Sunday club's observance of National
sometime last night.
each year was shown. The award
Children,
will
be
the
speaker.
Business
Women's
Week.
developing over the state Sunday
will be based on the Club's oarAll members and friends are
night and Monday. Partly cloudy
SECRETARIES MEET
POTLUCK SUPPER
ticipation in the following acurged to attend, a spokesman
,REPUBLICAN CLUBS
Tuesday. Cooler by Tuesday.
Murray Chapte- of In said
A potluck supper will be held
tivities: Speeches, demonHighs Sunday and Monday in the The Republican Women's Club
tonight ( Friday for St. Leo's ternational Secretar es will meet
strations,judging activities, style
FREE KITTENS
70s. Highs Tuesday In the 60s. will meet Monday, October 18,at
FOUR-H
COUNCIL new officers elected at the meeting this show, projects completed, club
Parish at Gleason Hall, North Monday, October 18, at 6:30 p.m. Free kittens, long haired,seven
Lows Sunday and Monday mostly 7:30 p.m.-Pat the home of Mrs.
12th and Payne Streets. All old at the Calloway County Public weeks old, are free to persons for week are Carves Paschall, left, vice-president, and Dan Shipley, secretary book, 4-H camp, and
in the 50s. Lows Tuesday mostly Prue Kelley. All members are
and new members of the Parish Library for a business session pets. For further information right, president. They are shown examining the new Rotating projects exhibited at the County
in the 40s.
urged to attend.
Plaque to be given to the outstanding 4-H Club each spring.
and tour of the library.
are invited to attend.
Fair.
call 753-5583.

Civic Music Patrons
Invited To Private
Photography Showing

Seven Persons To Be
Hired By Departments

Fulton Young Receives
50-Year Pin In Masons

Christmas In Vietnam
Project Is Completed

Murray High Student Elected As
Reporter of First District DECA

Bro. Witherington
Speaker For West
Murray Church

New Officers
Are Elected

The Weather

Motorcycle & Tool
Box Are Stolen
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of our readers
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other destinations within 150 miles of Murray, 515 00, more than 150
miles from Murray, 518 00
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Ten Year
s Ago Today
LEDGER TIMES
FILE

W. Rudolph Howard, minister of music of First Baptist Church,
Murray, has been awarded honorary membership in the Choral
Conductors Guild of America. He is now serving on the Executive
Committee of the Southern Baptist Music Conference.
Words of praise are still coming in for the "Get Acquainted"
party given for Murray State College students by all the merchants of the city.
Open house is being held for the second day at the MurrayCalloway County Library, the newest regional library in the state.
Murray High School rolled over a Providence team 44 to 13 in a
football game played here. This was their seventh wip in a row.

20 Years Ago Today
LEDGER & TIMES FILE

I CAN 14AVDLY WAIT TO SFE THE WI:

Social Security
News

"New Mexico", starring Lew Ayres, Marilyn Maxwell, and
Andy Devine is showing at the Varsity Theatre.

By Charles M. Wiutater
Social Security Manager

Bible Thoughtfor Today

Isn't It The Truth!
by Carl Riblet Jr.
The airline industry maintains a kind of mentality where bigger is thought to be better. What it
really needs are not three cocktail lounges instead of
two in jumbo liners, or empty seats for half 400 instead of a cramfull 120, but re-examination of the
principle, and success, of the Ford Trimotor, when
flying was fun, not a bus ride in the sky.
"A man's recollections reveal his age."
—Maxims for a Bachelor

THE
FAMILY LAWYER _

tiipo

father to the Rescue
Suppose a man sees his son
being beaten up by the neighborhood bully. Does he have a legal
right to use force in his son's
defense?

at the time of the punch, the
father's action could not fairly
be called defensive.
3) Many courts add that the
father's right to use force is no
greater than the child's. Thus:
A belligerent teen-ager delib!Tately picked a fight with an3ther youth. But by the time his
father came along, he was already getting the worst of it. The
father promptly slugged the other
boy with a rock.
Sued later for damages. the
father claimed he had acted to
protect his son. But the court
held him liable anyhow. The
court said that, in terms of the
right to use force. he "stood in
his son's shoes"-- that is, in the
shoes of the aggressor.

The Almanac
He does indeed. Parallel to the By United Press International
right of self defense is the right
Today is Friday, Oct. 15, the
to defend the members of one's 288th day of 1971.
family, with force if need be.
This doctrine goes all the way The moon is between its last
back t3 the days of feudalism, quarter and new phase.
when the master of the house- The morning star is Saturn.
hold was legally entitled to pro- The evening stars are Mercutect his family from
ry, Venus, MarS and Jupiter
But in such situAions. there is Those born on this day
are
always the chance of escalating
under the sign of Libra.
the violence. Therefore, the law
places careful limits on this right Heavyweight fighter John L.
Sullivan was born Oct. 15, 1858.
of .famtly defense
Ii The force used must nut be On this day in history:
excessive. For example .
In 1917 the most famous spy
A father found his son in- of World War I, Gertrude Zelle,
volved in a fracas with the man known as
next door. R,us!unp to the rescue. executed by Mate Hari, was
a firing squad
he knocked the man unconscious
with a mighty blow on the head. outside Paris.
In 1928 the German dirigible
Then he followed up with i swift Graf
Zeppelin arrived in the
kick in the abdomen
For the resulting internal in- United States from Europe on
juries, the father was duly held its first commercial flight. It
liable in cotrIT. The right to de- took 442 days.
fend his son, said the court, did
In 1946 Nazi Reichsmarshal
not include the right to kick Herman Goering committed
someone who was lying on the suicide.
ground unconscious.
In 1964 Soviet Premier Niki
2) The force must he used
only to defend, not to "get even Khrushchev was ousted by
In another case, a father found Kremlin leaders and replaced
out that a certain teacher had by Alexei Kosygin and Leonid
slapped his son in class Days Brezhnev.
litter, meeting the teacher on the
sidewalk, he punched him in the
A thought for today: Irishnose.
American poet John O'Reilly
Could the father be held liable? said,
"The wealth of mankind is
Again, yes. The court said that
since the boy was in no danger the wisdom they leave."

Hostess
Progres

a•
-AMWAY. Air A.MNINNION•.,

seasons which is one of life's most Dear Editor,
priceless essences.
Our sincere congratulations ti)
In the tumultous dawn of you and your staff this National
Newspaper Week.
LEXINGTON, KY.--Now creation, it was ordained that
So often we as Americans seem
comes autumn--clad in gold, summer with arl its warmth must
scarlet, and burnt umber. The pass. There was, however, a to take for granted the freedom to
voice of the cicada, the jarfly, provision-a provision that it print and the freedom to read.
Your co-operation with the
which Anacreon, the ancient must likewise come again. So
poet, called the 'prophet of take heart and know that when library programs has been
summer'is no longer heard in the the gold of this autumn has faded commendable and is much aptreetops. A purple haze softens from the trees and the frigid cold preciated. We realize that your
the brooding peaks of the settles down over this patient newspaper plays a vital part in
mountains and a sense of urgency earth, this austere season, too, community public relations. •
This seems the appropriate
prevails, a feeling that time is must pass away.
One day, after a period of time to express our gratitude to
slipping fast away.
waiting, the cold winds will you for all you have done to
These are days of vagabon- depart, the clouds
blow away, promote library services in our
dage, days when, in every living and the snow will melt
from the area.
creature, that deep-seated in- land. Spring,
Sincerely,
frivolous and gay,
stinct to migrate stirs and will again keep
Margaret Treva than
her appointment
beckons to be up and away. with eternal
time for such is Calloway County Public Library
These are the days of hush and written
in the stars.
waiting; days of blue skies and
lambent sunshine; days of leaden
GIVE TO YOUR
skies and dreary clouds, and of
melancholy when leaves dropGIVE TO FIGHT
NATIONAL CYSTIC FIBROSIS
ping from the map1.2.s go
RESEARCH FOUNDATION
CHILDREN'S
scurrying, drifting with
LUNG DISEASES
vagrant winds. Ground squirrels
hurry from log to log in the
solitude of the woods and, from
the somber pines rimming the
river bluffs, the owl sings a dirge 'UP
Tlift:11iirnig:r4
as darkness falls.
The music of the brook is
muted music and the Aeolian
10000 A 50
harp strings of the winds are
Open 7:00 Nitely, Plus 1:00 Sat. & Sun.
bated, for now comes autumn
when Persephone must again
return to the nether regions of
Pluto and summer must fade into
David L. Wolper's incredible story of
cold and the darkness of winter.
But, despite the bare trees,
dead weeds, and seared grass
that will soon be part of the
landscape, and the
wistful
knowledge that summer has
reached that point of no return,
there is in the brief but glorious
flames of autumn the certaint
that the measured flow of life has
not ebbed. The leaf drifting down
from the tree is mortal, it is true!
but it left behind on the twig a bud
that is immortal. It will green
again when the daughter of the
earth goddess steals back again
from the land of Pluto and stirs it
will insects be the ultimate survivors?
with her kiss of spring.

* Tonite thru Tue. *

Murray State's Thoroughbreds beat Marshall College 28-13 for
their fourth win in the Ohio Valley Conference football play.
"The Kind of Parents Teachers Like and the Kind of Teachers
Parents Like" willbe the subject of the panel discussion by Mrs.
C. S. Lowry, Miss Oleen Williams, Mrs. Harold Speight, and Mrs.
Harold Ezell at the meeting of the Murray Training School PTA
on October 17.
A special feature on the old "Scissors Grinder- here, written by
Dr. Hugh McElrath, is published today.

And she shall bring forth a son, and thou shalt call his
name
Jesus: for he shall save his people from their sins.—Matthew
1:21.
Engrained in the very name of the Savior is His mission
and the
assurance that He will accomplish it.

Mrs. Jo

LETTERS,ne EDITOR

By Nevyie snacXelford
UK College of Agriculture

The Outstanding Civic Asset of a Community

*

FRIDAY—OCTOBER 15, 1971

TIPS ON APPLYING FOR.
RETIREMENT BENEFITS
Are you getting ready to retire?
Here are some tips that may help
save you time and trouble when
you apply for your social security
STRIKE OUT ON SENTIMENT
benefits.
Mom is a sentimental soul. Dad's alright, but
A telephone call to the social
I wouldn't
security office is a good first
exactly say he was sentimental. Infact, I would say he was very
step. Someone there can answer
realistic. 'Me, oh, I'm neither sentimental or realistic, I am an
your questions and tell you how
echo with a personality.'
to apply and when to do it.
Mom loves the fall season. The air turns crisp, which just at this
Just before you apply, call or
moment is stimulating and clear. Fall doesn't try to overwhelm
write your Social Security Office
you, it just grows as a pleasant mood that you suddenly realize
to make sure you have the
you have, with no real thought of how it developed. 'This mood,
documents you need. The office
om said, was of such structure and transparency that if you
will advise you. For example, you
looked at it too closely disappeared.'
will need your social security
number, proof of your age, and
Mom was saying that she had not planned to develop a pleasant
your last
year's income tax
acceptance of fall,it occurred naturally. 'Mood, she said, could
withholding statement. (If you
not be planned, created, or destroyed as long as the person was
are self-employed, bring a copy
alive and rational. Rather she said, mood moved along a conof last year's income tax return
tinuirn from sour to elation. Circumstances moved mood along
and evidence of payment of the
the continuum.'
self-employment
contribution.
If your wife also is applying for
Dad said it seemed pointless to discuss mood, You just took it
benefits, she should bring
as it came.
evidence of her age and her social
security card or a record of her
Mom,ignoring Dad, said that one of the beauties of fall was the
number if she has one.
multicoloration of the leaves. 'A restful siaht for eves that have
The best evidence of your age is
become accustomed to the sameness of late summer, She added.
a birth or baptismal certificate
Mom looked at me and said, "Son, did you know there is a story
made within 5 years of your birth.
that says little fairies travel across the country side, with little
However, if these are not
paint brushes, painting the little leaves whatever color that suits
available, other documents such
their little fancy."
as school records and delayed
'Yes Mom, I've heard it,' I replied.
birth certificate may be used.
Generally, the older document
Mom looked a bit thoughtful and then observed, 'The fall
the better.
coloration is a bit later than usual this year. I wonder why?'
If you have children under 18or youngsters between 18 and M
'Why, don't you read the papers. Dad asked. It's in all the
who are full-time students—bring
papers. The American fairies are on strike!'
their birth certificates and
Bob little records of their social security
numbers.
FROM THE COLLEC!ION 'TO MY WIFE'
Submitting all proofs promptly
often cuts weeks off the time it
would normally take to get that
My Wife,
first check in your mail box.
You, who could harm
So - Don't forget that telephone
Nothing taught me
call-it may save you time and
Life was too precious
trouble in driving to the office.
To waste, and I took
The telephone number is 443-7321.
Time to notice the
Paducah.
Beauty of living things.
Thomas Perkins

Hospital Report

A UTL MN

Summer is hot,
Autumn is cold,
All these things
I've been told.
The leaves are falling,
At the break of day,
They are as tall
As a stack of hay.
The children are playing,
It's such a beautiful day,
We will be sorry
1Nhen Autumn goes away
LaDon Graham
ith grade student at Almo.
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October 12, 1971
Adults 97
Nursery 9
NEWBORN ADMISSION
Baby Boy Dunlap ( Mrs. Carolyn
Dunlap!, Rt. 4, Murray.
DISMISSALS
Ishmael Stone Reed, 211
20th
St., Benton, Master Scott Enoch
Scarbrough, 1403 Johnson Blvd.,
Murray William A. Bailey, 1636
Main St., Murray,011ie Fay Ball,
Hamlin, Jack D. Austin, 102 S.
15th St Murray, Arthur William
Kinel, 403 N. 13t St., Murray,
Miss Laura Sue Crabtree, Rt. 4
Box 363, Murray, Mrs. Charlotte
Ann Dunn, Rt. 8 Box 14, Murray,
Mrs. Judy'Carol Young, Rt. 3 Box
360, Murray, Mrs. Jeanette
Morgan and Baby Boy, Rt. 6,
Murray. Mrs. Patty Sue Mitrhuson, Dexter, Mrs. Nettie page
Klapp. Box 415, Murray, Mrs.
Lydia Ann Phillips, Rt 6,
Murray, Mrs_ Ella Velma Rose,
1101 Farilane, Murray, Walter
Jewell Elking, Rt. 4, Murray,
Mrs. Edna Vivian DoneLson, Rt.
3, Murray
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HELLSTROM CHRONICLE

For all the melancholy days of
'wailing winds and weeping
woods,' autumn is good. Without
the sadness of winter which it
presages, there could be no
wonderful spring song of the
wood thrush or the blue and pink
thrust of the violet and redbud.
The warmth of summer would
become a monotony and there
would be no variety of the
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Mrs. John White Is
Hostess For Meet
Progressive Cluh

THE LEDGER & TIMES - Nit RR

KEVELCKY

WA. Votot What&
Saturday, October to
Chapter M of the P.E.O.
Sisterhood will have a twelve
noon luncheon at the home of
A gospel singing will be held at
the Grace Baptist Church at 7:30
p.m.

FRMAY--OtTOBER 15, 1971

Ails Is Speaker At
Monday Meeting Of
Theta Department

a workshop meeting at the
club
house at nine a.m. to complete
plans for the Audubon District
The Progressive Homemakers
Willard Alls, chairman of the
meeting of the Garden Clubs of
Club met Tuesday evening,
Calloway County Council on Drug
Kentucky,Inc., on October 27. All
October 12, at the United Campus
Education and pharmacist at the
members are urged to attend. All
Ministry with Mrs. John White as
Murray -Calloway' County
members of the Nature's Palette
hostess.
Hsoptial, was the guest speaker
Garden Club and the Junior Rose
Mrs. Franklin Robinson,
Mrs. L. J. Hortin with Mrs. Harry and Garden
at the meeting of the Theta
Club are invited.
president, presided at the
Sparks as assisting hostess.
Department of the Murray
meeting. Sixteen members anWoman's Club held on Monday,
The Bessie Tucker Circle of the
swered the roll call with "What
A Ham and Turkey Shoot will First United Methodist
October 11, at seven-thirty
was your favorite Halloween
Church
be held at the Calloway County WSCS will meet at the
o'clock in the evening.
treat you received as a child".
home of
Fairgrounds
from nine a.m, to Mrs. Conrad Jones, 1314 Wells
"Drug Information for Adults"
The roil call and minutes were by
five p.m., sponsored by the Boulevard, at 9:30 a.m.
was the theme of the program.
Mrs. Glenn Richardson. Mrs. Leo
Kirksey Ball Club. Shells and
Ails who has worked in drug
Blair gave the treasurer's report.
refreshments will be sold at the The Penny Homemakers Club
education for the past several
Committee reports were given
By Abigail Van Buren
shoot.
will meet at the home of Mrs. Water and Land Water goes washing instructions on an item. years told of the work of the
by Mrs. Gedric Paschall who said
that twenty-two items were A coffee will be held at the Richard Armstrong at ten a.m. through a constant and con- 59 per cent said they dressed for Calloway Council. He said a
DEAR ABBY: You told Willie, who had been giving his
placed in each of the ditty bags home of Mrs. Vernon C. Nance, or a work shop meeting. Each tinuing cycle--from land to themselves. 12 per cent pur- magazine, "Listen", had been
female
bookkeeper "a few kisses" because he couldn't af1229
placed
one
in
the
is
Calloway High and
to bring a sack lunch.
Dogwood Drive, fro 9:30 to
filled by the club, and by Mrs.
streams, lakes, rivers and chased lingerie during sales, 4
ford to give her a pay raise, that the cheapest solution
11:30
Murray
High
a.m.
School
libraries
for
all
and
per
cep'
members
purchased
at
the
and
start
of
Bobby
atmosphere
oveans,
then
the
into
Wilson,
home
would be to give her a raise. 'Willie's wife had already
of the Business and
The Red Cross First Aid In- and finally back to land. The each s son and 83 per cent at the Calloway Public Library.
management chairman, on -Tips guests
caught wise. I
In
Professional
his
discussion,
Ails said "a
Women's Club. This structor's Course will begin at supply is fixed and it is necessary bought hen they' needed their
For Buying".
You are probably on sound ground, marriage-Wise. But
The club voted to have a will be a part of the observance 6:00 p.m. in the Calloway County to use it over and over again. underth.ngs.--Catherine C. drug is anything that can alter
are you on sound economic ground?
of
the
body
National
function,
and
Public
there
Library.
All
is
who
those
no
Business
Thompson,
Women's
Hickman, Ky. 42050
When water move
Christmas potluck supper at the
over and
Because of the wage freeze, Willie cannot give his booksuch thing as a safe drug". He
have pre-registered for this through the soil it carries Phone: 286-23..1
home of Mrs. Joyce Daughday. Week.
keeper a money raise until at least Nov. 13. .
said there are safe ways to use
The president announced the Girl Scout Uniform Excnange course are reminded to attend. sediment, plant nutrients,
Isn't Willie, therefore, morally obligated to keep kissing
drugs, safe attitudes about the
various wastes, pesticides and
Area Homemakers Day to be and Sale will be held from nine
his bookkeeper until he can grant her a pay raise?
The
Women
of
St.
John's
use
of
drugs,
and that "drugs are
You should cook most frozen
other materials that pollute the
held at the Cabana Club, a.m. to 12 noon at the Girl Scout
R. L L.: CLEVELAND
cabin. This is for Brownies, piscopal Church will meet at water. It is estimated that 500 vegetables without thawing them good in their place".
Paducah,
he home of Mrs. Stephen million pounds
DEAR R. L. L.: Willie has it made. He can't give her a
A question and answer period
Mrs. Leo Blair gave tb4.1aeiriv?. Juniors, Cadets, Seniors, and
of solid waste first. Leafy vegetables such as
pay raise or Nixon will nail him. And if his wife catches"101".4
venport, 1633 Farmer Avenue, pours into the U.S. waterways spinanch
"'
on "Gifts From Your Sewing **Aeftirts uniforms.
cook more evenly if followed his talk. He was inkissing his bookkeepedr, he'll get it in the assets.
t 7:30 p.m.
troduced
by
the
program
thawed
just
enough
to
separate
Mr.
each
day.--Maxine
Griffin,
and
Machine". She showed several
Mrs. Bunn C. Swann
Federal Building, Clinton, the leaves before cooking. Corn chairman, Mrs. A. L. Hough.
ideas for gifts for children and will hold open house at their
The Murray Chapter of In- Kentucky' 42031 Phone: 653-2231 on the cob should be partially' The vice-chairman, Mrs
DEAR ABBY: I'm a widow of 67, but I don't look it. A
adults, how to make pillows out of home, 1323 Poplar Street, from
ternational Secretaries will meet
widower
of 52 has been after me to marry him. All my
Hough,
presided
in
the
absence
thawed
before
cooking,
so
that
2:30
to
5:30
bathrags and yarn thread.
p.m. in celebration of
at the Calloway Public Library at
family is married, and so is his. I am a good looking womAmerican college women are the cob will be heated through by of the chairman, Miss Beth
The craft lesson on "Making their 60th wedding anniversary.
3:30 p.m.
an. I'm told.
increasingly turning to making the time the corn is cooked. Broach, who was out of town. The
Christmas Candles From Glasses All relatives and friends are
Do you think I'm too old for this man?
minutes
OUT EAST
and
roll
call
were
by
Holding
corn
after
thawing
or
invited
their
clothes,
following
to
own
and Christmas Cards" was given
attend.
the
secretary.
Lloyd
Jacks,
Virs.
cooking
causes
sogginess.
For
soaring trend of home sewing. 62
by Mrs. Joyce Doughday. The
Tuesday, October 19
DEAR OUT: No woman is too old for a man she is
devotion was given by' Mrs. The Wranglers Riding Club will The MSU Branch of the ACE per cent of 3,105 coeds on some most vegetables Iicup of water is Mrs. Lloyd Boyd, treasurer;
young enough to get.
have its annual award supper at will meet in Room 154 of the 300 campuses across the country enough for a pint-size package. irged all members to pay their
Lashlee Foster.
the Federal Savings and Loan Educational Building at 630 p.m. surveyed said they made their Don't forget the frost in the hes this week.
DEAR ABBY: My husband and I Were invited to a 2
Refreshments were served Building,
own clothes, while 37 percent did package furnishes some ad- Mrs. Harold Hurt of the Kappa
Main and 7th Streets, at
p. m. wedding. We arrived a few minutes late, so we tiptoed
during the social hour. Members six
moisture.--Patricia Department announced the
Circle I of the First United not. The study, conducted by two ditional
p.m. .
in and found two seats in the back pew.
present were Mesdames M. D.
Methodist Church WSCS will well known organizations on the Curtsinger, Courthouse. Benton. Halloween Haunted House to be
Not 10 seconds after we had sat down, a gentleman
Hassell, Gerald Cooper, Billy
open
on
October
28,
29,
and
30
A bake sale will be held at Big meet at the social hall at two p.m. apparel buying habits of college IV 42025 Phone: 527-6601
tapped my husband on the shoulder and motioned for us to
Outland, Larry Contr_i, Billy K,sponsored by Deward's Chapel
from 5:30 to ten p.m. with the
women showned that : 69 per cent
follow him outside. He then told us we"were not permitted
Allen, 3, R. Rose, Robert Hill, Pentecostal Church.
to stay because we had arrived late. He said he was acting
The WSCS of the Good of the college girls said they get KITCHEN FANS-For their best proceeds to go to help pay for the
and Joyce Doughday. Mrs. Fred
on instruction from the bride's parents. The ceremony had
Shepherd United Methodist the best guidance for clothing efficiency, fan blades need to be books for the Middle School
Morton was a visitor.
Library.
A miscellaneous and antique Church will meet at the church at selections from magazines. cleaned. In this respect, kitchen
not begun.
Announcement was made of
Clothing- store displays ranked exhaust fans require that special
We stood outside the church, terribly disappointed, and
The next meeting will be held auction sale will be held by the two p.m.
Grove
met another -couple who had also been turned away. They
Cumberland
second in importance with 52 per care. Their chief purpose is to the potluck dinner meeting for
Tuesday, November 9, at seven Oak
were relatives of the groom and had driven 300 miles.
p.m. at the United Campus Presbyterian Church starting at The Coldwater Homemakers cent. 49 per cent respondec draw heat from cooking to the the members and their husbands
I know people should be on time for weddings, Abby,
Ministry with Mrs. Franklin ten a.m.
Club will meet with Mrs. Newel girlfriends as best *source of outside. During frying, broiling at the next Theta meeting on
but what do you think of treating guests like this?
guidance..
24 per cent said or roasting, the air around the Monday, November 8, at 6:30
Robinson as hostess.
Doores at one p.m.
The Murray-Calloway County
GOOD INTENTIONS
family.
23 per cent said range contains such grease. A p.m. at the club house.
Shrine Club will have its regular The WSCS of the Russell's boyfriend or husband. 14 per cent great deal of this grease clings to During the social hour refreshDEAR GOOD: I can understand why late-comers would
dinner meeting at the Southside Chapel United Methodist Church said newspapers, 11 per cent said the fan blades or a mesh installed ments were served by the
not be allowed to trail in during the wedding ceremony, but
Restaurant at 6:30 p.m.
will meet at the church at 1:30 salespeople and 8 per cent said to collect this grease. Be sure to hostesses, Mrs. Charles Hale,
to have asked you to leave once you had entered quietly and
TV. 68 per cent said they paid save the directions for taking Mrs. Arlie Scott, Mrs. Ben
p.m.
sat down was ridiculous
Sunday, October 17
attention to fiber or fabric apart and putting together again. Trevathan, and Mrs. John
A Gosepl sinfing will be held at
brands. 44 per cent said fit was Use a good degreaser, wash, Mikulcik.
DEAR ABBY: Well I've heard it all—the pastor of a
Murray Assembly No. 19 Order the most important factor when rinse,
Shady Grove Baptist Church
and
dry.--Barletta
church in Indian Orchard, Mass., gives the wedding couple
FULTON, Ky.,
— The starting at six p.m.
of the Rainbow for Girls will meet shopping for clothes. 80 per
cent Wrather. 209 Maple St:, -Murray,
58th annual fall meeting
a $25 cleaning bill to be paid in advance in case rice is
at the Masonic Hall at seven p.m. said they looked for cleanin
ark Ky. 42071 Phone: 753-1452.
of First District, Kentucky Fedthrown at the bride and groom as they' leave the church.
M-. and Mrs. Walter H. Conner
eration of Woman's Club will be will celebrate their 50th
bet that same pastor sends out balance-due notices to greet
wedding
The Baptist Women of the First
held Thursday, Oct. 21, at the anniversary. with
the honeymooners on their return if they neglected what he
a reception at Baptist Church will hold
its Mr. and Mrs. Howard T. Rice
First Baptist Church and the
felt was enough of that green stuff crammed into the pasthe Sevelith and Poplar Church general program
Mrs.
Jennings
0.
J.
opened
her
meeting at the of Murray Route Four are the
First United Methodist Church
tor's envelope for services he rendered. Blessings, yet?
of Christ from two to 4:30 p.m. All church at
home for the meeting of the
nine a.m.
parents of a baby boy', Michael
2nd Street, Fulton. The Fulton
If it takes more than a half hour to clean up the rice
friends are invited.
Suburban Homemakers Club
Woman's Club will act as hosScott, weighing seven pounds
before a funeral that is to follow. then I suggest more time
Monday,
held
October
11
at
seven
"Exploring Superstar" will be The Dorothy Group of the First seven ounces born on Friday.
The Ann Hasseltine Sunday
tess club.
be allowed between.
o'clock in the evening.
I hope at my funeral someone will leave behind a bit of
Registration and coffee hour the first of series of Con- Baptist Church WMS will have a October 8, at six a.m. at the School Class of the Memorial The
meeting was called to
the happiness of a wedding that just took place, and somewill begin at 9 a.m, in the Fel- temporary Worship Services at cookout at the home of Mrs. Murray-Calloway County Baptist Church met in the home
order
by
Mrs.
Holmes
Dunn,
club
one in that funeral sees it and smiles at the joy it must
lowship Hall of the First Baptist the Hale Chapel of the First Eugene Tarry. Husbands will be Hospital.
of Mrs. Joe Foster on Monday,
president. Mrs. Max Farley read
have brought.
The father is employed at the October 11, at seven o'clock in the
Church and the meeting will be United Methodist Church at special guests.
GRANDMA
Matthew 7:7,8 for the devotion,
General Tire and Rubber evening.
called to order promptly at 10 eleven a.m, to run concurrently
DEAR
GRANDMA:
You're
beautiful.
and
the
thought
for
the
month,
Mrs. Mackie Hubbs, president,
a.m. in t h e sanctuary of the with the regular wot:zip se v e.
Company, Mayfield.
'Be not careless in deeds, nor
The Music Department of the
First Methodist Church, with
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs presided, and Mrs. Laura JenMurray
confused in words, nor rambling
Woman's
Club
will
meet
Monday,
October 18
Mrs. George Winn, district govHoward V. Rice of Tupelo, Miss., nings led in prayer.
The Department of Home at the Price Doyle Fine Arts and Mr. and Mrs. Gordon James
ernor presiding. Mrs. Joseph C.
The devotion was given by Mrs. in thought.'( Marcus Aweliusi
Evans, KFWC president, will be Economics at Murray State Center at 7:30p.m. Hostesses will of Whitlock, Tenn. Mrs. D. T. Modelle Miller on the theme,"A Members answered the roll by
guest speaker.
University invites all women who be Mesdames John C. Winter, Braddock of Ripley, Miss., is a Higher Step", with her scripture relating their favorite halloween
Paul Shahan, Richard Farrell,
reading from the fifth chapter of treat when they were a child.
A governor and vice governor have degrees in home economics
great grandmother.
Two visitors were present, Mrs.
Robert Bear, H. Glenn Doran,
Matthew. A prayer closed her
for 1st District will be elected living in Calloway County to an
Jack Wilson who joined the club.
at this meeting. All delegates Open House in the Social Area, Arvin Crafton, Kathryn Elliott, John David is the name chosen devotion.
and
Mrs. Marion Adams.
and
Miss
Lillian
Tate.
by Mr. and Mrs. John L. Morgan
must present their delegate Room N204 of the Applied Science
Mrs. 7,ella Covington read the
cards upon registration in order Building between three and five
of Murray Route Six for their minutes and: gave treasurer's Mrs. Lenith Rogers gave the
lesson on 'Christmas Gifts From
to vote.
p.m.
The
Christian
Women's baby boy, weighing seven pounds report. The closing prayer was Your Sewing
Basket'. She had
fourteen
ounces, born on Friday led by Mrs. Pauline Wainscott.
Luncheon will be served for
Fellowship of the First Christian
made several of these gifts to
The Calloway County' Band church
the price of $2.95. Resen'ations
Refreshments were served by
will hold its general October 8, at 8:08 p.m. at the
should be mailed by Oct. 15 to Boosters Club will meet at the meeting at the church at ten a.m. Murray-Calloway County Mrs. Foster to the fifteen show the members and brought
patterns to share with them.
Mrs. Bertes Pigue. 308 3rd St., school band room at 7:30 p.m.
Hospital.
members present.
Some of the pretty and useful
Fulton, Ky. 42041. Money is to
The father is employed as a car
The Garden Department of the The Faith Doran Circle of the
gifts were telephone and locker
/e included with the reservation.
salesman with the Caldwell Used
Murray Woman's Club will have First United Methodist Church
caddies, paper bag holders,
Cars, Murray.
pillow cases, rabbit hot mit.
WSCS will meet at the home of
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs
stuffed animals, napkin rings.
Mrs. A. L. Rhodes, South 5th D. Y. Morgan
and Mr. and Mrs
David A. Brown of Hazel }Coate and others.
Street, at two p.m.
Robert H. Burkeen, all of Murra Two has
been a patient at the The next meeting will be in the
Route Six:- A. S. Cunningham of Western
Baptist Hospital. home of Mrs. Robert Hendon on
Murray Route Six is a great Paducah,
Wednesday, October 20
Nov. 8 at 7 p.m. Mrs. 0. J.
The WSCS of the Coles Camp grandfather.
e‘•
Jennings will be co-hostess.
.
Ground United Methodist Church
cis
Robert Cole of Murray has been
9
eS •
will meet at the church pardismissed from Western Baptist
Bread Is
'
sonage with Mrs. James Griffith
Hospital. Paducah.
Symbol of all food
TIa o orld•s most imporas hostess at 7:30 p.m.
hunger-fighter
for
Mr.and Mrs. Harvey Workman .4-• N..,4etable. the potato,
!oateci in the Americas.
years, there is pro.1.!-:. left Thursday for their home in
The J. N. Williams Chapter of
. it 0a - the Spanish exother food found in th(
Diego, California, after
San
the UDC will have a coffee at the
pl,,rcrs who introduced it
and eaten as regularly
spending this week at the Holiday
Eurola.1 Its name derives
home of Mrs. James Lassiter,
often as bread. Bre,,d
is the word for Young Fashions today!
his
visiting
with
Murray',
and
Inn.
tioqi the Spanish "patata.Wells Boulevard, at ten a.m. with
excellent energy food ;in .
Workman,
and
Milton
uncle,
called
o
e
also
s
1
.11
are
o
Introducing
an exclusive collection of
SERVING THIS AREA SINCE 1886
Mesdames Helen Lassiter, Melas
an economical sourcc ()I
other relatives in Murray and s•,aids tr,tin the Scottish
tel and, when enrclaal, •
Linn, and E. S. Ferguson as
beautiful
imported
knits, unbelievably
Worko,ad
meaning
-,uud"
County.
Mr.
a
Calloway
nishes significant qii.rmt
hostesses. Mrs. James Hammack
digging
,
11.1
:.pade
1
or
and
Mr.
late
the
priced.
of
son
is
the
man
of
iron
and
E
B
vitamins.
"3rd Ri Maple Murray, Ky. Phone 753-2411
will give" the program on
Mrs. George Workman, formerly tork commonly used in culand sm-ve enriched bread
Use Our lay-Away Plan
504 Main
Southern Poets.
t vating and harvesting poten.
of this county.
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cheapest solution?

58th Annual
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Coach says lure of gold
turns athletes to golf
Dave Stockton. Geiberger was be beaten.
"The first time I played golf
the 1966 PGA champion and
Stockton grabbed the PA title with Dave I beat him by 20
strokes," the coach recollects
LOS ANGELES - The only last year.
with a grin -I think he shot a93
Wood
ahead,
In
looks
But
too.
college golf coach who ever
that day at the Los Angeles
has
years
a
coached
recent
he
turned out two national
Country Club.
Professional Golfers' half-dozen young golfers who
-But he's one of those fellows
golden
making
on
the
are
it
Association champions says
with the will to win and great
years
during
early'
as
tour
thenmore and more athletes are
confidence. He might shoot a
looking toward the fairways as pros.
nine on one hole and then
golfers
young
all
he
the
Of
the place to make the best
bounce right back and birdie
encouraged,
and
instructed
has
postgraduate living.
the next."
Geiberger
recalls,
Wood
stands
"Many of the good all-around
Stockton's swing is not a
college athletes who used to go out as the surest bet for success classic one, Wood admits, but
tour
the
on
for pro basketball, baseball or
he knows why.
football careers now are trying
-As far as I am concerned,
-Dave broke four ribs while
to make the pro golf tour since he was far ahead of anybody I he was surfing many' years ago,
it has become so rich," ever coached," he insists. "He and the injury' affects his golf
declares Stan Wood,for the last has that fluid swing and the swing," Stockton's onetime
17 years coach of the golf team ideal golf temperament as well. mentor explains. "So he
at the University of Southern
"Al has made it big, in spite doesn't hit them far, but he's
California.
of poor health which has exceptionally accurate. He
"Golf is a more genteel sport limited his ability to compete in proved it the other day by
than the others," he pointed out many tournaments. This, of winning the Massachusetts
during an interview_ "And you course, affects his con- Golf Classic and $33,000 top
are your own man on the golf centration. You can't con- money.
_ _
tour, without the worry' of centrate when you're weak.
-That great desire to win will
contract renewals, coaches. And Al is bothered, regretfully, keep Dave around for a long
managers and all that goes
rett,.....Lt_
time
with other pro sports."
"Even so, he has played
Wood remembers that
Wood. who combines his brilliant golf on the tour despite
coaching job with managing a these physical handicaps and Stockton gave himself three
years to make good on the tour
public celations firm and who has a lot of good years left."
for many years worked as a
Stockton, Wood remembers, Otherwise he had planned to
Los Angeles sportswriter, likes was one of those rare in- return to school and seek a
to hark back to the days when dividuals who simply wouldn't degree in law.
-He earned $100,000 his third
he coached Al Geiberger and
year on the tour," Wood says.
"So that meant it was golf and
not law for Dave."
But Stan Wood doesn't spend
all his time glancing back to the
Geibergers and Stocktons.
"Another one of my boys,
Bob McAllister, has won four
tournaments on the tour and
Murray State's Racers, winless passes for 115 yards and 2 scores. has a lot of potential," he
Furgerson reports the Raiders emphasizes_ "Then there's Vic
since beating Western Carolina in
their opening game, will play have a superior defense and cites Loustalot and Ron and Rick
Middle Tennessee. the OVC's as proof of their holding Eastern Rhoads, brothers, and a rookie
hottest team Saturday at Mur- to 82 yards total offense last this year, Sherman Finger.
Rick won the Venezuela Open.
week.
freesboro, Tenn.
Since dropping their first two from early season injuries but All these youngsters are doing
well and you'll be reading
games of the season,^Middle's will still be far from full
about them in the years to
strength.
Linebacker
E.
W.
Blue Raiders have beater
come, I feel sure."
Morehead and Eastern Ken- Dennison played against UTWith a USC master's degree
tucky, the OVC's preseason Martin last week and may' be in journalism tucked under
his
joined
by
middle
linebacker
and
favorites, as well as Chatarm,Stan Wood had planned on
captain
Frank
Saturday.
Head
tanooga.
However, Furgerson says Head's a newspaper career. Then 17
'They've really' come on seeing much action is doubtful. years ago he agreed to fill in for
a year as golf coach when a
strong," Murray' Coach Bill
Freshman quarterback Tom
Furgerson said, "and have Pandolfi, who threw two long vacancy occurred - and that
played championship caliber touchdown passes against was that.
"I've been here ever since,"
football in their last three Morehead, will be the starting
he smiles. "Every year is a
games."
Racer quarterback. He'll be challenge and each new crop of
joined in the backfield by young golfers is another thrill."
The Raider fortunes began tailback Rick Fisher, the OVC's
It isn't surprising, Wood
of
elevation
the
looking up with
leading rusher, anf dullback says, that so many college
Mel Daniels to No. 1 quarterback. George Greenfield, who has golfers turn to the tour these
Against Eastern, Daniels com- rushed for 131 yards in days, with its $7 million in
pleted 6 of 11 passes. For the MMurray's last two games.
purses this year.
season, he has hit on 21 of 48 for
• 'If prize money had been like
Murray played a near-perfect
301 yards and 3 TD's. The other game and defeated Middle 20-0 that in the days when Sam
.big offensive threat for the last year for its only OVC win. Snead, Ben Hogan and Byron
Raiders is tailback Reuben Middle Tennessee leads the Nelson were in their prime.
Justice who has rushed for 376 series 20-18-3.
each would have earned about
$500,000 a year," Wood
yards this season and caught 9 Game time will be 2 p.m.
estimates. "As it was, in those
days a few decades back, a
$30,000 to $40,000 year was a
great one "
By FRANK MACOMBER
Copley News Service

By Herb Sparrow
United Press International
Although it is the middle of the
football season, Kentucky's four
Ohio Valley Conference schools
begin basketball practice this
weekend.
Defending OVC champion
Western Kentucky and Morehead
get underway today, with
F-astern Kentucky and Murray
starting Monday.
Coach Cal Luther of Murray
only has two starters returning
from last year's OVC runner-ups,
but, like Harrell, he too is looking
forward to this year. Luther's
optimism is also based upon the
performance of last year's freshmen, who were 21-0.
At least two of the sophomores
are expected to start for the
Racers, including 6-foot-8
Marcellous Starks, who averaged
over 20 points and 20 rebounds a
game as a freshman,. Joining
him in the front line will be
rreturning All-OVC performer
Les Taylor,
Eastern Coach Guy Strong has
eight lettermen back from last
year's 15-10 team, while four
players are up from the freshman
team. Among the returnees is
All-OVC guard George Bryant
and forward Charlie Mitchell.
Western, which finished third

By MIKE BRANDON
Defense is one of the two prime
factors in winning football
games: the other is offense.
Mayfield's Junior Varsity Cardinals had just enough of both
last niitht as they' defeated the
Murray JV Tigers 16-8.
The game could have very'
easily been a repeat of the shut
out of two weeks ago had it not
been for the heads up play of Dale
McCuiston.
With 4:37 left in the initial
'quarter, Brad Barnett fired a
pass intended for Eli Alexander.
But a Mayfield defender picked
off the. pass and seemingly had
the interception until he was hit
by Alexander The ball flew in
the air and the alert McCuiston
picked the ball from the realms of
space and scampered 34 yards
f..or the touchdown.
Barnett
connectaiwith McCruston for the
two point conversion and the
young Tigers were on top 8-41. But
the lead was to be short lived.
Mayfield fullback Randy Jones
capped a 47 yard march by
scampering in from the five yard
stripe for the touchdown The
two point conversion succeeded
as David Aubin ran around left
end to tie the game at eight a
piece with 2:44 left in the quarter.
The scoring in the game ended
with 508 left in the second
quarter as Jones climaxed a 46
yard drive by carrying the ball
from six yards out to paydirt.
Jones went up the middle on the
conversion and the score stood 168 in favor of Mayfield.
Gary Buchannan brought the
large crowd to life in the third
period by intercepting a Mayfield
pass on the Tiger 48 and scampering down to the Mayfield 40.

in the rkAA championship finals
last year, is beginning its first
season under new head coach
Jim Richards. The Hilltoppers
lost three starters off last year's
team through craduation and a
fourth, guard Rex Bailey,
through an off season injury.
Only forward Jerry Dunn
returns, although Jerome Perry',
a starter two years ago, is expected to be ready by the start of
the season. Perry sat out last
season with a knee injury, then
reinjured it last summer,
requiring a second operation.
Morehead
coach
Bill
Harrell looks forward to this year
after suffering through an 8-17
record Ilast year, including 12
losses in a row. Harrell has nine
players off last year's
undefeated freshman team advancing to the varsity, along with
6-foot-10 junior college transfer
Ron Nicholson.
Only three players return from
last year's team, junior Bubba
Abell and seniors Eddie Conley
and Ike Unseld,
HAWKS SIGN WILLIAMS
ATLANTA i UPI ) -The Atlanta Hawks Thursday signed
Milt Williams, a New York
Knick castoff, to bolster their
backcourt.

CLARKSVILLE, Tenn.-The stated. "We will work several
oldest rivalry on the Austin Peay players in his cornerback slot to
State
University
football try and find a replacement."
schedule will be renewed this Fuqua is the only starter from
Saturday night when the last week who is definitely out for
Governors host the UT Martin this week's game. However,
Pacers in a 7:30 p.m. game.
several others are still banged up
The two teams have met 26 pretty badly and are questionable
times on the football field with at this time.
APSU holding a slight series Following Saturday's game
edge-14-10-2.
against non-conference opponent
The Pacers of head coach Bob UT Martin, the Governors will
Carroll will be taking on the return to OVC play with a game
fourth member of the Ohio Valley against Middle Tennessee Oct. 2::
Conference this year when they in Clarksville.
come to town Saturday. They will
be out for their third triumph
over an OVC team when they NEICONS PHONE DYER
CINCINNATI (UPI) -Ket
take the field.
Previously this year, urm has Dyer, the Cincinnati, BengaLs
defeated Middle Tennessee ( 28-0) safetyrnan who is partially
and Murray State (41-0) while aialyzed after an injury
losing to Tennessee Tech (10-7). received in the Green Bay
In addition to seeking their third game, received a "get well"
telephone call Thursday From
straight win over APSU.
The last two seasons have seen President and Mrs. Nixon.
Dyer, who took the call in his
the Pacers edge the Governors by
one point, taking the 1969 game hospital bed, said he was
"thrilled" by the presidential
by a 7-6 seir
X..1103'
telephone messaage.
contest by a 22-21 margin...
"We realize this will be one of
the finest teams UT Martin has
FOR CORRECT
ever put on the field," APSU head
coach Bill Dupes remarked this
TIME and
week.
TEMPERATURE
"They have some very' fine
DAY OR NIGH
football players and tremendous
size
in their line. We are exdT.
pecting a rugged game with
them," Dupes pointed out.
The Governors will be out to
isnap a three-game losing streak
this year that has seen them drop
of
/decisions to Western Kentucky
Murr.i% , hrotiat he
t( 46-7), Eastern Kentucky (14-9)
and Morehead ( 22-0).. "We
rich man's avocation in the
are killing ourselVes by our own
United States,
The Royal Hong Kong Golf mistakes. We aren't adjusting to
Club. for example, was founded what our opponents are doing and
in 1889. ln Scotland, golf dates are actually hurting ourselves
more than our opponents are."
back centuries.
When the Governors take the
While there are thousands of
HAS MOVED
golf courses close at hand for field Saturday night, they will be
most American amateurs, without the services of senior
to
a new location.
more and more they are linking Ronnie Fuqua, a. regular cornerback
for
travel with this game loved by
the,past three years. New address:
Fuqua was injured in the
so many men and women.
For example. Yankee golfers game against Morehead last
frequent the Waziristan sector weeiefId and is still in the St.
Across from
of Pakistan, where the moune Medical Center Hospital in
Bank
Peoples
tain courses are...mostly rocks
orehead. He was operated on
and crags. The golfer's solu
immediately after the game and
Agent
is to carry his own por,lble is expected to be out for at least
DOUG WILLOUGHBY
fairway, a small d'Ormat three weeks and maybe
longer.
which provides a p -able lie
"We aren't for sure who will
Phone 753-1222
for each shot.
take Ronnie's place," Dupes
There's a
ar course in
the mining
of Oruro in Bolivia, 12.1 1 1 feet above the sea.
and on
low sea level on the
shores of the Dead Sea in KalTHE WEST MURRAY
li
-In the Middle East. where
CHURCH OF CHRIST
sand is more plentiful than turf,
Road and Holfday Dove)
(Doran
engine oil is poured over the
dirt greens so they'll hold apHear
proach shots better. In the
Atacama Desert of Chile, the
fairway borders are marked by
October
Weekdays 7:30
limed lines; if your shot winds
Sundays
17-24
10:50 and 6:0
up outside the lines, look out for
snakes, etc.
•••••

Golfers looking abroad
for new adventures

Murray State Travels To
MTSU Saturday Afternoon

Mayfield JVs Top
Murray Last Night

Governors' Host UT-Martin
In Old Rivalry Saturday

Kentucky OVC Schools To
Start Basketball Drills

. By FRANK MACOMBER
Copley News Service

realizing that Portugal, Britain. Canada and a whole hatful

The American weekend golf- of other countries, including
er - there are some 15 million some in Asia, offer attractive
of them - is beginning to look golfing facilities. You can play
abroad for new golfing adven- golf.for example, in the British
crown colony of Hong Kong
tures, and finding them.
Tour agencies already are of- only 31 2 miles from Communist
fering a limited number of China's border.
Ted ‘rallas, nationally known
chartered flights to foreign
lands. When you get there, the golf course architect who is
days are occupied mostly with building 18-hole layouts in
one activity"- golf.
Spain. Portugal. Britain and
A Los Angeles tour agency, France, among others, says
for example, will fly you to Europe is blossoming as a golfSpain for $700. The round-trip ing mecca for the American
flight includes meals, hotel amateur who has run out of
accommodations and golf on things to do on his vacation.
courses in Barcelona, Malaga,
-The average American
Granada,Seville and Marbella. amateur golfer, whether he is a
There is time, of course, for low-handicap player or the
side tours in these famed cities average 85-to-95 shooter, never
of Spain. But golf is the prime tires of the game." Vallas says.
reason for the "packa4e" tour "But if he can play it in a forwhich lasts 16 days. The agency eign country with all the color
offers 12 different charter golf of strange, new surroundings
flights to Spain during the year. and customs, all the better. All
So far they have attracted
he has to do is talk his wife
married couples, golfing
the idea.
bachelors and even unmarried
-If he's a bachelor
probgals who enjoy golf and a lem."
chance to meet new people.
Americans to. to forget that
Spain is a most popular over- golf was a •'pular . pastime
seas spot for the galloping golf- abroad
me countries when
er set. But tour agencies are
as considered only a

1AL

753-6363

PUMA S BANK
NOTICE

M FA

INSURANCE CO.

505 W. MAIN

GOSPEL MEETING

BOBBY WITHERINGTON

"El.KIN'S. FARMS"

Five plays later the drive ended
as the Tigers fumbled on their
own 21 and Mayfield recovered.
Murray had a mild threat with
only three minutes left in the
game as Mayfield punted from
their own 12 and the Tigers
returned to the 30. But two losses
put the ball on the Mayfield 45
and the rally faded, as did the
time.
Murray, who now stands at two
wins and two losses, will host
Paris next Thursday in a tilt
beginning at 6:45 p.m.

Ky.-Tenn. Distributor For All New
Rust Free XTZ Trailers
Route 2 - Hazel, Ky. 42049

3 Miles East of Hazel on State Line Road

(502) 492-8310

NEWCOMBE SEEDED FIRST
BARCELONA, Spain (UPI)
-Wimbledon champion John
Newcombe of Australia was
seeded first Thursday for next
week's Spanish Open Tennis
Tournament. Arthur Ashe Of
Gum Srping§, Va., was seeded
sixth and Marty Riesserr of
Evanston, Ill., was deeded
eighth.

Rentals
(502)
753-9131
From Every
Angle . . .

CAVALIERS GET RICK
CLEVELAND LUPI ) -The
Cleveland Cavaliers, who lost
all eight exhibition games,
acquired 6-9 Rick Roberson
from the I,os Angeles Lakers
Thursday for cash and a high
future draft choice. The Cavs
waived forward Gary Freeman
to make room for Roberson.

Fiberglass Trailers Are Classic!
X17 Fiberglass trailers are unique!
Fiberglass provides strength and a lifetime of no maintenance-Frames
are mig welded, no
slag-Fully equipped, overall weight only 1600
lbs.-perfect trailing-Easy to clean inside and
out--pressurized air scoop-sliding saddle rack --trouble free
one-piece fiberglass fendersremovable fiberglass tail curtains - the trailer interior pollution
.is
protected with impregnable
fiberglass -Four horse trailers also available.
STANDARD EQUIPMENT
Hammer Blow running gear-2B coupler
Gravel guards . V-Chroml.
Electric brakes witb controller
Safety chain . Running lights
Three windows . Side !milers
Two-Tone t'olor
Tack compartment '
Chrome Vents
Large tack compartment door; locking handle
. Dimensions: Length 6'6", Height 66", Manger 36"
Head dkider with houlder divider

UPON JOB-HUNTING
CLEVELAND (UPI; -Johnny Lipon, deposed interim
manager of the Cleveland
Indians, said Thursday he
would look for another job
outside the Tribe organization
"I haven't made up my mind
definitely," Upon said, "all I
know right now is I am not going
to stay in Cleveland "

1.1

. 2 Horse
.1 Horse
. Gooseneck'
. Stock trailers
. Rentals
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Invited
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Briles Hurls Two-Hit Shutout
At Baltimore, Bucs Take Lead

FRIDAY—OCTOBER 15, 1971
C011irgerihC4Pertdup

Alabama And Tennessee To
Renew Grudge Series Saturday

By JOHN G. GRIFFIN
Manager Earl Weaver. "I think Murtaugh said. "He has pitched
UPI Sports Editor
the Pirate pitching is pretty in a lot of tough games and
By BILL MADDEN
PITTSBURGH (UPI) —Nel- good right now."
see also has a potent scoring yards thus far and has nine
won. I think he can beat them." Packers
UPI Sports Writer
son Briles gave Pittsburgh its The Pirates hurlers who made
Ithreat in placekicker George touchdown passes to his credit
If the Series goes to seven
In baseball the saying goes Hunt who is eight-for-eight on while teammate Rhett Dawson
third strong pitching perfor- believers out of the Orioles games, Murtaugh said -as of
that good pitching stops good field goals and the second has pulled in 31 passes, scored
mance in a row in hurling a were Briles, Steve Blass, who right now," Blass would be his
hitting every time, but can a leading scorer in the conference three touchdowns and picked. up
two-hit 4-0 shutout Thursday to hurled a three-hitter to win the pitcher, "but don't rule out
good defense stop a good behind Musso.
send the Pirates back to third game, and Bruce Kison, Dock Ellis." Weaver said he
378 yards for the Seminoles. If
By GREG GALLO
Vikings' front four against the
offense in football just as The expected passing duel Huff can outshine the more
Baltimore this weekend needing who allowed only one hit in a was "90 per cent certain" that
run with Donny Anderson and
UPI Sports Writer
predictably?
only one victory to clinch the 61-3 innings or relief in the his seventh game pitcher would
between Florida and Florida widely known Reaves, it's quite
More meat for the Minnesota rookie John Brockington. AnThat's a question Alabama State involves two of the likely Florida State can up its
1971 World Series.
fourth game.
be lefthander Mike Cuellar, who Vikings' Purple People Ea
derson rushed for 84 yards in 11
and Tennessee, a couple of nation's most puzzling clubs. record to 6-0 and improve on its
The Pirates' win over the "This game meant more to lost the third game.
this week?
carries against the Detroit
Southeastern Conference power- The Gators, highly regarded in 16th place in the college
Baltimore Orioles was their me than any other game I ever
Both managers discounted
tha
Lions last week.
Yes, the chances are
houses, intend to find out preseason because of Reaves' rankings.
third straight at home and gave pitched," said the 27-year-old the "home field advantage," Zeke Bratkowski, Scott Hunter On
offense, the Vikings will
Pittsburgh a 3-2 series lead. righthander who pitched in although so far in this series and the Green Bay Packers w. be hurting with tackle Grady Saturday when they renew their passing, have yet to win a
longtime grudge series which game. Yet, it's still only a
But now they must go to world series games as a the home team has won every serve as this Sunday's sacrifi Alderman, wide receiver
LOS ANGELES ( UPI)—JimJohn dates
back to 1901.
Baltimore where the Orioles member of the St. Louis game.
matter of time until Reaves my Robertson, 1361
/
2, Los
cial lamb when they go agains Henderson, guard Milt Sunday
won the first two games.
and
burns Angeles, and Sugar Ramos,
Cardinals in 1967 and 'f•8 but "That doesn't mean much to the National Football League's and running back Jim Lindsey The fourth-ranked unbeaten breaks losse
Crimson Tide of Paul "Bear" someone.
1361
"It's going to be tough playing has had his problems since professionals," said Murtaugh. most feared defense.
/
2, Mexico, fought to a draw
all hobbled with injuries.
Bryant boast an explosive Florida State, which under- (10); Jose Luis Valdovinos, 122,
there again," said Pirates then. "It was a long road
can't think of a single
The Vikings, led by a Traditionally, Viking-Packer
outfielder Roberto Clemente. back."
thing in either park that would defensive front tour of Ji games have been tough ones. offense led by tailback Johnny went a coaching change as Bill Mexico, knocked out Peinda
"But now we only have to win Briles estimated he divided favor
either
team," said Marshall, Gary Larsen, Carl Green Bay leads in the Series Musso which has averaged over Peterson departed for Rice and Amador, 123, Mexico (7).
40 points per game in its last was replaced by Larry Jones,
one out of two."
his pitches "50-50" between Weaver.
Eller and Alan Paige, have 12-8-0. Last year, the two NFC
has gone almost unnoticed
The Orioles must win two fastballs and breaking pitches, Clemente has been the chief shutout their last two o Central Division teams split, four outings.
NORTH
BERGEN, N.J.
The once-beaten 14th ranked despite sweeping through five (UPI)—Chuck Wepner, 215, Baygames if they are to repeat as and said the groin injury that Pirate critic of the Baltimore ponents, defeating Buffalo, 1
the Packers winning the first
the world champions of base- prevented him from starting ball park, which he says is not and Philadelphia last week, 1 game, 13-10 and the Vikings Vols under former Bryant Pupil straight opponents for a perfect onne, N.J., stopped
Mike
Bill Battle, on the other hand, 5-0 record.
Boswell, 194, Youngstown, Ohio
ball. Jim Palmer, the winner of the third game of the recent "major league" caliber, that 0.
taking the second 10-3.
have
yielded
points
under
10
Huff has passed for 1,179 10)
the second game, will pitch for National League playoffs did the outfield is rough, and that
Known as the Purple People
per game in carving out a 3-1
it's tough to see balls after they Eaters because they devour
Baltimore in the sixth game not bother him.
Only
record.
offense-mined
Saturday with Bob Moose going Murtaugh came up with a are hit. Oriole Frank Robinson opposing quarterbacks, these
Auhurn, with quarterback Pat
for the Pirates.
minor surprse by announcing replied to that, "Clemenete is massive linemen so terrorized
Sullivan stymied for three
great Dennis Shaw of the Bills and
Briles gave up only two that Bob Moose will be his supposed to be a
quarters by the tough Vol
singles and two walks Thursday starting pitcher Saturday, rath- outfielder. He should adjust. If Pete Liske of the Eagles that
defense, has been able to defeat
in facing 29 batters, just two er than Bob Johnson, who he has any doubt, let him neither quarterback was able to
Tennessee —by the narrowest
watch
me
and
stand
where
I
gver the absolute minimum.
started and lost the second
put a single point on the board.
of margins, 10-9.
stand."
Bob Robertson gave him the game of the series.
Bartkowski and Hunter, it is
In other key college games on
Weaver held a five-minute not known who will start at
only run he really needed with "I like Moose's chance,"
tap for this weekend, Oklahoma
closed meeting with his team quarterback for the Packers,
a homer over the centerfield
rates a seven-point favorite
after the game and the general are sure to be harrassed and
fence in the second inning.
over Colorado in the Big Eight
theme was that they should the Vikings' secondary should
Mies singled home a second
relax and star' being them- have ample chance to pick off By United Press International showdown of the nation's No. 2
rim in that inning.
and
No. 5-ranked
teams.
selves again.
the Pirates added an unerrant passes.
The Milwaukee Bucks have
Arkansas is rated three over
"We're going to have a few
earned run in the third with the
Last week against the Eagles, picked up right where they left
Texas, Penn State 10 over
help of an error by usually PITTSBURGH (UPI) —Facts cocktails on the plane," said safety
Krausse
Paul
and off last season.
snre-fielding Brooks Robinson and Vigures of the 1971 World Weaver. "And we're going to cornerback Ed Sharockman The Bucks, who roared to the Syracuse, Ohio State 18 over
appreciate the day off. Some- intercepted and each time the National Basketball Association Indiana, Air Force 14 over
and scored the final time in the Series:
Army, Auburn 10 over Georgia
fifth on a triple by Gene Clines Teams — Baltiimia Orioles, times that does it."
Vikings scored. Eller also title with comparative ease last
Murtaugh, who has to watch blocked a field goal that led to season, opened their 1971-72 Tech, Washington three over
and a single by Clemente.
American League;'Pittsburgh
Oregon, Minnesota 12 over
his weight, was asked whether another score.
As I said When we were Pirates, National League.
schedule with a convincing 110Iowa, Stanford 31
/
2 over Southdown two games," Pirates Results —1st pita; RaJti- the Pirates are going to take a
The Vikings' defense is No. 1 97 victory over the Phoenix
Manager Danny Murtaugh re- more 5 Pittsburgh 3; 2nd supply of victory champagne in the NFL overall, allowing 193 Suns Thursday night. Lew ern Cal, Tulane seven over
/
2 over
minded people quietly, "our game: Baltimore 11 Pittsburgh with them to Baltimore or plan yards per game. Minnesota is Alcindor, who's playing under Pittsburgh and Rice 71
SMU.
pitching was good enough to 3; 3rd game: Pittsburgh 5 on picking up a supply of the rated a seven point favorite.
his Muslim name of Kareem
Top ranked Nebraska is a
Win the division championship, Baltimore 1; 4th game: Pit- bubbly there.
In other games Sunday, Jabbar this year, had 31 points
it was good enough to win the tsburgh 4 Baltimore 3; 5th "I'm going to take along a Washington is four over St. and 19 rebounds while Oscar prohibitive favorite over Kanplayoff championship, and it game: Pittsburgh 4 Baltimore quart of skimmed milk," he Louis, Baltimore 10 over the Robertson had 17 points and 17 sas as is No. 3 Michigan over
Illinois and No. 6 Notre Dame
should be good enough to take 0; Remaining games in best-of- said.
Giants, Detroit 10 over Houston, assists for the Bucks.
over North Carolina. Unbeaten
us to the Series championship, seven series: Oct 16 in
Oakland 17 over Philadelphia, Connie Hawkins led Phoenix
Florida State rates a two
San Francisdco 10 over Chica- with 25 points and Neal Walk
Baltimore,Oct.17( if necessatouchdown favorite over interThursday's World Series Rea biglarnIty-size-picture in a
"I don't know whether it's the ry in Baltimore.
go, San Diego three over added 19.
state rival Florida in what
sults
color tv that fits arlywhere/•
compact
Pirates' pitching or our bad
Denver,
Los
Milwaukee
Angeles
at
trailed
three
the
50-47
over
Broadcasting:
and By United Press International
Radio
should prove to be a highVERMEER
• C3910W - Now you
hitting," said puzzled Orioles' Television (NBC)
The
Atlanta, Miami 14 over New half but ripped off 13 straight
scoring aerial duel between the
Fifth Game
can enioy world famous Zenith Color TV
England, Dallas 14 over New points early in the third period
Gross receipts (5 games) Bait (AL) 000
anywhere
kitchen bedroom. living
Seminoles' Gary Huff and the
000 004— 0 2 1
'WPM
!I!
room' Vinyl clad metal cabinet in grained
$2,798,922;
Net
receipts Pitt (NL) 021 010 00x— 4 9 0 Orleans, the New York Jets to take the lead. Phoenix tied Gators' John Reaves.
Zenith
color
•
American
Walnut
four over Buffalo, Cleveland six the game at 65-65 but Jabbar
$2,524,043.14;
Commissioner's McNally,
Bothellklabama and Tennessee,
Handcrafted Chassis
Leonhard (5), over
Cincinnati and, on Monday and Robertson combined to lift
Share —$378,607.12; Players' Dukes )6) and Hendricks;
as is typical among SEC teams,
night, Kansas City is 10 over Milwaukee ahead again.
Share —$1,032,256.24; Clubs and Briles and Sanguillen.
LP— Pittsburgh.
are loaded with All-America
League shares —$596,875.15.
In the only other NBA game,
McNally. HR—Robertson.
ZENITH/The quality goes in before the name goes on;
The Packers will. test the Billy Cunningham scored 41 candidates. In Musso, the tide
boasts one of the nation's
points, including 13 in the third
premier power runners. The
If We Sell It . . . We'll Service Iti
quarter, to spark the PhiladelAlabama senior has scored 10
phia 76ers to a 105-94 victory
touchdowns in the Tide's five
Over 19 Years of Service Experience
over Houston and spoil the
games and leads the nation in
Rockets'
debut
in
Texas.
•
ANN ARBOR, Mich. (UPI) —
scoring with 62 points.
Philadelphia outscored the
All-Star guard Dave Bing of the
Tennessee, not surprisingly,
Rockets, who played in San
Detroit Pistons was scheduled
holds its aces on defense.
Diego
last
season,
15-1
during
to undergo surgery today for an
Linebacker Jackie Walker and
By JOE CARNICELLI
attack for the second straight rookie quarterback to step in one stretch of the first half to
eye injury which has suddenly
defensive back Bobby Majors
week in place of injured Virgil and run things. He's coming take the lead to stay. Hal Greer
UPI Sports Writer
clouded his brilliant pro baskethave been mentioned on nearly
along fine."
Look for things to happen Carter.
and rookie Dave Wohl had 18 everyone's
ball career.
pre-season AllCleveland
is
a
points
again
each
Sunday
for
"I
seven-point
while
the 76ers
when Paul Brown
think Ken did a good job
Bing, 27, leading scorer and
America picks. On offense, the
Dodson Ave.
Phone 753-2900
Rudy Tomjanovich led the Vols
against the
Dolphins
last favorite over the Bengals.
assists man for the Pistons for meets the Cleveland Browns.
are paced by all-SEC
Elsewhere
in
the
Brown,
week,"
Rockets
who
with
28.
American
built
said
Cleveland
Brown.
"It's
a
five years in a row, was
fullback Curt Watson. TennesConference Sunday, the New
Suffering clouded vision in his into one of football's power- difficult assignment for a
York
Jets
are
four-point
!right eye from being poked houses in the 1950s, is now head
favorites over Buffalo, Miami is
there with a finger belonging to coach of the Cincinnati Bengals.
14 over New England and San
LET US ADD SOME REGAL COLOR TO YOUR LIFE!
Happy Hairston, a former Brown stunned the Browns last
Diego is three over Denver.
season
by
winning
the
Ameri: teammate now with Los AnKansas City is a 10-point choice
-f geles, in an Oct. 5 exhibition can Conference Central Division
over Pittsburgh in Monday
title, an honor all but conceded
' game.
night's game.
The impairment was diag- to Cleveland before the 1970
National Conference
season.
play
Now
he's
looking
to
do
nosed Thursday by doctors here
FAYETTEVILLE, A r k.. finds San Francisco 10 over
as "retinal detachment." The some more damage against his
Dct. 14. — A lot of time and Chicago, Fallas 14 over New
freezing technique of cryosurge- former employers.
considerable yardage has Orleans, Los Angeles three over
The Browns lead the division
ry was to be used, a University
come and gone for Dicky
Atlanta, Minnesota seven over
with
a
3-1
mark
while
Morton since the celebrated
of Michigan physician said. He
Green Bay and Washington four
Cincinnati,
which
has
dropped
back's
running
sophomore
will not be able to play for at
three straight games and is
debut as an Arkansas Razor- over St. Louis. Baltimore is 10
least two months.
over the New York Giants,
back regular.
"There is about an 80 per riddled with injuries, is 1-3. A
Detroit is 10 over Houston and
He fumbled twice and
cent chance of a successful victory Sunday at Cincinnati
Oakland is 17 over Philadelphia
passes
dropped
would
as
two
a
put
secthe
Bengals
right
result from this type of
ond-half replacement for the in inter-conference games.
surgery," Dr. Morton S. Cox back into the title picture.
injured Jon Richardson in
Washington, the NFL's only
Jr. said, emphasizing a reat- New coach Nick Skorich has
Arkansas' 21-20 loss to Tulsa
unbeaten team, goes for its
assembled
an
outstanding
unit
tached retina would not necesthree weeks ago.
fifth straight victory against
at Cleveland. The Browns took
sarily mean the right eye would
Since then the 5-11, 175the Cardinals while Denver
the
division
lead by beating
be restored to normal function.
pounder from Dallas has
Plus
may be forced to play San
rushed for more than 109
Bing, who is also near-sighted Pittsburgh last week as Bill
50e
Diego
without
Nelsen
running
star
completed
18-of-27
pasFilm
yards in easy Arkansas vicin his right eye, is a rightback
Floyd
Little.
Bob
ses
for
236
yards
Davis
and tight end
Charge
tories over Texas, Christian
handed shooter who normally
will be the new quarterback for
and Baylor.
depends on his right eye for Milt Morin caught eight passes
the
Jets
Buffalo,
against
"I had a bad day against
depth perception in taking long for 126 yards. Leroy Kelly ran
MAJOR ADVANCEMENT
NATURAL NU
replacing Al Woodall, and Craig
for 63 yards to move into the
Tulsa," said Morton, who'll
IN COLOR PW)TOCRAPNY
shots.
COLOR PORTRAITS
nor moiis. th4s ecns,b e'
open at tailback Saturday
Morton draws the starting
No.
Not
8
slot
on
the
all-time
list
the
cOrl
motat,00
Surserlot quality. Arnevne
He scored 24 points Tuesday
rioted
photos
afternoon when the Razor- assignment for Dallas against
Genuine
lose wet!
have fine
8''
Cr .
otortraots on
night despite not being able to "The Browns
tylfte
tawautitol
Orleans
Roger
with
personnel and they are per- backs battle Texas' Long- New
AMAZING OffEll
seel well enough to shoot
horns in a 3:20 kickoff at Staubach scheduled to
IS LIMITED!
start the
forming well," said Brown.
BABIES, CHILDREN
At It,,. 00 orrom vere an
anything but close-in shots.
Little Rock.
MD ADULTS!
following week against New
0.1y
allow one port,
"'They
have
a
veteran
team
and
'
11
Group portra,ta at 1174 pet
The Pistons' star playmakerRichardson Is sidelined
P0.
subject
one
per
to
afoot.
England.
are
tough
to
handle.
have
We'll
Acklitoortsl morn
with a leg injury and isn't
scorer had a total of 91360
hen
el
sante
family
to
mistakes
keep
our
at
a
expected
return
to
to
full
$I 97. 50‘ film charge
points and 2,209 assists entering
Oa ell sittings.
speed until Arkansas' Oct. 30
MONTREAL (UPI) —Veterthe season —both Detroit minimum if we hope to stay
There's
with
them.
no
date
question
with Texas A and M. an left-hander Denny Lernaster
.records.
Arkansas' final practice in
was acquired by the Montreal
The 6-foot-3 former Syracuse that Kelly is one of the best
preparation for Saturday's
Expos from the Houston Astros
star was expected to be runners in the business and
nationally televised game
Thursday in a straight cash
or hospitalized seven to 10 days Nelsen is a good, experienced (WHBQ-TV, Channel 13) was
quarterback."
transaction. Lemaster, 32, had
before being released. Medical
held
behind
closed
doors
a
0-2 record for the Astros in
center officials would offer no An experienced quarterback
Thursday.
It
was during the
1971 and posted a 5.45 earned
predictions about Bing's future is one thing that Brown does
workout that Broyles ruled
not have. Rookie Ken Anderson
run average.
both Richardson and defenin professional basketball.
from little Augustana College in
sive back Steve Birdwell out
Veteran Howard
movies
PORTLAND, Maine ( UPI)—
if the Texas game.
was expected to take Bing's Illinois will handle the Bengal
Wilburn, 137, New
Charlie
received
Morton
bruised
place in the starting Detroit
York, outpointede Irish Beau
ribs against Baylor last Satlineup when the Pistons open expected to provide restin
irday, but has been particiJaynes, 138, Lowell, Mass.,
their home season tonight time for both movies and th
)ating in the Porker drills
Lennie
Hardin, 164,
(10);
Jimm
guard,
starting
other
against the Lakers. Second-year
this week. "They're still a
Rahway, N.J., knocked out Earl
guard Harvey Marlatt was Walker.
little bit sore," he said'.
Scott, 158, New York (3).
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'Honor Roll
At Kirksey
Is Released

Dog brings peace
Soldiers, rioters halt fighting to rescue Scruffy
LONDONDERRY, NORTHERN IRELAND ILTPI): The riot in the Roman
Catholic Bogside area stopped suddenly.
Youths dropped their bricks and
bottles and ran toward a burning
building. -"What are thev up to now?"
wondered a puzzled 'r .A1 army
officer.
"S cruff y's trapped!" shouted a
youth over his shoulder.
-- "Come on!" yelled the officer to his
soldiers. Troops and riofirs-rin together to the fire.

•-.••••-.v.,••••••fl'ITIPXY.I.

trouble. Wherever there is a riot,
Scruffy' turns up. tail wagging in excitement.:
-rake it easy. Scruffy," the crowd
called. "We'll get you down!"
soldier volunteered to try it. "Better nut.' said his officer. "The snipers
illoy not understand."
o

S. Viets
free GIs
for $726
and
salad mix

Johnny Bohannon, principal of
Kirksey Elementary School has
released the honor roll for the
first six weeks of the current
school year. It is as follows:

THEN THEY hustled up a ladder
and Scruffy sprang into the arms of
his rescuer. A mighty cheer sent up
from watchers.' They crowded around
Scruffy.-jostling each other in their attempts to pet him, soldiers and rioters_
alike.
They gave him a drink. Scruffy
wagged his tail and scampered off.
The troops moved away, back into
position. A stone whistled after them,
then another, the riot was on again.
And in the middle of it was Scruffy.

ewortipswwww.' met- e 'ils•-'71151

-7-oett

N N4,
Army
Twelve I
truck driver s were kidnaped and held for ransom
yesterday by furious South
Vietnamese civilians, most
of whom were disabled
South Vietnamese veterans.
but were released unharmed nearly eight hours
later.
The drivers and their six
tr u
s were seized after
their convoy allegedly ran
into a minibus in a .funeral

Fourth-Lisa Bazzell, James
Bibb, Laura Fones, Roger
Garland, Kerry Lamb, all A's,
Kathy Lovett,Belinda Smith, and
"THERE HE IS!" shouted someone.
Suzanne &MTh.
On the window ledge stood the dog,
Fifth-Keith Crick, Jimmy
ears cocked, tongue hanging out in the
familiar lop-sided look that has capHale, Tammy Locke, Teresa
tured the hearts of both soidiers and
McKinney, Jackie Parker, Dawn
rioters alike.
Sledd, and Stephanie Wyatt, all
Scruffy doesn't seem to have a
A's.
home. He wanders the city in search
SixtbATinuny Anderson, Tersa
The only change in the .loan check on the loan rates for any
• ,,,Acl,riv
11W
-WW•9741011
•
19,,'
Bibb, Renee Bolin, Sheila Dar- provisions for 1971-crop corn ,is county where a producer plans to
nell, Betty Easley, Karen Ed- that loan rates will be those of the store his corn,"Mrs. Hall said,
wards, all A's, Nada Frazier, "county where stored" instead of "As always, eligible producer
Dennis Green, James Hudspeth, "county where ,produced," ac- wanting to know about loan rates
The dissection Ma live beehive Farm in Land Between the noney bee in agriculture will be Randy McCallon, all A's, JoBeth cording to 011ie C. Hall, Chair- should get in touch with their
will highlight the beekeeping Lakes, TVA's big outdoor discussed by Ed Veazey, farm Norwood, Patricia Parrish, man of the Calloway County local ASCS Office."
demonstrations to be given recreation and conservation manager, as he points out the Connie Smith, Kimberly Smith, Agricultural Stabilization and Participants in the 1971
Sunday, October 17, at Empire education center. The role of the queen bee, worker bees, drones, Dale Swift, and Gail Tucker, all Conservation (ASC) Committee. voluntary feed grain program
_
The action is intended to en- are elgible for loans and set-aside
brood chambers, and other parts A's.
• tOie Igye to visitors. A small Seventh--Rhonda Adams, courage the flow of corn into the payments for corn.
fition hive and beekeeping Terry Clark, Jill Falwell, all A's, principal consuming areas. The
YOU TAKE NO CHANCE WHEN YOU
equipment
such as a honey ex- Kevin Lamb, Kevin Lovett, change to the "county where
TRADE WITH
tractor and a capping knife will Margaret McCallon, Patricia stored" basis for loan rates had
be on display at the farmhouse. Melvin, all A's, Mark Rogers, already been made for several
A combination ice crusher/
Vanessa Stone, Renee Tobey,and other grains and for soybeans
The demonstration will begin at
drink mixer will mix drinks
Dan Watson.
according
to
Mr.
Hall.
It
provides
1:30 p.m. and continue at inEighth-Sandy Bibb, Kathie farmers an added option in either while crushing ice, or
tervals until 4:30 p.m. on both
Broach, Cathey Easley, Martha management, with no penalty mix without ice crushing. It
Sundays.
does other mixing or blending
Murray, Ky.
753-5273
Rhoades, imposed if they choose storage
Empire Farm, located five McCallon, Diane
jobs
such as reconstitifting
PROFIT
LARGE VOLUME - LOW
miles east of The Trace in the Peggy Rogers, all A's, Sandra closer to market outlets.
frozen juices, whipping cream
"Service Built Our Business"
Stark,
Donna
Tabers,
and
Ricky
Loan rates for 1971-crop corn in or egg whites, preparing party
Conservation Education Center
IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE US ON A
Calloway County will be 81.15 per dips, dressings or appetizers or
(CEC), is a popular educational Lee Wilkerson.
NEW OR USED CAR
bushel the same as for 1970. It is piepare mixed and diet drinks.
facility where visitors can view
new cream bleach for based on a national average loan The manufacturer also says the
and touch farm animals and see
tools and household furnishings unwanted hair is an alternative levelof $1.08 per bushel, No. 2 mixing jar has a pouring spout
that were used on farms in this to harsh depilatories and pain- basis: Premiums and discounts molded into one corner and
area many years ago. The farm ful. expensive electrolysis, the will be unchanged from those in its cover has a built-in strainer.
(Sunbeam Appliance Service
is open to the public from 9 a.m. manufacturer says. The cream effect for the past several years.
County loan rates var.& Co;', 5430 Roosevelt Rd.,
to 5 p.m. Wednesday through bleach 'works in minutes, has
COME TO
Sunday and is closed on Mondays no unpleasant odor ,arid makes throughout the country becausew'Chicago, III.).
hair on face, legs and arms of historic difference in locations
and Tuesdays.
'and prices. Variations ,jit. local
Other attractions in the CEC practically undetectable.
(The \tem Co.).
earn prices are caused by such
include several hiking trails,
factors as changing trends in
Center Station where a film and
production and use, trandisplays are available, an enand Try Our
sportation,
and others. A review
closure-near Hematite Lake
new ashtray has a plastic
-Fresh Ky. Lake Catfish
where fallow deer can be seen, model of lungs attached. As of these factors and of local
-Country Hams and Steaks
and an overlook atop an old silo smoke from a lighted cigarette operations of the loan program
-All Kinds of Fresh Homemade Pizza
where visitors can view Lake rises, it goes into one lung, by U. S. Department of
6 a.m. to 10 p.m.,7 days a week
Barkley and a variety of ducks discoloring the lung and sug- Agriculture officials is made
- J.C. GALLIMORE and geese moving along the gesting, according to the manu- each year before county loan
Phone 753-9999
Lakeshore.
facturer, what may happen to a ,rates are established.
"The County ASCS Office can
smoker's lungs.

Corn Loan R tes Switch
To County W here Stored

1144PITTIRI
90',911•1l4 Weeverelre.'9

Pieht
powessioit.
mourners. The drivers
were released after compensation was paid.
The civilians had demanded a ransom of 2.5
miltion piasters. or shout
$9000. They indicated they
would settle for 200.000
piasters or about 6726 plus
170 cases of salad oil and
150 cases of soybean mixture.
Pro% metal
authorities
provided the salad oil and

soybean mixture, AmPrivan `‘
authorities appat :ently paid the ransom. In
the past they have made
cash compensation to the
families of Vietnamese
killed or injured by U. S.
drivers
The 12 drivers and their
six vehi t I e s were seized
nine miles south of Da
Nang The mourners were
in a funeral cortege of a
veterans' leader shot Sunday.
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Jackson Purchase Production
Credit Association

SERVICE

=WIND

Morning
Evening'

We lend money to farmers and ranchers.
Nobody else. And the people who -borrow
buy stock in PCA. That *ay, they tell us
what to do.,They decide who is really going
to run our operatioti.
It's a great arrangement. We efid up
being owned and operated by the people
service. So we
who need-and use
know all about their special money needs.
Supplies, equipment, maintenance, extra
help, medical bills, educational expenses.
And we know how to tailor repayment programs to their production and income.
Talk over your money needs-any season of the year -with a seasoned money
aro: the man at PCA.

4'

MURRAY
MUFFLER

*

Morning
Evening'

The people we lend money to
tell us what to do.

Tired of Your Own Cooking?

*

Morning

Morning
Evening

PARKER FORD INC.

*

Morning
Evening

Evening

Beekeeping Demonstrations In LBL Sunday

HAZEL CAFE

PAGE SE
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Buy Several At This Low Price!

A GREAT BUY!!
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Baptist

aerican
atipay
tint In
inatle
he
incse
S

Emmanuel Missionary
Morning Worship
11 a m
Evening Worship
7 30n m

d their
seized
of Da
s were
e of a
Sun-

West Fork
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

Church Of Christ

An investment in Your Future

Scotts Grove
Worship Service
11 00 a m
Evening worship
7 30p m

l'A!E

ELll

11 a m
6 30p m

New Providence
Morning Worship
11 a m
Evening Worship
6 30p m

"For where your treasure is. there will your heal he also"

First Baptist
Morning Worship
10 AS a m
Evening Worship
7 30p m
Spring Creek
Morning worship
Evening Worship

Nazarene

11 a m
8p m

Northside
Morning Worship
Even no Worship

Murray Church
Sunday School
10a 'II
Worship Service
11 a m
Locust Grove Church
Morning Worship
11 a m
Evening Worship
7p m

II a m
7p m

Sinaig Springs
Morning Worship
Ilam
Evening Worship
7 30p m

Grace Baptist
Morning Worship
10 45 a m
Evening Worship
7p m.
Blood River
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

tbaddrialIMIW

;I
W
k'
L

1.111111.1#
•

Methodist

4

\

/•

Palestine, United
Worship Service 11 am
1st
Sunday, 10 a m 3rd Sunday
Martins Chapel Unit...
,
Sunday School
10a m
Worship Service
11 a.m

AI*
AC*.

4 gi

"•IF

4

g

eing leaves--aimlessly they drift to earth as they
usher in the season of Thanksgiving and winter.
They descend and die. Left to the mercy of the element
they disintegrate and go back to earth.
Unforgetable in life but they are
wasted away in death.

South Pima.Grove
Morning Worship
10 15a m
Evening Worship
6p m
Good Shepherd United
Worship Service
9.30a m
Sunday School
10 30 a m
brooks Chapel United
Worship services at 9 30 a.m. 1st
& 2nd Sundays. 11 a
rn. 3rd
Sunday, & 6 pm. 4th Sunday.

;

Godless lives are much the same. For they
too, drift without direction. They look without finding,
strive without succeeding, reach without grasping,
exist without knowing why. They are alive
but not living...wasted in life and
forgotten in death.

Kireserlaptist
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

-

It,

LLI

First Assembly Of God
Church School
10 00
Worship Service
11 .00

11 am.
6:30 p.m

iimmilk

ra 1 1

.._...•043w

United, 310 lrvan Ave.
Sunday School
10 a m
Evening Worship
pm
United, New Concord
Sunday School
10 a rr.
Worship Services 11 a m ,7p m
Calvary Temple
Sunday School
10a m
Worship Services
11 a m .730
pm.

Poplar Springs
Morning Worship
11 a m
Evening Worship
6 30p m

4. ••••;,:,.....t;•.V.A."••,-11

.A.rii.A.:V.;:"....44...C
.
C..V.:42,..*::::>X:
;
::*
:
:

14

Pentecostal

Hazel Baptist
Morning Worship
Ila m
Evening Worship
7 30p.m

d

:
iI€

11 a.m.
7,30p.m.

Memorial Baptist
Morning Worship
10.50a.m.
Evening Worship
6:30P.m.

Bethel United
Worship Services at 11 a m tat
and 4th Sundays, 6- 30 p.m 2nd
e tja
aritdodSundav
defisKm
tt .a30
,ittaL
Sunday.
aye
Worship services at 7 p m 1st &
3rd Sundays, 11 a.m 2nd Sunday,
9• 30 a m 4th Sunday
W
Kar
irkas
heipy United
„
Morning
it:00 a.m.
Evening Worship
7.00p.m.
Coldwater United
Church School
10:00
Worship Service
11 .00
Temple Hill United

In Isaiah, Chapter 35, we can learn more of
this mirage, this rendezvous with death.
As leaves must cling to the tree to
survive, so must lives cling to God.
Falling leaves have lived and died.
Godless lives have died.

- New Mt. Carmel Missionary
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
Evening Worship 6 . 30 p rn-.
Flint Baptist
Morning Worship
11 a m.
Evening Worship
7 30p m

ly to

Cherry corner
ranchers.
o borrow
ey tell us
illy going

ead up
he people
ce. So we
ey needs
Ice, extra
expenses.
ment proincome.
-any eased money

Morning Worship
Evening Worship .

11 a m
7p.m.

Elm Grove
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

11 a m
7p m

First Methodist
8 458. 10 50 a.m
RusseJls Chapel United
edto a.rn
Sunday School

Worship

Worship

Sugar Creek
Morning worship
11 a.m.
Evening worship
7 15 p.m.

Be Loyal,

Christian

Reclaim Christ

First Christian
Worship Services
10 30a m , 7
P m

11 a,m

Goshen Methodist Worship Services at 11 a ni Tat &
3rd Sundays, 7 p m 2nd & 4th
Sundays
Lynn Grove
WorshipService at 9 45 a m 1st
& 3rd Sundays, 11 a m 2nd & 4th
Sunday
Coles's Camp Ground
Worship Service at It a m 2nd
Sunday, 10 45 a m 4th Sunday

Be Faithful,

Salem Baptist
11 a m
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
7 15p.m

:tion

10 a.m
11 a.m

Mornino Worship
Sunday School

shp:eerpxtserv
n -00
Uniated
Hia
ce
rdlig
m

YOU IN THE CHURCH
THE CHURCH IN YOU

Murray Christian
VorshipServices10 45a m , 7p m

i

3 5602
twonommonoo

W
lso
t r& 2nd Sundays, 1100 am.
3rd & 4th Sunday, 8:30 p.m.
1st & 3rd & 4th Sunday
i'lt3

WorUsnhiivpersity
Morning Worsh ip
'0 30a m
Evening
a 00p.m
MorningGri en Plain
10 -15a m
Ev-ning Worsnip
7p m
West Murray
Morning Worship
10 5i)a m
Evening Worship
6p m
vvUornshiptonGrove
Morning
10 Sae m
Evening Worship
6 30p m
& Poplar
cship
i0 40a m
Evening ServicevSeventhr
e
e
5p m.
vvserorm
ysihcia
pponcord 10 so a m.
NEvenig
Mornin
g7p m
Plesant Valley
Morning Worship
11 a m.
Evening Worship
6 p m.

Presbyterian
Liberty Cumberland
Sunday School
10a m.
Worship Service
Ha
North Plesant Grove
Sunday School
10a m.
Worship Service
11 a T.
Oak Grove
Sunday School
10a
Worship Services llam.,lp
Mount Plesant
Morning Worship
11 a m.
Evening Worship
7p m.
First Presbyterian
Church'School
9 30a T.
Worship Service10.45 a

Other
Denominations
Church 0
Christ
yOLLnaoo
ttier Day Sainls
Sunda
10a m
St. Leo Catholic Church
Sunday Mass 86 rn , 11 a r71 , 4 30
pm
Saturday Mass
6:30 p.m.
Christian Sicteocc
Worship Service
•
11 a m •
Jehovah's Witnesses
watchtower
10 30a m
Bible Lecture
9 30a m
Worship Services

II a m ,7pm

St. JohnnC
WaYrnj
'shE
aPe
pislcAopM
al
.E.
Sunday School
9130
10 5aa:
Morning Worship
Immanuel Lutheran
Sunday School
Morning Worship
10 30a m
Sabba
Seventh Day Adventist
tha mst
Sabbath School
Worship Service
9 30 a.m
..
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Boone's Incorporated

Shady Oaks

4.

'
3

..4*
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Mobile Home Courts
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THE CLEANER THAT'S INTERESTED IN YOU

Ph 753-5209

Mayfield Hwy 121

k

Edwin Cain Construction Co.
-

COMMERCIAL

She

•

el

V

TOM ANDREWS- YOUR MOST

Phone 753-1475

American
Motors
Cain & Treas Motor Sales

RCA VICTOR

of the Following Businesses:

Hutson Chemical Co. , Inc.

Top Quality Used Cars

Murray, Ky.

Phone 153-6448

K.N

Carroll Tire Service

ciecrot Y2zzt -•ri162

,

YOUR UNI-ROYAL TIRE DEALER

Ili
t

,.

iv

.:

753-3892

Ph. 753-7793

Kentucky Pied Chat' Stokes Tractor ft Implement Co.

Colonial House Smorgasbord
A Choice Selection of Relishes • Salads- Meats
Vegetables and Desserts
Fast Service • Open Sundays
Hwy 641 North

"IT'S FINGER LICKIN' GOOD"

I

Lovett
Distri bulbul(a..

QED

DIV

Murray Warehouse Corp. , Inc.

Freed Cotham Co., Inc.
HEATING

SHEET METAL -

GRAIN DIVISION

Holmes Ellis, Mr/r•
E W. Outland, Supt
Phone 753-8220

Phone 753-4832

9th at Chestnut

Air Conditioning-Heating-Commercial Refrigeration
SERVICE THROUGH KNOWLEDGE
Phone 753 8181

Chestnut

IV

Wayne Darnell Outboard Marine

Palace Drive-In

YOUR JOHNSON MOTORS DEALER
Sales, Parts, Service-Compete Boating Supplies
Phone 753-3734

94 E. at Murray Bait Co

Five
1

MR & MRS WM A JONES, OWNERS
Custom made drapes, latest in fabrics

SALES AND SERVICF
ADMIRAL
'

TAPPAN

WHIRLPOOL
Phone 753-3037

604 S. 4th

--Furniture 8. Auto Upholstery
Ph 753-7494

- PIZZA

SPAGHETTI

FREE DELIVERY ON ORDERS OF 52.00 OR MORE
17th

Peck's Upholstery & Fabric Shop

Dunn TV & Appliance
118 South 17th
INIIIII

Phone 753 7992

Points

Trenholm's Drive-In
HENNY PENNY CHICKEN

R. Chestnut

Phone 474 2202

Ph. 753-7100

The Hitching. Post
See the Old Country Store

John D. Grogan Mobile Homes

iri--,!y_f_g

SALES . SERVICE

GIFTS - UNIQUE NOVELTIES

PARTS & RENTAL

'2 Mile West of Kenlake State Park
Aurora Road RI 1 Hardin. Ky 474-2266

Hwy 94- 1Mo. E. Murray- Ph 753 6685

union

Calloway County Soil
Improvement Association
SERVING FARM FAMILIES SINCE 1916

RECAPPING

Randy Thornton Service Co.

802

On Hwy. 68 at Aurora

I

Hwy. 121 W. (Coldwater Rd.) Ph. 753-3164
- -

Highest cash prices for corn and soybeans

AIR CONDITIONING

N

12th Extended

A, Shopping Center

If
JAS. D CLOPTON

FAMOUS FISH DINNERS

A complete line of Electronic Component parts & Ac
cessories

Distributing Gulf Products
Bet

Sue & Charlie's Restaurant

"WE SPECIALIZE IN SOUND"

Storey's Food Giant

Tires-Batteries & Accessories
South 2nd St.-Murray, Ky.-713-3571

Phone 753-2202

Wells Electric

Allied Radio Shock

/WIRD 19401CSNRCIl

Master Tire Service, Inc.

Rudy

BOWLING AT ITS BEST - FINE FOOD

I

Phone 753-1319

Industrial Road
-

Phone 753-2997

Central Shopping Center -- 753-6061

Ph. 753-8119

ii441111W'
I

Corvette Lanes, Inc.
14)5 Main Street

MASSEY-FERGUSON SALES AND SERVICE

Try Our Delicious Beef and Ham Sandwiches
Sycamore at 12th Call in Orders 753-7101

Phone 753-2700

I

North 4th St.

Guy Spann
Real Estate Agency

1

CHILI

15c

MINOR REPAIR & WELDING

Residential - Commercial - Farm - Building Lots and
Lake Property-Buying - Selling- Leasing
518 W. Main
Phone 753.7724

Murray, Kentucky

1105 Pogue -'2 Block E. of S. 12th - PhOne 753-1489

Phone 753 1713

Tune-Up & Carburetor Service

4th and Sticamore

/
•

So. Side Manor Shopping Center

HAMBURGERS

Open 24 Hrs. - 7 Days

Beal's

Fresh Ky. Lake catfish - Fri. ans: Sat.
Plate Lunches Daily - Banquet Room Facilities ten
Churches, Clubs and All Social Meetings

Phone 753-1933

Stadium Chili

IIEST TOY f :TR /VI

MAYTAG

FRIGIDARIRE

403 Maple

Southside Restaurant

"FOR ALL YOUR FERTILIZER NEEDS"

Ambassador-Hornet-Matador-Gremlin-Jeep
Five Points

Ward-Elkins

Through The Courtesy

Steaks - Chops - Seafood Plates - Sandwiches
Specials, Mon., Sirloin steak - Tue., Ribeye Steak
Wed., Ground Sirloin- Thurs.. Chicken - Fri., Fish
No, 12th Ext. 641 • Call In Orders to 753-4419

SulldIngs

621 So. 4th

This Page Sponsored

Grecian Steak House

RESIDENTIAL

\

AMP -*--.._.

Jones Brothers
. Body Shop

i7-2-14YWrrr.,:i
eszkip.

BERT, ALTON AND NED JONES
COMPLETE AUTO BODY REPAIRING
Insurance claim work Free estimates
Hwy.641 S. (Hazel thv .)
Ph. 753,7150
i
-

Phone 753-297 1

Kentucky Lake Oil Company
JOBBERS OF SMELL Olt PRODUCTS
SNELL
Murray
753.1323

Mayfield
247.1487

Long John Silvcrs

si ...,_-

HSH w CHIPS
Chicken Peqtegs - Fish & Chips
Treasure Chest
Eat in or carry out
South 12th • Murray - Ph. 753.5267

.03w
:.3.,..

'9 .•,t4
.' .!,Otk
ii-. . '

Claude Vaughn

Industrial Road

Susie's Cafe

.
,

National Hotel Building

'

Murray Auto Parts

Plumbing, Heating and Air Conditioning
Commercial and Residential --Sales & Service

REBUILT ENGINES RADIATORS REPAIRED
A COMPLETE PARTS DEPARTMENT

Repairs & Installation - Gas & Sewer
501 N. 4th
Phone 753 6168

605 Maple St

641 Super Shell
FREE PICK UP AND DELIVERY
Open 6 00 a.m. - Close 1200.

Ph 753-4474

n

South 12th Street--Phone 753.9131

11

Peoples Bank of Murray, Ky.

CAPP I

COMPLETE BANKING SERVICE - MEMBER FDIC

POP

SOO Main

Phone 753-3211

West Kentucky Rural Electric
Co-Operative Corp.

Pool Office Equipment & Supplies
11/••-‘31

SALES

-,,..

Branch Office So 12th & Story 753-6655

Phone 753 5017

I
.

Murray Livestock Co. ,
SALE EVERY TUESDAY AT I P M
Hogs bought daily
WM E. DODSON, OWNER

PH

753 5334

Shirley. Florist

i

FLOWERS FOR ALL OCCASIONS

,
FIT

r_)_,,,i

MEMBER F T.D.
502 N. 4th St

753-3251

... ,s,.....
IN

II -P-.4-

.

7535357

IttgliESIIILM1Pl1IN6 SERVICE
The Elusineurnin s Choice For Fine Pi ir,'iii r

403 Maple St. -:- Murray, Kentucky

SERVICE & RENTALS
Typewriters Adding Machines and
Calculators
iis So 4th
751 1761
_

Sholar's Auto Repair
FRONT END ALIGNMENT
MOTOR TUNE UPS
AIR CONDITIONING SERVICE
709 So 7th

753 1751

Bob's TV Service
SERVING MURRAY & cALtowAv COUNTY
SINCE 1950
-2-way Business Radio Installation & Service
-Aerotron Sales A Service
Dixieland Center Chestnut St. Ph. 753.519I

Lynhurst Resort
Col. and Mrs Thomas Brown-Owners
Peony 436-2145 and 4364376

a.
1
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Next Week's TV

Ed Sullivan To Return To TV
Screen With 90-Minute Special

•

CBS from 9 to 10:30.
By JACK GAVER
NEW YORK ( UPI)-Ed Sulli- The AB..movie at 9 screens
van comes back to television 1968's "No Way to Treat a
during the new week, on CBS Lady," starring Rod Steiger
and Lee Remick in a drams
of course.
This will be a one-shot, 90- about a psychotic killer loose ir
minute program Sunday that New York City.
MONDAY
will review high spots of the
many years of the old weekly "NFL Monday night football"
on ABC at 9 telecasts the PittsSullivan program.
NBC also .has a seasonal pre- burgh-Kansas City game.
miere on Friday in the case of NBC's movie at 9 screens
"Chronolog." This is the trans- 1967's "Kill A Dragon," starplanted monthly "First Tues- ring Jack Palance, Fernando
day" of other years, the Lamas and Aldo Ray. Struggle
magazine format, neW5-feature over possession of a load -of
deadly Nitro 2 against a Hong
program.
Kong background.
Highlights:
TUESDAY
SUNDAY
The CBS National Football Jack Lord, the Smothers
League regional schedule: Los Brothers and Anne Murray are
Angeles-Atlanta, St. Louis- uests of Glen Campbell
Washington at 1; Detroit- Hous- or CBS at 7:30 p.m.
ton, Dallas-New Orleans at 2; NBC's "Ironside" at 7:30 has
Minneapolis-Green Bay, Chic& "In the Line of Duty," with
go-San Francisco, Philadelphia. eta Miles and Brandon De
Wilde as guest stars.
Oakland at 4.
Should there be a world series "The Mod Squad" on ABC at
game, it will be on NBC from 7:30 'offers "The Medicine
Baltimore at 1:30 blotting out Men." Julie falls in love with a
these regional American Foot- doctor who is being blacklied.
ball Conference games at 1:
Baltimore-N.Y. Giants, Buffalo- NBC preempts "Sarge" at
N.Y. Jets, New England-Miami. :30 for a special "All-Star CirIn any event, the country will s," with Ed McMahon as
for a show featuring persee, on a regional basis, the
Cleveland-Cincinnati and San formers of the Circus BenneDiego-Denver games starting weis in Copenhagen.
ABC's "Movie of the Week"
at 4.
-The FBI" on ABC at 8 has at 8:30 screens a new video
the first half of a two-parter, original "Suddenly Single." Hal
"The Mastermind." Bradford Holbrook, Barbara Rush, MarDillman, Clu Gulager, Steve got Kidder and Agnes MooreIhnat and Scott Marlowe are head in a story about a middleguest players in a drama about aged man facing divorce who
pursuit of four men who rob an tries to solve his problem by
amusement park of $1,800.00.. becoming a singing single.
"The CBS movie at 7:30
WEDNESDAY
screens the second half Of '"'the
Crosby
and Dom DeLuBing
Sand Pebbles."
"The Sullivan Years" is one are guests on Carol Burn-

• teihr+
i•
49.0104001100$0081641EN0110
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✓ feed grams to maintain
the 1972 Feed Grain Program corn and grain sorghum.
tory bases.
announcement is made by the The reminder that barley will A corn producer may switch to
U.S. Department of Agriculture be included in the 1972 Feed :4 ain sorghum. A wheat-andwithin the next few weeks.
Grain Program is also important rley farm may go 100 percent
Inclusion of barley in the 1972 because of the substitution barley. Or, Mr. Hall said any
program means that the set-aside provision, he said.
✓ combinations of the perpayments will be made, as they Substitution permits a program missible crops may be subare made for corn and grain participant to choose a crop best tituted, as the producer chooses.
sorghum set-aside acreage. No suited to his farm and market He will still earn set-aside
announcement has yet been operations and still earn payments on his farm's allotment
made of the payment rate. Mr. payments and history credit for and base crops.
Hall said the barley payment rate the crop historically grown on the Barley growers who were not in
will be in an equitable ratio with -farm,
the program in 1971 were also
the set aside payment rates for other program requireme-L :re reminded that a set-aside
met, this would mean farmers requirement does not mean an
with wheat allotments may earn acreage limitation on any crop.
set-aside To illustrate, Mr. Hall said,
program
wheat
payments and retain wheat 'Suppose a grower has a 500-acre
history and allotment credit by farm with a 100-acre barley base.
soybeans instead of If he participates in the feed
growing
and hardwood veneers the
wise soybeans may grain program, he will set aside
Like
wheat.
piece is made of.
• Remember that price is be substituted for barley and acreage representative of his
•

With Furniture, Too,
Be a Cautious Consumer

* Ledger & Times TV Schedule For Friday *
WS1L

3:30 News

CH. 4

WSM
5.25 Wea.-Spts.

6:00 Cactus Pete 5 . 30 News
6:25 Weather
6:00 News
6:30 Anderson
0:30 Mayberry
7:00 Brady's
7:0011. A.
7-30 Patridge
7:30 Movie
8.00 Room 222
9'30 Monty Nash
8.30 Odd Couple 10.00 News
9:00 Love Am
10 30 Tonight
1000 News
- 10:30 Cavett
12.00 Movie
1:00 News

CH. 5
WLAC
5:25 News
6:00 News
6:30 Tell-Truth
7:30 O'Hara
8:30 Movie
10:00 News
10:30 Mason
11 30 Movie

CH. 6
WPSD
5:30 News
6:00 News
6:30 Or. Acres
7:00 D. A.
7:30 Movie
9:30 Felony Sq.
10:00 News
10:30 Tonight

1 CH. 79
CH.
CH. 12
WDXR
WSIX
KFVS
5:30 News
5:30 News
6:57 News
600 Andy Grit. 5:45 Scoreboard
6:00 Movie
6:30 Your Life
5:50 Weather
7:27 News
7:00 Brady's
6:00 News
7:30 Theater 29
7:30 Partridge
6:30 Sports
9:40 News
7:00 Teddy Bears
II:00 Room 222
9:53 Harvey
8:30 Odd Couple 7:30 O'Hare
10:00 Creel. Feat.
9:00 Love Am.
8:30 Movie
10:30 Movie
10:00 Takes Thief 10:00 News
12:00 .florts
10:30 Movie
11:00 News
12:10 News
11:30 movie

1

CH. 12
KFVS
6:00 Sunrise
000 Sun. Sem
700 Stooges
6:10 Gospel
7.00 Bugs
Bunny
II:00 Phantom
6:55 Digest
6:49 News
7 30 Scooby
Doo 7 55 News
8:30 .Jacks
7.00 Dolittle
7:00 Bugs
Bunny
Dawg 9:00 Bewitled
8 00 Globetrotters
8 00 Dep.
7 30 Woody
Doo
7:30 Scooby
Panther 9,30 Lidsville
Bunch 8 30 Pk
8 30 Bear
8 00 Panther
11:00 Globetrotters
9.00 Pebbles
9.00 Bar Reef
10:00 Curiosity
900 Reef
Hair
Bear
11:30
9 30 Take Step
1100 Quest
9 30 Giant Step .3.40-P•MiNes
9:00 Pebbles
10 30 Bugaloos
11.30 Lancelot
10 30 Buqaloos 9 30 Archie
9:30 Archie
11 00 Wizard
17:00 Spt. Chal.
11 00 Auditions 10 00 Sabrina
10:00 Sabrina
10-30 Josie
1130 Jetsons
12:30 Football
•
TBA Wrld Ser
10:30 Josie
11
00
12
00
Insight
4:
DO
Sports
Monkees
Football
12 00
11:00 Monkees
11 30 Are
There
TBA Wrld Ser, 530 Welk Show
1 00 L Space
There
11:10
You
12 00 Film
Fest
5.00 Wilburn Bros 6:30 Lassie
2.00 Golf
Toget. 11:00 Film
1 00 Comm
Cen
5 30 NBC News
7:00 Get,
3.00 TBA,
1:00 Cartoon
6 00 Wagoner
7:30 Movie
4.00 Del Rtre-ves 1 30 Eddie Hill
1.30 Forum
9-00 Persuaders
4 30 Wilburn Broi 2 00 Death Valley 7 00 Partners
2:00 Report
Wagoner
Life
Thief
WLAC•TV
7
30
Good
10.00
Takes
2.10
500
2 : IS Film
11:00 News
5 30 Nash Musrc 3 00 Roller Derby 11 00 Movie
Lester Fern.
2:30
10
00
vie
4-00 Big Show
News
11:30 M.
00 News
3:00 Glory Rd.
10 30 Movie
1 00 News
5 00 Sports
6-30 Rnl,,n
3:30 Movie
5 30 T or C
7 00 Partners
5:00 News
6 00 Hee Haw
7.30 Gd Life
600 Hee Haw
7 00 All In Fam
00 Movie
7:00 All in Fere.
7 30 Funny Face
10.00 News
730 Fun. Face
8 00 V•rr 'Dyke
10:30 Movie
8:00 Van Dyke
Moore
Avengers
30 Mary
1200.
Moore
8:30 Mary
9 00 Mission Imp
1:00 Mission:imp
10 00 News
10.00• News
10 30 Mason
10:30 Movie
11 30 Movie
12:00 Faith
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keNtucRu eoticatIonAL TeuevisioN
8:00 THE FRENCH CHEF.
MONDAY, OCT. 18
8:30 THIS WEEK: A cover
4:00 MISTEROGERS' NEIGHstory treatment of the week's
BORHOOD.
major national or interna4:30 HODGEPODGE LODGE:
tional news story, hosted by
Basset Hound Puppies. (C)
Bill Moyers. (C)
5:00 SESAME STREET #231:
9:00 THE GREAT AMERICAN
For children. (C)
MACHINE. (Cl
DREAM
6:00 WINDOW TO THE CLASS10:00 FIRING LINE. (C)
ROOM: Math Four Orienta11:00 PANMED. For health
tion, ,
professionals only.
6:30 FOLK GUITAR PLUS: A
THURSDAY, OCT. 21
general review plas
n
4:00 MISTEROGERS' NEIGHautoharp scale, two ne,
BORHOOD.
notes for the recorder, an
HODGEPODGE LODGE:
4:30
two new rounds for the r,
SE
Mosses. (C)
corder.
5:00 SESAME STREET #234:
7:00 EFFICIENT READING:
For children. (C)
Preview program.
6:00 WINDOW TO THE CLASS7:30 COMMUNITY TV HIGH Neen....1111/11.0Vidoms Wirissaie
ROOM.
flosnowito
SCHOOL: Science - The
8:30 COMMUNITY TV . HIGH
Green Plant.
41/1 SCHOOL. (R)
'
8:00 SPECIAL OF THE WEEK:
7#11141
7:00 DESIGNING WOMEN.(R)
Full Circle - Cat Stevens,
7:30 TO BE ANNOUNCED.
Leon Russell. (C)
11:00 THIRTY MINUTES WITH:
9:30 BOOK BEAT: "The Con41
Elizabeth Drew interviews a
dor Passes" by Shirley Ann
in the news. (C)
Grau. (C)
10:00 THE TURNED ON personality
WASHINGTON WEEK IN
8:30
10:00 MASTERPIECE THEA- CRISIS: Say Whitt We FeelTRE: Jude the Obscure-To Not What We Ought to Say. REVIEW: Four Washington
Melchester. Still hoping to A series of inter-related vig- newsmen discuss the week's
enter the Church,Jude moves nettes which illustrate the newsmaking events. (C)
to the theological .college numerous barriers to com- 9:00 HOLLYWOOD TELEVItown of Melchester. (C)
munication between youth SION THEATRE: Lemonade,
TUESDAY, OCT. 19
and adults as they try to deal Martha Scott and Eileen Her4:00 MISTEROGERS' NEIGH
with drug-related problems re ctar. in this short play
about two matronly ladies on
BORHOOD.
in that community. (C)
a hot Memorial Day who
4:30 HODGEPODGE LODGE: WEOPESDAY OCT. 20
separately take it into their
The Growth of a Tree. (C)
4:00 MISTEROGERS' NEIGH- heads to go out and sell
5:00 SESAME STREET *232: BORHOOD.
lemonade at the side of a
For children. (C)
4:30 HODGEPODGE LODGE: highway. (C)
6:00 WINDOW TO THE CLASS- Mynah Birds. (C)
10:00 WORLD PRESS: The
ROOM.
5:00 SESAME STREET *233: week's news as reported in
6:30 COMMUNITY TV HIGH For children. (C)
newspapers around the world
SCHOOL (R)
6:00 WINDOW TO THE CLASS- is discussed by a group of
7:00 CIVILISATION: Romance ROOM.
and Reality. An odyssey 6:30 DESIGNING WOMEN: foreign affairs experts. (C)
10:45 DAVID LITTLEJOHN/
through 13th century art and Tailoring
Making a Simlife with its concepts of ple Suit. Choosing a basic CRITIC-AT-LARGE: Lord Ken.
ideal love, chivalry, and reli- pattern and fabric ... avoid- neth Clark and Civilisation.
(C)
gious piety. (C)
ing difficult details .. . spe- FRIDAY, OCT. 22
6:00 MASQUERADE: Impro- cial suit details. (C)
visational drama especially
7:00 FOLK GUITAR PLUS.(R) 4:00 MISTEROGERS' NEIGHfor children. (C)
7:30 COMMUNITY TV HIGH BORHOOD.
8:30 THE ADVOCATES. (Cl
SCHOOL: Science-The Cir- 4:30 HODGEPODGE LODGE:
9:30 BLACK JOURNAL. (C)
culatory and Respiratory , Pond Life. (C)
'5:00 SESAME STREET #235.
S stems.
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WLAC

CH. 6
WPSID
7.00 RFD.TV
7:30 Atop
Fence

CH. 8
WS IX

CH 29
WDXR
10,30 Theater'
12:00 Death Val,
12,30 Ultra
Man
12,57 News
1,00 Opry
3-Lives
Theater
Wrestling
Music
Theater
Star Trek

8:00
940

Movie
News

News

10.00

For

10:30

Avengers
Avengers
Playboy
Sports
Feature

10.30
11 10
12 27
12.30
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Just Received
New Shipment
• Stripes • Prints • Solids
36 to 46 - Regular and Long

THO

French C
Admin

SPORT COATS
1 $3500
$3000 8
$6500 Value
One Low Price

MEN'S
DOUBLE KNITS

PANTS

5 16" to s25'q
Values

Slight Irregulars

1971 C

$800
Sizes 28 to 46

1968 CI
1c:sea

1968 0
air,

1968 P
loca
1967 P

1966 F
air,

•Corduroy Fleece Lined
ne6
air)
cdoa(FurCollL
(Fure
•/
1
4 Coats ein Tweed
Coats
•Country Coats Stripes and Plaids - Lined

MEN'S
'35" to 550" Values

16°° & $2500

Pow'
1971 P
air.

1966(
pow

WINTER COATS

1963 M
seat:

BOY'S
$

1964 PI
powo

1 6°°
Each

* OPEN FRIDAY NIGHTS TO 8 P.M. *
PHONE 642-9201

Speen
door.

Ventu
only $

Campbell Factory Outlet
•
•••••

Oct.
15

Birthda:

Mens
DOUBLE KNITS

First Quality

BANK AmERICARD

bee
fine:

POSTAG

2:30 Monroes

3:30
4:00
4:30
5,30
6,00
7:00
7 57

lists
beet
tion

LELLA

MEN'S and BOY'S

LEDGER & TIMES T.V. SCHEDULE FOR SATURDAY
CH. 3
WSIL
Lewis
7:00 Jerry
7:30 Road Runner
Phantom
8:00
8:30 Jackson 5
9.:00 Bewitched
.9:30 Lidsville
1000 Curiosity
11:00 Guest
11:30 Lancelot
12:00 Bandstand
12:30 F Troop
Film
1:00 Sports
1:30 Sports
3:00 Pre Game
3:15 Football
6:15 Ost Game
6:30 Welk
7:30 Movie
900 Persuaders
10:00 News
; 10:00 News
*10:30 Movie

opland in the required amount
and maintain it in conserving
use. If the farm has a conserving
base, that acreage will also be
kept in conserving use. On the
rest of the farm, the grower may
plant as much barley, or any
other crop,except quota crops, as
he chooses. He is not limited by
his barley base, which is used
only to figure his set-aside
acreage and set-aside payment.'
Full details of the 1972 feed
grain set-aside program are
expected to be received in the
Calloway County Agricultural
Stabilization and Conservation
Service (ASCS)Office in the near
future, said Mr. Hall, Calloway
County ASC Committee Chairman, 'Farmers will be told as
soon us possible of all the details,'
he said.

Campbell Factory Outlet

She telephoned the Bay Area
Conservation District and after
investigating the dust, the
agency issued an order for the
airport to stop illegal filling
operations.
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Growers Reminded Barley -1-ritiuded, Grain Programer

Pointing out that I972-crop
barley is now being seeded in
Calloway county, local farm
program official 011ie C. Hall,
Chairman, ASC County Comett's CBS hour at 8 p.m.
mittee reminded growers that
"NBC Mystery Movie" at 8:30 barley is included in the 1972
Police
Comanother
of
the
has
Feed Grain Program should take
missioner McMillan episodes,
note that an acreage set-aside
"The Easy Sunday Murder
will be required of between 20,and
Havoc
and
Wally
Case." June
35 percent of a farm's barley base
Cox are guest stars in a story
as well as of the corn and grain
about a wife who discovers her
sorghum base. The exact perhusband and dog are missing
centage will not be known until
and finds a note demanding ran30171 money.
The CBS "Medical Center" e
mode at 9 has Barry Sullivan
and Jessica Walter guest-starring in a story about an ailing
surgeon who has trained a womChoosing furniture for your
an resident at the hospital to home involves more than
be his "hands" in operations he just picking out a style or
still proportionate to quality.
no longer can do himself.
period of design that appeals Lower-priced lines are more
"The Man and the City" on to your taste. When you buy likely to have printed surABC at 10 offers "Disaster on furniture you want to in- faces and plastic parts.
vest in good quality, too,
• Look at all advertiseTurner Street." Brod Crawford
which will save you money
is guest star in a drama of in the long run. That's why ments for wood furniture
conflict over bids for a freeway it's important to check each closely. Don't be fooled by
a piece described as, for
construction project.
piece carefully before you example, "Walnut-like" or
make the actual purchase. "the look of walnut." This
THURDSAY
The Supremes, Willy Tyler A ,few extra minutes of does not mean that the piece
and Lester and David Frost are caution may prove well is made from genuine walnut
worth while, to your home
hardwood. Be especially
guests on Flip Wilson's NBC as well as your pocketbook!
cautious when a piece of
hour at 8.
Wood
pieces, or case
furniture is described as
"Something to Get Hung goods, as they are called in having.some kind of "hardAbout" is the fare on ABC's the furniture trade, are one
wood-grained" finish, A
"Alias Smith and Jones" at 8. area in particular that re- "pecan-grained" table is
A rich rancher's runaway wife quires extra consumer care. likely to have an imitation
Some furniture in stores toWood grain surface rather
is persuaded .to return to him, day is often made of inferior
than real pecan wood.
but the rancher is murdered.
materials 'which imitate gen• If there are no tags or
The seasonal premiere of uine hardwood. They 41.6 descriptions on a piece.look
"CBS Reports" at 9 devotes the printed with a wood grain to at the figure pattern on the
hour to "Piccasso is 90," a re- look like real oak, walnut, surface of the wood. Beview of the famous artist's life cherry, rosewood, pecan, or cause each piece of lumber
any of the other fine furnior veneer that comes from
and works.
ture woods, but unfortunately the tree is different, the
FRIDAY
these lesser materials lack
figure of the wood on the
NBC preempts the movie at the' elegance, durability and furniture should also be dif8:30 p.m. for the seasonal pre- value of genuine hardwoods. ferent. That's why no two
pieces of hardwood furniture
miere on the once - 4 - month
While upholstered pieces,
are ever identical. If you
"Chronolog,"'magazine- format, for example, carry tags
notice a decided repeat pat,...
news feature program formerly which state the contents of
tern to the figure, the piece
a sofa or chair, wood pieces
known as "First Tuesday." A
probably has a printed surare usually left unidentified
filmed report of a visit to a har- as to materials used. Al- face.
em is one of the features of this though there are federal laws
CANDY SI, CASTOR NO
two-hour affair.
which require every manuCHICAGO (UPI) -Two 10'O'Hara, United States Trees= facturer to affix a tag with
year old girls have circulated a
ury" on CBS at 8:30 has Mari- this information on all case
lyn Maxwell guest-starring as an goods, the furniture retailer petition againat castor oil
as often as not removes
aging burlesque queen who has these tags, often leaving the among patients in the pediatrics ward at West Suburban
turned counterfeiter.
consumer open to decepHospital in Oak Park.
The CBS movies at 9:30 stars tions.
The petition .read: "Petition
Mia Farrow and Hal Holbrook You can be sure of buying
against children having to take
in "Goodbye, Raggedy Ann." a
high-quality
hardwood
mineral or castor oil in the
An actress is driving to the piece if you check carefully.
hospital or any place else."
brink of suicide in her struarrlp If you don't inspect the furThe document -with nine
for survival in Hollywood.
niture you're considering
while you're still in the
signatures on it -was turned
SATURDAY
you
might
take
home
over to the supervising nurse.
ABC's college football sched- store,
flimsy table that you
ule, starting at 1:45, has these a
l'Ike hospital promised to give
thought was mahogany! Be
the petition "serious consideraregional telecasts: Wisconsin- aware of these checkpoints'
tion."
Ohio State, Georgia Tech-Tulane, Texas Tech-SMU, Wake • Look for an identifying
label which states what
Forest-North Carolina.
woods were used in the
CBS preempts "All in the piece. If there are no labels,
Family" at 8 for a repeat of the ask the furniture salesman
animated special, "It's the to find out what hardwoods
Pumpkin,
Charlie
Great
Brown."
HAD HER FILL
ABC's movie at 8:30 screens BURLINGAME,
Calif. (UPI)
"Death Takes a Holiday," with -Mrs. Silvia Gregory, an
Robert Butler, Melvyn Douglas, ardent conservationist': didn't
"Myrna Loy and Yvette Mimieux. like what she was seeing from
A girl's daydream of the ideal her hospital window.
man materializes as a handsome
a pair of binoculars to
lover who is the personification of Using
Francisco Bay while
San
view
death.
NBC's movie at 9 screens recovering from injuries suf1970's "Colossus: The Forbin fered in an auto accident, she
the
Project," with Eric Braeden and saw cloud of dust on
,
Susan Clark. A giant computer shoreline near the airport.

FRED DICK of Murray Route Four is pictured with some of the
large ears of open pollinated corn he harvested this year from his
. one-fourth acre planted. The longest ear of the corn was 151,4
Inches. He said he got seventy ears to the bushel and normally
there would be 126 ears to a bushel. Dick said there were two ears
'to the stalk which were about fourteen inches apart, and his yield
was 44 bushels on the one-fourth acre crop. The six ears above
weighed seven pounds. He used four hundred pounds of 15-15-15
;fertilizer from Hutson Chemical Company and brought the seed acts up and demands control of
from the Calloway County Soil Improvement Association. Dick is the world.
A
a retired employee of the Murray Division of the Tappan ComFurn off the Exiwer switch
, panu and he and his wife observed their 50th wedding anniversary before jamming or
removing
on June 4 of this year. He has a small corn crop and garden each objects from a garbage disposyear.
er.
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New English
dictionary

E•

3

Famed lexicon now available
in compact, cheaper edition
LONDON (UPI): To serious students of the English language, the Oxford English Dictionary has
been the Rolls-Royce of its class ever since publication in 1928.
Unfortunately the dictionary—like the car—has
been out of the price range of many who want the
finer things in life but cannot afford them.
EVEN WITH the money—$225--there was its
'size to consider: 13 volumes weighing 102 pounds
and taking up a yard of shelf space.
But now Oxford University Press, publishers of
the dictionary known in the -took trade as the
"PED," has done something to bring it within range
of more of its admirers.
The publishers today brought out a compact PED
—all 50 million words, 227,779,589 letters and figures, not counting punctuation marks, of the original. It is contained in only two volumes.
THE 16,406 pages of the original with 414,825
words defined, and 500,000 definitions; have been
cut down to 4200 pages in the compact edition. Four
pages of the original are reduced photographically
onto each page of the new edition.
A publisher's announcement says, "it is just possible to read the reduced text with the naked eye."
But it quickly adds that each set of the compact
edition is equipped with a magnifying glass which
will enlarge the type to the size of the original.
The price of the new edition is $70.

Italian made simple
ROME (UPI): Two linguists, with the aid of a
computer, have learned that basic Italian is made up
of only 5356 words and any student mastering them
can understand most of what is written in that
language.
Linguists Carlo Tallavini and Umberta Bortcilini
said 500,000 words from texts written since 1947
were fed into the computer and listed in order of
frequency.
The masculine article "ii" was by far the most
frequent- word, used 54,752 times out of the total,
they said. It was followed by many conjunctions,
pronound.s and other monosyllabic words.

Hazel,,Ralph Alan Garrett, Fox
Meadows 3A, Murray, Mrs. Gail
Brewer& Baby Boy, Rt. 5 Box
October 13, 1971
333, Benton, Master Jackie Shane
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Brandon, 1719 Nash Dr., Murray,
NURSERY 7
Paul E. Jackson, 1101 Story Ave.,
Murray, Mrs. Faustine Wilma
DISMISSALS
Walker, Rt. 4, Murray, Mrs.
James Ralph White, Rt. 2, Laura Ann Bland, 500 N. 5th,
*le& Mrs. Hinda C. Thomas, Murray, Mrs. GeraldineThomas,
Fk, 2, Hazel, Mrs. Eva Josephine Rt. 6 Box 101, Murray, IPhillip
Thurman, 515 S. 13th, Murray, David Lassiter, Rt. 4, Murray,
Mrs. Maydell Taylor, Rt. I, Master Mike Lynn O'Bryan, Rt.
5, Benton, Mrs. Lois Burton
Waterfield, 602 Main, Murray,
Walter Gray Puckett, Rt. 3,
Murray, Plenty Cecil Walker, 501
By Kelg ic & Hanson
Pine, Murray, Miss Media
Pauline Hall, 215 S. 12th St.,
Murray,Thomas George Shelton,
Rt. 3, Murray.
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LOOKING FOR WORMS—Forest Service and Army entomologists examine the
tender buds of a young spruce tree in the Nez Perce National Forest in Idaho. The
scientists, (left to right) Harold Flake, First Lt. Mike Tysowsky and Jerald E. Dewey,
are working together to combat the spruce budwortn which attacks stands of trees.
The U.S. Army Deseret Test Center in Utah has assisted the Forest Service in
developing an improved method of* aerial spraying a new insecticide, Zectran, which
will not harm the environment. Lieutenant Tysowsky has a PhD in entomology and is
from Wilmington, Del. (U.S. Army Photo by H. Harthun)

Honor Roll
For Hazel
Released

Nostalgia convention
Old comic books, films, posters recall the past

DALLAS (UPI): A jagged
"Z" burns on the screen in
crackling, colorless flames
and the blurred figure of a
black-cloaked rider races
past ins cloud of dust.
Down the hall, in a
brightly lit room, buyers
and sellers haggle over faded little buttons, large yellowed posters and comic
books that look as if they
lined someone's_ old chest
of drawers.
IN A NUMBER of rooms
in the downtown hotel,
young and old alike, reminisce a bout forgeries, old
finds and new acquisitions.
"I an remember when
and where I bought many
of my comics," said Larry
Herndon, co-oordinator of
the recent Southwest Regional Nostalgia Convention, "and I can remember
what I was thinking about,
how I felt, when I bought
them."

anything , old and collectable. Technically, it is emodoh: "As longing for something far away and long
ago."
More than 1000' persons
attended the four-day convention at 82 per 24 hours.
Old movies and serials
were shown from the early
evening until after dawn.
At 8 a.m. the dealers room
was opened for those
collectors and sellers who
came from California and
New York to do business
and renew acquaintances.
HERNDON, 24, owns
some 15,000 comic books,
mostly in storage, 500 movie posters, and a number of
old radio serial tapes and
science-fiction
hardbound
books. He's on the lookout
for Captain Marvel and
Batman comic books from
the 1940s and 1950s to
complete his sets.
He started collecting like
other kids years ago. He
became a serious collector
about 10 years ago and now

blefield, and Teresa Wilson.
Barrett, Vickie Carraway, Roger
Nostagia, by Herndon's
Sixth grade-Tirikiny
titPma n, Cheryl Holsapple,
definition, is just about
Rex Jackson, Cindy Masters,
Sandra Irvin, Bryon Scott, Kevin
Krista Russell, and Shane Wilson.
Tidwell.
Eighth grade-Greg Byars;
Egg protein is so near perA teaspoon or two of glycerSeventh grade-Susan Adams, Regina Cook,Theresa Dover, and
fection that scientists often use ine added to your refuter recTerri Erwin, Hugh Alton, Kevin Teesa Erwin.
it as a standard to measure ipe for blended or boiled icing
the value of protein in other will help keep it from drying
foods.
out.

The Honor Roll for the first six
weeks at the Hazel Elementary
School as released by the principal, Roy Cothran, is as follows:
_Fifth grade-Zana Elkins,
Ricky Garland, Sandra Hutson,
Lisa Mathis, Debra Miller,
Nancy Murdock, Janet Ordway,
Shelia Phillips, Conda Stub-

has about $20,000 invested
in it
Comic books and their
covers are only a part of
nostalgia. Herndon also
lists the advertising posters1
and "stills" from old movies, pulp adventure mapsine that grew out of the
dime novels and "premiums" or the paraphernalia
of toys and prises that sirrounded comic charcters.
Nostalgia, by definition,
must be old, but condition,
the number of issue, the
artist and the subject matter also determine its market value:
"A FIRST ISSUE Bugs
Bunny 940 CO
$10 tob°
$°
1k
5
might be lworthrtliC
today if it is in good condition," he said. "A um'
hero comic book of that
year, like Superman, Captain .,Marvel or Captain
America, might be worth as
much as $250.
"If a comic depicts the
Pr44411F"
birth or orgin
hero, it is even more valuable."
The chalaza is the thick,
white, cord-like material that
is found on the opposite sides
of an egg yolk. It helps hold
the yolk in place in the white.

PUT Itia adS
TO WORK FOR YOU

Consumerism Heightens
Value of'New' Antiques

POSTAGE PERSONALITIES

Oct.
15
Birtlules;• of
THOMAS ROBERT

BUGEAUD
1784- 1849
French General • Colonial
Administrator in Africa

P's

nome safe for, adults 18
not necessarily safe for a baby
or preschooler. If you are accustomed to storing household
poisons (bleaches, lyes, detergents, polishes) beneath the
sink, move them to a higher
shelf until little guests have
left. Also, when expecting little
guests, make sure medications
are IncLed sway

USED CMS
1971 Cadillac Sedan Deville, 12,000 miles, all
power and air.
1971 Pontiac Grand Prix, double power and
air.

1968 Cadillac Sedan Deville, all power and air,
local car, vinyl roof.
1966 Cadillac Sedan Deville, local car, all
power and air, gold.
1968 Oldsmobile Delta 88, double power and
air, one owner.
1968 Pontiac Catalina, double power and air,
local car.
1967 Pontiac station wagon, double power.
1966 Ford Station wagon, double power and
air, new tires. A-1 shape.
1963 Mercury Coupe, 2 door hardtop, bucket
seats, automatic in floor.
1964 Pontiac Catalina, 2 door hardtop, double
power, red.
Special Brand New 1971 Pontiac Ventura II, 2
door. Moderately Equipped, only $2277.00.
—ALSO—
Ventura, 4 door, with automatic transmission,
only $2448.00.

Spders-Purdom
M

in Street

Jussacti-vs,-ye-st gaperiatve,
TIFe--eoecctintiTed-pi-e-c-e-s-its-thi-s-b.eetrepent-i-ei ...4.1,
y•-• Judy Lester, were found in second-hand furniture stores. All of genuine hardwood, they,
were easy to antique in perky white with kelly trim once the old finish was removed.
Cast-off furniture, bric-abrac. and other assorted paraphernalia sitting in the
family attic may well be
worth more than the storage
space they take tip! Decorators around the country have
been finding new uses for
the hidden potential of fur:
niture once considered to be
too aid or too out of style to
be serviceable. Ingenious,
ambitious do-it-yourselfers
have caught on too, and are
-Strengthening, scraping and
staining in increasing numbers to convert forsaken
pieces into what often become* the focal point of the
family living room.
This trend toward the resurrection of "new" antiques
has gained enough attention
to merit a write-up in a wellknown financial publication
which gave more than passing mention to the fact that
Inexpensive antiques have
rapidly grown in popularity
and value in recent years.
"Country" furniture and
pieces
of .."Americana"
which were once considered
only good enough for the
junkpile, are now being
fought over by antique dealers commanding startling.
high prices.
Is it the return to sentimentality growing in our
culture that precipitated this
trend/ Perhaps partially so.

but probably not. The newfound popularity of country
antiques is more clearly a
reflection of the growing
consumer uncertainty of the
quality of some, of.the furniture mass-produced today
Substitutes Cause Concern
One area of particular dissatisfaction that has become
increasingly disturbing in
the current wave ofconsumer
awareness is the substitution of plastics for genuine
hardwoods. Not only are
some of the carvings on furniture these days made of
moulded plastic instead of
wood, but more important,
manufacturers are swinging
increasingly towards the use
of plastic parts and surla,es
which imitate the look of
wood. To the consumer this
means a chair, table or buffet which not only lacks the
character and individuality
inherent in any hardwood
piece., but it also implies a
repiece which cannot
paired or refinished should
it break, or scratch And
other pieces passed off on
the consumer may be constrncted of hardboard which
has been printed with a
wood grain.
Because this imitation
wood furniture so readily

less in styie, too, the consumer is seeking the "unUsual" antique in growing
numbers. And because the
life-span of plastic is considerably shorter than the
longevity of •genuine oak..
walnut, pecan, mahogany or
any of the other durable
hardwoods, an old piece of
with
furniture
hardwood
promise is now considered
to be the better investment.
Repairs to 'Antiques' Easy
The seasoned professional
decorator is not alone in the
appreciation of an old oak
dining table, hall tree, or
rocker. In a time of "do-ityourself and save money
with better results", loads
of women as well as men
are learning how easy it is
to make minor repairs, strip
off a worn finish, and replace it with a coat of stain
and a brand new -finish. And
entire families are letirning
that painting and antiquing
an old piece is as simple as
buying a kit in the hardware
store and having fun to hoot!
If you-'re looking for a
taste of the unique to highlight a room, it's not too late
to comb the countryside for
an exciting "antique': find.

With a bit of effort you can
strike a blcrw for consumer-

available on the mass mar- ism andsave money besides!
ket may often be character-

YOUR NEWSPAPER BOY

HE DELIVERS

Free enterprise is his bag. America's youngest
business man delivers in all kinds of weather,
all year round. He brings you world and local
news, advertisements—he keeps you informed.
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Linens singing with-bold colors'
cut prices on no-iron fashion
print blends and American
patterns are replacing Belgian

,

irj
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NATIONAL SCHOOL Lunch Week is being observed in the
Calloway County Schools this week, according to Mrs. Helen
Hogancamp, Calloway County Lunch Supervisor. Students,...at
New Concord School are pictured Tuesday while eating in the
lunchroom. In the top picture are in the foreground three
students, left to right, Rodney Eaker, Laura Jarrett, and Lena
Duke, and in the back are the New Concord cooks, Mrs. Tillie
Geurin. manager, Mrs. Dean Kirks. and Mrs. Mahal Wright. In
the picture below are Greg Harper. Tina Housden, and Carla
Bates with a special decorated table In the background in the
lunchroom

WASH HOUSE WITH A NON-SUDSING
CLEANER. TO MATCH OLD PAINT
LET SAMPLE DRY. THEN COMPARE.
RECESS ALL RUSTY NAILS, PUTTY, PRIME
3.5,
AND SEAL WITH MATCHING COLOR,
•
SPOT PAINT BAD AREAS. FEATHER
7
EDGES, WORKING FROM CENTER OUT.'

Wake up to excitement.
Get out of the white sheet rut
and face a dream world instead
in the morning.
Collections for spring feature
patterns and colors ranging
from the ridiculous — green
monster-like faces screaming
"BOO!" in red letters — to the
star-studded
—
sublime
clusters on a cosmic black
background.
After the whites gave way to
the plain colors, prints popped
up. And they seem to be conpopularity
their
tinuing
growth.
Big linear patterns — plaids
and stripes — race across
sheets of all sizes arid matching
pillowcases. Flowers and
flower-like colors bloom in
on
confusion
riotous
backgrounds of every color
imaginable. Rainbow 'colors
are woven into Mondrian type
prints.
Patterns formed, from
vibrating hands can turn
waking up into a moving experience. Flowers, stripes,
swirls and solids provide more
than enough choices for change
— all for the bed that used to be
in hospital white only.
Thomaston turned to the
American mood, Wamsutta to
the Japanese for Oriental
waves of influence and
Fieldcrest to French Morocco
for "hot country" colors. This
year will undoubtedly bring
even more nationality-oriented
designs.
Fancy no-iron numbers score
highest for those who may want
to turn white sheets to the wind.
Polyester-cotton blends —
muslins and percales — are
every bed-maker's favorite.
Polyester fabric made permanent press possible and
encouraged soil release — a
boon to anyone who sleeps and
dreams of carefree living.
Manufacturers have begun to

GOD RESPONDS TO PRAYER
Prayer to God is not only a precious and incomparable
privilege, but it is also an inexorable duty of every Christian.
Neglect of prayer is a sin against God, others, and ourselves. If
prayer is to please God and bring the desired response from Him,
it must be characterized by a childlike trust, earnestness, submissiveness, a desire for His glory, and persistence.
Hebrews 11:6
It is encouraging to know that a child of God can please Him by
what he thinks,says,and does. However, without faith it is utterly
impossible to please God. True faith in God results in friendship,
congeniality, fellowship, harmony, companionship, and unity of
thought, affection, will and e.!ergy.
Matthew 7:7-12
Christ encouraged His followers to pray unto God. He indicated
that there are multiplied thousands of unclaimed blessings in
God's storehouse because believers have not asked for them.
Our Lord commands us to ask sincerely and believingly, to seek
earnestly and patiently, and to knock faithfully and persistently.
The prayer which brings a favorable response from God is
trustful, fervent, and perservering. These verbs-ask, seek, and
knock -suggest the attitude of every earnest suppliant. We should
ask as a beggar would plead for the supply of his need. We should
seek as one who has lost some treasure and anxiously desires its
recovery. We should knock as one who stands before a closed door
and is desirous of being admitted for fellowship. Such praying will
guarantee a gracious response.
Just as human fathers delight to grant the requests of their
children, so God gladly gives good gifts to His children who ask
Him for them. A father knows how to give good gifts to his
children and he will not deceive them by offering a substitute.
Neither will God give us anything except that which is best for us.
Christ emphasized right living in all our relationships with
others. He taught His followers to act towards others as they
would have them to act toward them, if they had the ability to do
so. Think of who* you would like for others to do to you. Then,take
the initiative and do for others what you would be delighted to
have others do for you. Only Christ can enable you to reach and
maintain this high standard. The standard you set up for others
must be the measure of your own conduct. If you want others to be
charitable in their estimate of you,remember that you will never
gain your objective by complaints, or by dealing out uncharitableness yourself. If you want others to be interested in you,
then you must look for the best, instead of the worst in others. If
you are eager for others to judge you kindly, then judge others
kindly.
II Corinthians 12•7-9
God lavishly endowed Paul with superior qualities and
capacities. Paul received extraordinary revelations and had
some unusual experiences. For this reason he was prone to
become proud and to think too highly of himself. To prevent this
God allowed Satan to afflict him with a handicap which he called a
"a thorn in the flesh." It was a physical ailment which was painful
,
to the Apostle, which embarrassed him in the presence of others,
and which he thought interfered greatly with his work.
Thrice Paul prayed earnestly that the "thorn" in his flesh might
be removed. God did not grant Paul's request, but He did respond
to his prayer. He made known to him the reason for his affliction
and assured him of sufficient grace and adequate power for his
need. Paul did not get the answer for which he had hoped, but he
received far more than he had requested. God did not remove the
"thorn," but He did endow the sufferer with more grace and
power. When Paul understood the purpose for it and the
usefulness of it, he gloried in the affliction.

Arthur Miller's rTew pia,,
-The Creation of the World
and Other Business," will be
gaged by Harold Clurman. one
of the top veterans in the
directing field. It marks a
reunion for Ourman, producer
Robert Whitehead and the
author, who were associated
in presentation of Nliller's "Incident at Vichy" for the
Repertory Theater of Lincoln
Center eight years ago.

and Irish linens in popularity
for bedroom ensembles, according to many manufacturers.
The biggest dreams are still
the total bedroom look, so
sheets no longer stand alone.
Instead, sheets, pillowcases,
towels, shower curtains, rugs
and bedspreads go together to
form bedroom ensembles.
Coordinated draperies and
tablecloths have been introduced to match sheets for
the bedroom that's more than a
sleeping room.
Colors have been spread all
over bed covers to attract

enough to be left on the bed
Geometric inovernight
spirations for adults and comic
book characters for kids are
two designs.
Fashion print sheets have
assumed many guises. Besides
their usual places on beds, they
curtain windows, paper walls,
and turn up patched together
for a patchwork bedspread —
Lightweight bedspreads have washable, of course
escaped the confines of the
Floaty comforters make for
summer season. The offshoots lofty dreams and are in
of the sheet are the newer demand in large floral, geosheet-weight bedspreads, floral and butterfly motifs.
fringed and coordinated in
And, finally for spring,
pattern or color with matching
manufacturers and designers
sheets.
report that the tufted bedThese spreads need no extra
is ripe for rediscovery
room in the colset for evening spread
development of the 100
storage since they're light with the
per cent polyester tufts.
attention. Selling well, report
sales forces, are black, olive
and lime green, lemon yellow,
earth tones — pumpkins,
coppers and bronze, nutmeg
and chocolate — and purple
and lilac used in the shadows as
an accent. Fake furs and the
wet looks are available for
bedroom residents.

The Kitchen now offers 10-oz. Prime Cut
of Beef, Charbroiled to your delight The $2.89 price
will please any hungry Pirate. The Crab Boats have
docked and we have our famous Deviled Crab in the
galley.
Shrimp
Oysters
Scallops
Flounder
Froglegs
Gather All Hands and Set
Sall for The Kitchen This Week!

Drop Anchor
4-10 Tue.-Thur.
4-11 Fri.-Sat.
12-10 Sunday

Romans 8:26-27
Our need of assistance in prayer is stated tersely in the words,
For we know not what we should pray for as we ought." We can
approach the Father's throne only through Christ our Mediator,
but we need to know how to talk with Him. The Holy Spirit solves
this problem for us by bringing to our attention the things for
which we need to pray and by making intercession for us. The
Father and the Son understand the Spirit's language and so the
connection between earth and heaven is made complete. To meet
the requirements of true prayer we need a helper far beyond our
own wisdom and strength. All of our prayers may not be in accord
with God's will, but the ones which are prompted by the Holy
Spirit are in perfect harmony with it. All prayer which the Holy
Spirit prompts the Father answers.
When a Christian prays, it is a good thing for him to open his
heart to the Spirit's touch and to make those things which are
impressed upon his mind the subject of supplication and intercession. What a blessed comfort to know that the inarticulate
longings of the human heart are interpreted by the Holy Spirit and
intercession made by Him for us! Is the Holy Spirit your prayer
partner? Every detail in life, therefore, should be in concious
submission to His leading.

'James Gang' "1.0
Present Concert

Wall Street
Chatter

The "James Gang" will NEW YORK i UPI —Prespresent the first concert of the ident Nixon's plans for 'phase
school year at Murray State two of .his new economic
policies rules out a big bull
University Oct. 24.
market, says W. E. Hutton &
Sponsored by the student Co. The main reason, the firm
government, the three-member says, is someone is going to get
group will begin the program at hurt, whether it be labor or
7:30 p.m. in the university some of the nation's business.
fieldhouse. Also appearing will be Hutton said it expects the
the R.E.O. Speed Wagon.
market to operate in a narrow
for a long time.
Membersof the "James Gang" range
are : Jim Fox, drums, piano and
vocal; Dale Peters, bass guitar For the moment, it appears
and vocal; and Joe Walsh, lead investors will sit on the
guitar, organ and vocal.
sidelines until they get strong
evidence business is improving,
Together since 1966, the group
to Filer, Bullard &
has had two gold albums-"Walk according
The average investor,
Smyth:
49."
"Funk
and
Awaythe firm says, still would like to
Lou Romeo, a New York senior see some positive news, such as
who is the concert chairman for lower unemployment, lower
the student government, said interest rates and a turn
ticket prices for the concert are around in business in general.
62.50, $3.00 and $3.50.
Tickets may be purchased in
the lobby of the Waterfield
Student Union Building beginning Oct. 11 or ordered through
the mail by sending a check and a
self-address, stamped envelope
to. James Gang Concert, c-o
Student Government Office,
Murray
University,
State
Murray, Ky., 42071.

Bruns,
expected to see the market
respond more vigorously this
week than it has. But the Han
feels as pieces of Phase- Two
fall into place, response will be
more favorable. Further, it
predicts the Dow Jones Industrial Average could reach the
950 level by the end of the year

We wouldn't kid you. T.E.E. H.E.E.
made our 2-Door 510 what it is today.
The best 2-door value on the market.
T.E.E. H.E.E. stand for Technical
Engineering Excellence, And Highly
Extravagant Extras.
The 510 has a body welded into a
single steel unit. More protection.
Longer wear. Which should suit you
to a T.E.E. Along with such standard

equipment as independent rear suspension, safety front disc brakes and
an overhead cam engine.
H.E.E. includes standard equipment like tinted glass, whitewalls, front
buckets and vinyl upholstery.
See your Datsun dealer for a test
drive. The Small Car Expert will prove
T.E.E. H.E.E. is no laughing matter.
Drive a Datsun... then decide.

DATSUN
FROM NISSAN WITH PRIDE_

LASSITER-McKINNEY
DATSUN
OPEN EVENINGS TH. 8:00
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WASHINGTON (U P 1):
The public was given its
first look today at data suhmated by auto makers '
back up their adverti
claims. Some samples
•A General Motors ad
says Chey elle has "109 advantages to keep it from
be
old before its
time." The list includes
such innovations as the automatic choke, keyless door
locking, balanced wheels
and tires, "up to four interior color choices'' and—
one by one—the safety features required by federal
law for all cars.

The losers included a 1963
Daimler with 37.225 miles
and a 1964 Jaguar with
more than 20,000 miles.
• A Dodge advertisement stated: "So if you're
interested in economy, and
who isn't these days, check
out Dart Demon. the economy car that's not a minicar
but saves like one."
T ii e documentation included a list of 11 small
cars, of which Demon had
the second highest list
price. Dodge explained that
U. S. cars are discounted
more than imports, largely
explaining the difference.
But of six U. S. brands listed, only Capri had a higher
list price than Demon.

•Ford, backing up
claims that its cars are
quieter than expensive imports, submitted tests going
back to 1966. The Ford was
the quietest. It was new.

• Toyota advertised that
its 1971 -Corona "acceler-

a new FTC policy in 1(,hich
major advertisers are being
ordered, industry by industry. to document their
claims. The policy was originally proposed to the FTC
by Ralph Nader.
The next volumes to be
released will be from manufacturers of air conditioners ad electric razors. the
FTC said.

FDA clamps down
on feed use
WASHINGTON (UP 11:
The commissioner of the
Food and Drug Administration (FDA) has imposed
stricter controls on the use
of a livestock feed additive
after finding illegal residues in the liver of 10 cattle and sheep.

aw,aasiiiiuszeimmanlimsetwasianammisielt

APV
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Bread Baking Could Be
World's Oldest Indust11

"ektelg.7_

ales faster, has a higher
top spee d." Than what?
Than the 1970 Corona, the
data said.
The documentation, seven volumes totaling 1227
pages. was released by the
Federal Trade Commission
(FTC), which ordered auto
manufacturers t o provide
it.
Many of the claims were
backed with extensive engineering and test data.
F T C officials declined
comment on the data but
said they were studying it
for possible deception.
Consumer forces also
were expected to search
t h e volumes for possible
complaints against m a n ufacturers.
The auto industry was
the first business ordered
to provide such data under

•
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Sweeper
lawn
Model H 90 5130
Retail
LEAVES
BUSHELS Of
STOP
8
TRASH NON
AND

fall
6
1I k •

...and it's FREE
with your purchase of any new
CASE COMPACT TRACTOR
7-10-12-14 horsepower
or *FREE $114 DUMP CART
or $100 CREDIT ON THE CASE
ATTACHMENT OF YOUR CHOICE
- w ,th new tractor purchase

Right now is the smart time to buy that new Case Compact!
LIMITED TIME OFFER ... see us today!

McKee' Equipment Co.
Box 552
Murray, Ky. 42071

11
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take "whate%er further action might be required.
The FDA said it was taksteps toward
ing in
prosecution 01 the 10 growers involve d. Joseph S.
Stein, special assistant to
the director of the Consum
er and Marketing Service,
said the names of the individuals involved were not
a‘ailable. but he hoped to
have them later tins week.
The new procedures require growers to stop giv.
ing DES to cattle and sheep
seven days before slaughter. Cattle and sheep lacking grower certification on
I h e seven-day withdrawal
will not be slaughtered, the
announcement said.
The previous DES withdrawal period was 48 hours
with no certificate of compliance required.

ire's
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Phone *
On Hwy. !21
*
E
*
* (Mayfield Hwy.)
1 11753-5787k
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*
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Murray
Nursery
Corn pony

8 to 5 *
Mon. thru
Sat.
1 to 5
Sunday

Free!
Pine, Hostalily
or other

Potted Plant
to all who visit us
this weekend!
DRESS UP YOUR HOME WITH

DECORATIVE MUMS
Wide selection
95
of colors.
GOOD SELECTION OF
GRADE A BULBS
'
each

a

The brines aud grooms are left to right:
Judith Ann and Gerald Morton Howard: Janice Marie and Lt. Kenneth Bartlett Smith,
SAN BERNARDINO. CAL. tUP!): Justin !fund
married off all four of his daughters simultaneously
Saturday, but the girls went on separate honeymoons.
"It's not as bad as four separate weddings would
be," said Hund, who made four trips down the aisle
at St. Anne's Roman Cathalic Church with Judy, 24,
Janice, 23, Joan, 22. and Jeannette. 18. There were
eight bridesmaids.
HUND WAS the only one who appeared nervous.
A throng of 1200 persons. i, luding a raft of
reporters. tried to atteed the ceremonies. Only the
600 with invitations---long engraved scrolls listing
the names of all the girls and their bridegrooms—
o ere admitted.
The couples recited their vows to a background
of soft guitar music. The ceremony was a modern
folk mass with songs by a parish group of musicians.
LAT...13.N.1; WANT --there- were-- a-bout--30- -persons,
including the altar boys and three priests, around
the altar.
•

I S.SF: manic Lee and Darryl Stephen Sek,las:
Jeannette Agnes and Larry J. Hyder.

YOU AND
THE DRAFT
ropriate time.
NEW DRAFT LAW
WOULD CONTINUE MINISTER Under the present law the
President is authorized to grant
EXEMPTION POLICY
stadent
exemptions to the
FRANK, Ky.--Among other preparing for the ministry.
legislation
pending
provisions, legislation now The
pending in Congress authorizes authorizes the President to grant
the President to grant defer- deferments, and not exemption,
ments to students preparing for from military service for the
the ministry under the direction student preparing for the
of recognized churches or ministry.
religious organizations. The law
For those registrants whose
would apply to those who are files are properly documented,
satisfactorily pursuing full-time the local boards will consider for
courses of instruction in classification of IV-D.
recognized the theological or
Currently there are 1,111
divinity schools.
registrants in Kentucky enjoying
In addition, a student who is such classification.
satisfactorily pursuing full-time
The new legislation continues
of
concept
courses of instruction leading to the
historic
his entrace into recognized authorizing the President to
theological schools in which he grant either an exemption or
has been pre-enrolled may also deferment for those registrants
receive a ministerial deferment. who are active in the christian
The student preparing for the ministry depending upon the
ministry is still required to degree of their training and
register within five days after professionalism.
reaching his 18th birthday. If he
receives a deferment he remains
liable for training and service
(leavon little, star .1 t
II mg-running
'until he reaches age 35.
rno,ical
The pending legislation does at the ANT Theater, and l')71)
winner of the Ton% lw aril as
not change the authority of the
President to grant exemptions best artor in a musical ha,been
from military services or a duly signed as a member of the cast
of "The David Friw.t
inert minister of religion.
These registrants also are syndicated weekly ieleidon
•-..en es.
required to register at the ap-

FOR FALL PLANTING
FALL IS THE PRIME TIME FOR

Each bride's wedding party wore different dresses and four cakes were cut at their group reception.

Wedding bells high in the sky
COLUMBUS: If angels watch over weddings. they
didn't have to look far for a ceremony, which sas
right in their back yard.
A Columbus couple was wed yesterday 41.0e11
feet above Columbus in a private jet plane
William Walter Wilson. a retired Air Foicc utiicer and now an employe of Executive Jet Aviation
Inc.. married Susan Sheridan Morris aboard one «I
the jet firm's planes, fulfilling what (tailed out as a
joke.
Maid of honor Janice Richey. of Columbus. 'aid
the couple had "joked at first about being marl led
in a plane. since Ile has always been associated soh
planes. and she is crazy about flying."
Pastor Peter D. Peterson of Calvary Lithe! an
Chtteeit sitieL
pei furnrect-,ulsiik
the church before. but this had to be the most
unusual I've seen."

'111,11R1t1r124.11111.11.1.1111MPONOSSISIIMMIlir

COLON!'L I AYLOR L DAVIDSON
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The additive, diethylstilbestrol (DES), is banned M
21 nations.
DES is fed to most cattle
in this country as a growth
hormone. It has caused cancer in laboratory mice and
has been connected s it h
vaginal cancer of women
Federal law bans any food
component linked with cancer in man or animals.
T h e announcement followed disclosure last week
that agriculture inspectors
found DES residues in 10
of 2500 cattle and sheep
carcasses tested. Areas
from which the livestock
came included Archbold,
la. and Gary. Ind.
FDA conimissioner
Charles C. Edwards warned
if the new controls don't
work, the agency would

Father of the brides has busy day

Romans and Egyp ns sinesl
By Nevyle Shackelford
fed their errant bakers to th
UK College of Agriculture
lions. The English paraded thern
LEXINGTON, Ky.-Of all the through the
streets decked out in
industries known to mankind, one fools' caps
and garlanded with
maid probably say that none has their faulty
loaves. The Iranians
been of more importance than caught offenders
up and baked
baking. It also could very well be them alive
in their own ovens.
one of the oldest, if not the oldest, ., From the
wafer-thin, circula
of industries.
sheets 'Of Lebanon to tteat crus
No one knows when the first French loaves; from thin
Italian
bread was eaten, but ar . sticks to
thick pones of corn
cheologists have discovered that dodger hard
enough to be used as
the Swiss Lake Dwellers alreirdy a missile for
routing a biting dog,
had developed a baking industry bread has come a long, long
way
10,000 years ago. They mixed and has been baked from a
grea
pulverized wheat,,barley, and variety of ingredients. It has
been
millet with water, rolled the made from the inner
layers oil
dough into thin sheets, and baked pine bark, soybeans, pounded
it on hot atenes.
acorns, lily seed, and dried
Early 'Egyptians baked bread
grasshoppers. Most bread eaters
too,4Md are believed to be the agree, however, that the best
originators of the modern bread comes from ground wheat
z'':"Iightbread." Somehow they and corn, especially if
baked in
discovered that bread could be the form of buscuits and
corn
"lightened" by letting the dough pone.
ferment. Triangular loaves of
In the United States more than
this lightbread judged to be 14 billion pounds of bread
are
around 3,500 years old have been consumed each year, most of
found in Egyptian tombs.
which is of the soft, white, and
In the year 100 B.C. baking was vitamin-enriched loaf type which
an important industry in Rome. is handy, whole-some and
Research reveals that in this relatively inexpensive.
classic year, there were more
UK Extension nutritionist
than 250 bakeries in this capitol Elizabeth Helton does remind us
city. Two centuries later, Em- of one important
fact. If a
peror Trajan established a school homemaker hooked on
the backfor bakers and initiated what to-the-good-old
-days philosophy
may have very well been the first
dad tomorrow to grind her
surplus commodity program.
own wheat and make bread at
Trajan gave bread away as a home, she might end up
with a
sop to the somewhat restless product poorer in nutritional
populace of the time, a deed that value than the white
bread
led the sarcastic Jevenal to coin a available
in Kentucky bakeries
phrase that has been popular and supermarkets. What
the:
ever since. He wrote that baking industry puts back
into
Romans required only two things the white flour much maligned
by
to keep them happy, "Bread and food faddists makes
it as
circuses."
nutritious, and sometimes more
Historical records show that so, as whole wheat in its
early Egyptian, Roman, English, "natural" condition.
and Iranian laws • governed
Over the years bread has inweights and grades of bread, and deed, been the staff of life and is
they had stringent methods of one food of which no one seems to
enforcing these regulations. grow tired.

Hand-rake leaves this fall?

FRIDAY—OCTOBER 15, 1971
-10,0641Pik 11,1,

LAWN
SEEDING
Complete Stock of
* Seed
* Lawn Food
* Wheat Straw
COMPLETE STOCK OF TOP QUALITY

SHRUBBRY
FOR FALL LANDSCAPING

Free Landscape Design
and Estimate
L***************************4

IN
I/V !
HAMBURGER
IN HOT
HOMEMADE BREAD
(4' an Inch)

DIP-A-ONES
Chestnut Street, near Capri Theatre
/53-6811

DRIVE-IN * CARRY-OUT
Walt
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2 aill HOME IN EAST Y MANOR. BRICK
ON CATALINALA_NICE THREE BEDROOM brick with 11
veneer
/
2 bathriftrAfin
room and carport. Central heirooms, lade den, baseboard heat, 11
• baths,carpetielltilify rm
range and oven. Cfty water. A 13vely home at only $20,000.00. ii•
and air. Low price of $2000.

43
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IN PRICE. EXTRA NICE MODERN three. IN COLDWATER - A LOVELY SPLIT LEVEL HOME.
bedroom home on Cole's Camp Ground Road, just off of 641', bedrooms and 2 baths. Central heat and air. Anderson in/
2acres. Has 2 baths, 2 car garage sulated windows. All carpeted, dishwasher. $30,500.00.
North. City water and on 11
attached and seperate 2 car garage. Fire-place and 6 closets.
,
THE TOMMY MILLER HOME AT LYNN GROVE. 3
$26,500.
/
2 Baths,
bedrooms, brick veneer with central heat and air. 11
806 NORTH 17TH STREET IS A NICE 3 bedroom brick, well fire-place, garbage disposal, dishwasher, built-in range and
located near University. $21,000.
erN. $
p28
A
cito
y uwlatct
oven, E

113
.
y..
r
1r
ii"
4,,
1

+
.r.
"
R KI.A
CII3NE AND look at this two story
4% AT PENNY: 14 ACRES MOSTLY TENDABLE. Lots of , brick at 1705. Has four
bedrooms, 21
/
2 baths, nice carpeting,
frontage on blacktop. Some woods with a beautiful building all built-ins in
kitchen, central heat and air and two car si.
electric
heat,
-.asite. Has a two bedroom frame house with bath,
garage. Price only $34,000.00.
.. washer and dryer hook up, good well. Priced at $18,000.
ii•
✓
ON FAXON ROAD 142 MILES EAST OF Highway 94 we have 4,
ell 159 ACRE FARM ON HIGHWAY 1346. One mile west of High- a real nice 3 bedroom brick and frame on 20 acres of land. A_
441 way 84. 80 acres tendable, 80 acres timber, 2 acres Dark
Here is a real buy at $21,000.00.
l'i*
Fired base, 1300 No. Burley, some corn base. Three good
FOR RENT
.IEAL ESTATE FOR SALE
HELP WANTED
HELP %ANTED
BLVD.- A PRIME location -3 bedroom frame, ii.
,tobacco barns, good stock barn,sheds,crib,fenced for cattle, 1303 OLIVE
and priced to sell quick.$21,000.
V year round creek. Good 5 room frame house with two full basement,80x200 lot
If
TWO BEDROOM duplex with WANTED IMMEDIATELY IMMEDIATE OPENINGS for IT'S A HOUSE HUNTING KIND 4: bedrooms. $27,500.
A BEAUTIFUL TWO BEDROOM FRAME HOUSE fully
stove, refrigerator, air con- PERSON TO SERVE in triple waitresses in Murray. For in- OF DArt!!
ditioner, washer and dryer. capacity as counselor, job terview appointment call 753- 62500 down and $150.00 monthly • BUSINESS LOT ON STORY AVE. just East of 12th Street, furnished, except air conditioner and TV, at 405 Vine. Just 4.
think for only $12,000.
Small child welcome. $115.00 per developer, teacher for Man 6713.
016C for this new 3 bedroom brick • 70'x150'. $20,000.
home. Buy now and choose your
month, with $50.00 deposit. Phone Power Program. College degree
30 ACRE FARM AT HALF-WAY with 4 bedroom brick 2.1.
equivalency. BOYS WANTED, work day shift. own floor covering. Central gas
753-5792 after 5:00 p.m.
023C or experience
43 85 ACRES ON DR. DOUGLAS ROAD,6 miles from Murray. veneer house, all built-ins, 2 baths. Must see to believe at a_
Equal opportunity employer. Long John Silver's.Apply in heat, electric air, 2 baths, dish4
: Good frame house with bath. 3 ponds, well, creek, barn,
Apply at)07 S. 7th St., Paducah, person.
016C washer, disposal, stove and oven.
smoke house,crib. Fenced and cross fenced for cattle. 4 acre
12' x 60 ' MOBILE HOME, Ky. Friday,Oct. 15th.
015C
Walking distance of new high Iv corn base, 1.02 tobacco base. Call for other details. Only FOUR
0
8 5WMILES WEST OF MURRAY just off highway No. 783,
co:opletely furnished with
WANTED: INSURANCE in- school and grade school. Built by 41 $17,000.
can
be bought with from 1 to 50 acres of land. Two bedroom
-washer-dryer, TV, new carpet,
LADIES EARN extra money for spector. Must have car, Polaroid one of Murray's best builders. A
frame house with bath and electric heat.
air conditioned, central heat.
WE HAVE THE GLENDEL REAVES HOME place on Lynn
Christmas. Six immediate camera and free to travel during real bargain.
6'x12' storage house. Located on
mile from city limits. Lot size 200'x373'.
openings available. Excellent the day. Respond to Box 32-P, Nice 2 bedroom bfick house with 43 Grove Highway, ½
1611 KIRKWOOD IS A LOVELY BRICK HOME with three
shady lot on Hwy. 180, 3 miles
016C a shaded lot. On a peaceful street, 4: House has eleven rooms and central heat. Stock barn and
earnings. Full or part time. For Murray,Kentucky.
bedrooms; two baths, all built-ins, central heat and air, with
east of Murray.,Phone 753-5038
three car garage.White fence. This is a beautiful home. Call
close to schcidfr and shopping.
interview appointment call 753garage. $25,500.
after 5:00p.m.
TFC
this place over.
1711.
019C WANT PERSON to live in my Call for an appointment. Only -P, us for an appointment and look
IN MEADOW GREEN ACRES, three bedroom, two bath
$14,000.
brick home. Fireplace, built-ins, central heat and air. Double
home to babysit. Room and board
465 ACRES: ONE OF CALLOWAY COUNTIES FINEST
On South 6th Street, we have a-3
TWO BEDROOM duplex apart- WILL PAY well for your spare
garage and newly decorated, carpeted. $25,000.
will be free. Phone 753-8804. 018C
ti•
3
4 mile of black-top frontage. Two
ment, $130.00 per month. Phone time working at home for us.
bedroom frame with aluminum 4! farms. Near Kirksey. Over/
1
2 miles North of
753-7850.
siding. It also has shop area, and 43 good homes, many out-buildings, 35 acre lake. Call us about BEAUTIFUL 2 ACRE BUILDING SITE, 2/
TFC Anhone who can read and write
this outstanding farm.
Lynn Grove. $2,250.
can qualify. Details write; James EXPERIENCED CAR- big shaded back yard. Neat,
113
TWO BEDROOM furnished OF- Bliss Co., P.O. Box 324, Dept. PENTERS and laborers needed. compact, and priced to sell at
5
NEAR
University.
Has
INVESTMENT
PROPERTY
GOOD
unfurnished apartment, wall to K696, Levittown, Pa. 19053. 021C Conaway Construction Co. Phone only $14,850.
1615 SUNSET DRIVE. THREE BEDROOM Brick home with
753-9807.
wall carpet. Central air and heat.
015C 90 acres Of highly productive 43 furnished efficiency apartments. Lovely three bedroom and
baseboard heat. 2 air conditioners. All built-ins. 2 baths,
carport.
A
family
room
and
carpeted
home
with
two
bath
Phone 753-4331.
018C
farm land with acreage on large
fireplace,7 closets. You should see it to appreciate it. $27,300.
NOTICE.
NOTICE
conservation lake close to Stella. 43 very fine place to live and have a good income or rent it all
for income. Call for details and to see.
Price
of
$21,500
includes
2
FURNISHED APARTMENT a
LOOKING FOR A PLACE ON THE LAKE.. We have lots and
_
• bedroom frame house, excellent
^
1602 Dodson Avenue. Phone 7
houses available all along the lake ranging in size, price, and
home
on
two
bedroom
frame
NORTH:
NICE
TWO
ON
641
tia
tobacco barn and other out01 kaf
6564.
acres. Carpeted living -room, built in range and oven. location to fit your needs.
building..
tie
Farm - North of Kirksey - $100 41 $13,750.00.
PLENTY OF BVTLDING SITES AVAILABLE in the city and
4
TWO BEDROOM unfurnished
per acre for land, barn and 48
county from 50x150 to several acres. Stop by, or call for
house.One block from University
timber. $3,600 will buy the '2 48 SLEDD GROCERY WITH FIXTURES AND ALL sTOCK. your pick.
Reasonable prices.
,
on Ryan Ave., also one-bedroom '40
has
furnace.
Store
house
with
gas
Also
three
bedroom
bedroom, 1 bath frame house.
212
41
furnished apartment. Phone 753- ;
Well
stocked
gasoline
business.
and
a
good
e
gasoline
pumps
Maximum cost for entire 104 acre
COTTAGE
IN
CENTER
RtpGE
ON
150 foot lot. Frame
015P
this
6350.
business.
Call
about
farm package is $14,000. Limit 41 and modern grocery with good
with part-basement. Partially furnished. Fireplace, air114
one to a customer at this price. 4! place.
conditioned. Boat, motor and trailer. $11,000.
HOUSE AT 9th and Sycamore.
Classic home located on wooded
4: THE ROGER PIQUE HOME IN Lynn Grove. Two bedrooms
$60.00 per month. Call 753.!•IF:
175'x450' lot. Slate entry, pegged
IN GROVE HEIGHTS IS A LOVELY three bedroom brick
41 and bath. City water. Only $10,500.00.
019C
3018.
hardwood floor in den, playroom,
with central heat and air, carpets, all built-ins, city water.
3 bedrooms with master suite,
Five rooms of fine furniture and one extra lot included.
• EXTRA NICE TWO BEDROOM BRICK at 1309 Overbey.
1111
designed with private bedroom
$31,500.00.
TWO BEDROOM Apartment,
Carpets, dishwasher, built-in range and oven. Carport.
and
3rd
bath
with
outside entry.
furnished, all paneled, gas heat.
ni Priced to sell at $20,000.00.
Fully equipped kitchen, private
Has washer and dryer outlets.
FINE FOR INCOME OR HOME AND INCOME, Duplex on
formal living area. Available for 4/
!
$55.00 per month. Also two is
Monroe Street with three bedrooms each side. Central heat
„.. BEAUTIFUL STONE VENEER HOME at 714 Olive. All
inspection by appointment only. ets carpeted, draperies and all built-ins. Has 4 Bedrooms, 242
bedroom all electric mobile
and air, carpeted and built-in range and oven. Both sides now
Wooded, rolling, waterfront eit baths, large family room and fireplace. Double carport. A
rented. $30,500.00.
home. Private. Size 10'x48'. $70.00
acreage adjoining Irvin Cobb 4.1 most desirable home. $35,000per month. Phone 489-2595. 016C
Resort. Perfect for subdividing.
ON MARTIN CHAPEL ROAD 1st house North of the Church. 1.
3
ZO acres priced to sell at $55,500. 41
/
2 acres.
Good aluminum siding, three bedroom home on 11
._ 104 WILLIAMS AVENUE IS ONE OF MURRAY'S NICEST
FURNISHED APARTMENTS;
Large
corner commercial lot ce duplexes. Has a 2- bedroom and 2 bath home,central heat and
Priced to sell at $21,000.00.
Living room, kitchen, bathroom
located in busy shopping area, 43 air, all carpeted a and with all built-ins. ALso has a 3 bedroom
with shower and bath. 1 or 2
size 308'x282'. Serviced by all city 42 and bath apartment with built-in range. and washer-dryer
REALLY BUDGET PRICED AT 317 Irvan. A stucco house
bedrooms, Zimmerman Apart ;
U114-4
4
6-A-A-Art.
§14
utilities.
with electric heat. New shag carpet, range included. Two
af.`" hook up and all carpeted. Apartment has electric heat and
ci)
.L.0,14
ments, South 16th Street. Phone
On Vine we have an inexpensive V built-in air conditioner. Double garage. A lovely home with
bedrooms, and large family room or use as a 3rd bedroom.
753-6609.
020C1
;
home with good income from 41 an added income. $34,500.
Outside storage building. Reduced to $10,500.
apartment. The price of $16,500 is
TWO BEDROOM house, unLOVELY WATERFRONT HOME AT PINE BLUFF Shores.
a bargain.
,11 A• T MIDWAY JUST OFF OF 641 South is a nice 3 bedroom
furnished. Located at Panorama
Central heat and air, basement, built-in range and oven.
Donald
R.
Tucker
Realtor.
brick
and
frame
house
on
1
acre.
Has
good
well, electric
Shores. Phone 492,8622.
ITC
Completely
furnished. $29,950.00.
CARD OF THANKS
NOTICE
Member of Multiple Listing.
heat,carport and well located. Has 6 closets. A real good buy
Phone 753-4342. Associates Edna 4: at $16,000.
FRAME HOUSE AND 5 ACRES ON OLD Paris Road, Route
TWO BEDROOM trailer, 1968 I would like to thank the many OUT OF SHAPE or overweight? Knight, home phone 753-4910. Pat
43
4. Two bedrooms, electric heat.
todel, very nice. Water, sewer friends
For
the
easy
way
to
lose
inches
or
Mobley,
home
phone
753and neighbors for the
O• N HIGHWAY AT NORTH EDGE OF HAZEL is a good
and garbage pick-up furnished.cards and flowers
ONE MILE SOUTH ON 121. Nice two bedroom frame home 43
8958.
0I6C -P Brick Crete home with 2 bedrooms down and 1 upstairs. Gas
and food sent pounds fag, call
Has natural gas, near University. us during the demise of
on large lot, city water. Sheet rock interior, fireplace and
41 heat and city water. Only $10,500.
my SHAPEMWKERS, 753-2962.
Mobile Home Village. Phone 7 husband, Elsie
garage. 810,500.
Simmons.. And a Weight loss guaranteed. N11NC 29 ACRES about 8 miles West of
„
0 Special
3895 or 753-3482.
thanks to the Blalock41 F• RAME HOUSE AND LOT NEAR MORGAN BOAT Dock. 3
Murray, all good level land in,
Coleman Funeral home for their BALDWIN PIANOS and organs high state of cultivation with good -t
o,: bedrooms and bath. Paneled and electric heat, built-in range
HERE'S A BEAUTIFUL four bedroom house priced at
comforting words that made the for rent or sale. Rent applies to old 6 room frame home with bath V and oven. Good well. $7,500.
822,500 at 1702 College Farm Road. This house is completely
purchase. Lonardo
Piano and carport. Priced to sell.
FOR LEASE
passing easier.
redecorated on the inside with fenced in backyard, in i t see 43
4: PERFECT LOCATION - 1711 College Farm Road, 3
May God bless each and every Company, across from Post NEW 3 bedroom brick veneer 41 bedroom brick
this
house to appreciate.
veneer house on fine lot. All built-ins and
Office, Paris, Tenn.
THREE BEDROOM house, built e of you is my prayer.
015C home in East Y Manor, nice
43
op refrigerator with ice maker. Priced to sell. $22,500.
in range. Must give references
Wife and Children
ON DODSON AVENUE WE HAVE A real nice three
carpet throughout, central heat
ITC
and deposit. Call 753-9357 betand air, fire-place, garage, built- 41 HERE IT COMES- A FINE 4 bedroom brick veneer house
bedroom brick veneer. Large family room, living room,
ween 5 and 9 p.m.
015C
WANT TO BUY '
in appliances, good lot, 120'x156'. 41 with 2 baths, two apartments in rear for boys on 107 North
electric heat. This house is a bargain at 822,000.00.
SATURDAY ONLY
$27,500.
4.1 17th Street for only $23,500.
345 ACRES NEAR KENTUCKY LAKE in vicinity of 113
CUTTING BOARD
logs an
Nice 2 bedroom cottage on
FOR LEASE; Building at 510 WANT TO BUY;
4:
ONE
AND
ONE
Lakeway Shores with a small frame house. Land ready to be 13*
HALF
MILES
FROM
city
limits
on
Mcea.
Kentucky
Main. Former Montgomery- standing timber. Also have for
'4w
Lake
Reg.
for year round
Road
is
a
lovely
3
bedroom
developed.
$51,750.
brick
veneer
sale
and
lumber
and
block
sawdust.
living about one block from
Ward sales agency. Write Box 32Today
ea.
, house with 3 acres, barn and 2 outbuildings. Mfist see.
or phone 753-4062.
water, good lake view. Will trade
020C Murray Saw Mill and Lumber Co.
30 ACRE FARM AND GOOD four bedroom frame home
Fashion Costs Less
. $17,500. A milk house and extra lot for $2,000 extra/
Phone 753-4147.
TFC
for small acreage and will con- T
about 1 mile West of Hazel on good gravel road. $22,000.00.
When You Sew With fine
sider any reasonable bid.
4.1 A THREE BEDROOM BRICK AT 1659 Ryan is a budget
HERE IS 63 ACRES of real fine farm land with an acre fish 43
Fabrics from
2 nice lots in good sub-division,
SERVICES OFFERED
SERVICES OFFERED
priced home on 85'x150' lot. Robertson School district. Real
pond about 8 miles north east of Murray. Plenty of frontage
155'x190'.
Trees
on
back, will sell 4 nice at $17,500.00.
FAB-N-TRIM
along hard top road. Owner anxious to retire-$17,000.
together or separately. A
North Side Court Square
43 4 MILES NORTH OF MURRAY ON 641 we have a lovely 3
bargain.
FOUR BEDROOM BRICK VENEER house on 1637 Miller
Galloway
Insurance
&
Real 41 bedroom brick home on 5 acres with some woods. $25,000.00.
Avenue. Partially furnished and priced at 815,750 is too good
TOR/WTI,
SPICHIRS
...r•
.,
-A
--".
.,
Estate. Phone 753-5842, Murray,
of
a bargain to pass up.
Eat Yoar Home
Poison
Are
AUTO
INSURANCE
for
.11
.
, NEW 3 BEDROOM BRICK HOME ON RICHARDSON Drive.
A0,_:
is _.•-,
Kentucky.
018C
everyone. Excellent rates. For
,
1
4#
11 - goy
FIVE
MII.ES WEST OF CITY limits on West Fork Road.
Buyer can select colors, carpet. 11
/
2 ceramic tile baths, built1 si
every driver. Phone 753-1222 or
Nearly new 3 bedroom brick veneer, two baths, all built-ins,
41 in range and oven,central gas heat and central air. You must
see Doug Willoughby at MFA WHY LIVE in a commercial area 41 see this. Priced at $23,700.00.
on paved road and /
1
2acre lot. Priced $23,000.
Insurance Co., 505 MWest Main and be bothered by loud- truck
43
1
-:-o
rb.,
ci
atro4c,7
,
5s s
BEAUTIFUL W(X)DED LOT AND A THREE bedroom brick
Street.
018P noise when you can move to one
BUII,DING ON 641, 3"2 Miles South 90f)0
rick
.
41
home
with
central
heat and air, two fireplaces. Good location
square feet. Formerly the Srmtri Ham House.
of the nicest residential areas in
at 1509 Sycamore. Newly decorated and new carpet. $24,000.
TODDLERS DAY care now has Murray? Fox Meadows an
opening for baby and also 2 year Coach Estates Mobile • Home
olds. Have nurse on duty. Phone Parks are quiet, modern. ar
018C convenient to city, grade and 4!
753-4481.
I
e
ll
high schools, 425, per month 41
WE ARE ready now to deliver or includes most utilities and gr:i
take your order for six vein mowing,some residents use their
stoker or four by seven lump coal rent savings to pay their countryd
Do not be deceived! Termites work 24 hours
or 6 by 3 egg. Phone 753-1813, club dues. South 16th near
1.
1
a day the year round . Winter and Summer Fulton Ice & Coal Service, 4081 Canterbury, 753-3855 or 753South 4th Street.
TFC 7964.
()30(

1.1
.

4:
41

.3-

41

CI

41

43

41
4!

41
41
41

..
tut..

CAMOUF
duck blino
Country
Surplus,9
Junction:

4 H.P. E
motor. L
Like new.
Phone 496

TO.Y
A
PUPPIES
weeks old
after 4 pm.

MOBILE
custom i
aluminum
peted. Co
Extra ni
$2,300.00.
Road, Pa
phone ci
Paducah]

TWO-2 to:
bed,one b
7850.

MOBILE 1
electric,
minor re
$2,500.00.
6202.

13.

48

13.

se

43

13.

Guy Spann Realty

Protect Your Home!

CALL TODAY FOR FREE INSPECTION

Kelley's Termite
and
Pest Control
S.

13th Street
Phone 753-3914 Day
100

Murray.

y

or Nite
Home Owned and Operated Over 20- Years
r Licensed by State of Kentucky
Member Chamber of Commerce

El.E(71'ROLUX SALES & Ser
vice, Box 213, Murray, Ky., C M BY OWNER 40 ACRES with
Sanders. phone 382-2468, Far- about 2800 feet of blacktop road
mington, Kentucky.
TFC frontage. 2 good wells Priced to
sell at $12,000. .lust rIff 121 on 614
FREE ESTIMATE on-septic tank about 1 Mile from Ky Lake Ph
installation Phone 753-7850. TFC,.436-2128_
018(
LOST & FOUND

BY OWNER two
bedroom
PAIR OF ladies" glasses. Plain house, located at 1023 Sharp
brown frame. Reward $5.00. If Street. Price $9,000 (K1 Phone iv,
018C. 2291.
found call 753-6737.
fr

48

Member of Multiple Listings
901 Sycamore St.
Phone 753-7724
Nite Phones: Guy Spann - 753-2587
Louise Baker - 753-2409
Prentice.Dunn - 753-5725
Onyx Ray - 753-8919 Jack Persall - 753-8961
Glenn Wilcox 753-2761

44,4,4,+4,44.1
:
4444++.1
:
4+++++++++01,44.1.4:444,1,01:4444:

KEEP
problems
wall to
shampooei

LARGES1
in Ky. N
Country
Surplus, 1
sville, Jur
Sundays u

SIZE
set, coucl
dropleaf
753-6242.

TEACHIN
cardboard
flannel bo
weekdays.
1413 Olive.

AKC RE
Labrador 1
753-8041.

1970 EL C4
Many ext
752-7426 afl

DOUBLE
Bed with
springs. P
Fain, 489-2
on Kirksey

1968 MOD]
propelled
robot, been
Price $450(
phone 435-5

AKC GER
pies, black
old. Phone

BUL1.ETI?
books, pi
material. 1Wallace Bo
St.

H
R
Store, Coni
days each
Thursday,

all your us
we don't hi+
have antio
753-4716.
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THE LEDGER & TIMES

0004100 •
NOTICE

•

000000 000000000 000000000
NOTICE

SEE THE

fully
e. Just

.

1970 MONTE Carlo, power and
air. Rally wheels, low mileage.
Phone 753-8818 or 753-9997 after
5:00p.m.
0I5C
1957 CHEVROLET, STRAIGHT
shift, excellent condition. Best
016C
offer. Phone 767-4746

800 Chestnut Street, Murray • Phone 753-8850
Open Mon. thru SaL 7:30 AM. 'tit 5 P.M.

three
r, with

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

1968 PONTIAC GTO automatic,
power steering and brakes
Excellent condition. Phone 753018P
1722. '

FOR SALE

V.

CAMOUFLAGE NETTING for
duck blinds. 2 cents per sq. ft.
Country Boy Stores, Army
Surplus,9 IT13. from Hopkinsville,
Junction 117 & 164.
019C

o bath
Double
tr-th of
fie

4 H.P. EVINRUDE (Weedless)
motor. Less than two years old.
Like new. Three props. $135.00.
Phone 498-8761.
015C

e with
baths,

27,300.
ts and
e, and

TO.Y
APRICOT
POODLE
PUPPIES, AKC registered. 6
weeks old. $50.00. Call 753-9330
after 4 p.m.
015C

At and
ill for

TOY BLACK Poodle puppies. IDEAL TOWN or trailbike 1970
AKC Registered, 12 weeks old. Hodaka 100cc, $275; 1970
Wormed. Phone 753-6379. 016C Kawasaki 238cc Greenstreak
$crambler, $300; Honda 50cc
G.E. WILDCAT stereo, $25.00. mini-bike, $140. All bikes in exAlso tape recorder, $10.00. Both cellent condition. 753-7104. 018P
in excellent condition. Phone 7534155 after 4:00 p.m.
016C
LADIES DRESSES. Sizes 10-12
TAKE SOIL away the Blue and 13. Also boys and girls
Lustre way from carpets and clothing size 4-.;-6. Matching
upholstery.
Rent
electric sailor suits for boys and girls,
shampooer $1. Begley's Drug size 2. All in good condition, 435Store.
016C 4905.
018C

THIS SPOT that spot, traffic
path; too, removed with Blue
MOBILE HOME; Elcona,
Lustre carpet shampoo. Western
custom made. 53' x 10' all
Auto, Home of "The Wishing
aluminum two bedroom, carWell".
016C
peted. Coppertone appliances.
Extra nice. Must sacrifice.
ONE 1953 TWO ton G.M.C. with
$2,300.00. 3932
Clarks River
grain bed. One 1959 Chevrolet
Road, Paducah, Kentucky, no
with grain bed. Phone 753phone calls. Next to Chief
3970.
020C
Paducah Motel.
015C

'rarne
, airbrick
water.
luded.

TWO-2 ton dump trucks. One flat
bed,one box bed. Phone 7537850.
TFC

lex on
il heat
es now

lurch.
acres.

house
Two
iroom.
hores.
oven.
Route
home
and
1.
1
ed at
letely
t see

three
room,

ty of
to be

home
)00.00.

4-H FOR THE CITY

1970 DATSUN, 16,000 miles. Four
door, white. Spare never been
used.$1600.00. Phone 753016C
3053.

CARROLL VOLKSWAGEN,INC.

lc). 783,
droom

•••••

ESTATE FOR SALE REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

1966 CUSTOM 500 Ford. Power
steering and brakes, factory air,
new tires. $550.00. Phone 753-8718
015P
after 5:00p.m.

at

.brick
eve at

0000000 0000000000 000000000

AUTOS FOR SALE

NOTICE

1972
VOLKSWAGENS

frame,
0.

00009000 ••••••••••
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MURRAY, KENTUCKY

PENTA TREATED lumber.
Resistant to rot and termites.
Ideal for boat docks and any
weather exposed uses. Murray
Lumber Co., Maple Street,
Murray,Kentucky.
1TC
3/4 TRAILOR BED practically
new. $35.00. 753-6432.
018C

'65 MUSTANG. Must be seen to
FOURTEEN WEANING pigs. appreciate. May be seen at 1109
Pogue Ave. Phone 753-4652 or 753Phone 753-3056.
016P
8295.
018C
NEW DUPLEX apartment
building, central heat and air, 1970 COUGAR, Power Steering,
completely carpeted, ceramic brakes, Factory air, $1200.00 and
tile bath, stove furnished. Phone payments. Phone 753-6124. 0180
753-1585.
N18C

1967 CATALINA PONTIAC, 4
door hardtop, power steering and
brakes, factory. air, vinyl roof.
Low mileage. Priced to sell.
Phone 753-4516.
020C
NOTICE

Gordon's
Farmers
.Market
NOW HAS 2
LOCATIONS
The new market has come
to Murray, just across the
Bel-Air
from
street
Shopping Center. The old
market is on Hwy 94 east
near the lake.

It's Apple,
Sorghum
and

MOBILE HOME, 1968, 12x50. All
electric, unfurnished. Needs
Cider Time
minor repairs and cleaning.
A Full stock at each
$2,500.00. Phone 753-3648 or 753market.
GER READY for winter with pre
6202.
TFC APARTMENT
SIZE
Just arrived-a truck load
refrigerator. Used. $55.00. Phone hung storm windows. 8.95 each
of pumpkins.
016C for stock sizes. Cash-way
children
Bring
KEEP
the
CARPET
cleaning 753-4062 after 5:00 p.m.
Building material. 901 Story Ave.
Halloween for a treat.
problems small; use Blue Lustre
' 021C
We have apples such as:
wall to wall.Rent electric BELGUIM BROWNING sweet 16 753-7850.
Golden Delicious
shampooer $1.00, Big K.
016C shotgun, new; also new G. E.
office refrigerator, 17"x211
/
2",
Red Delicious
GET s
R
READY
iE
7eAs13
. cash ay pre-hung
walnut grain finish. Phone 753Starks Delicious
Storm
windows.
08.95
each
for
LARGEST VARIETY of pistols 8118.
016C
Staymen Winesap
stock
in Ky. No increase in prices
Hoover
Country Boy Stores, Army BOY BABY'S winter clothes, size Material, 901 Story Ave. Phone
Rome Beauty
753-7850.
021C
Surplus, 9 miles from Hopkin- 9 to 12 months. Like new. Phone
Jonathan
sville, Junction 117 & 164. Open 753-5058.
016C
The apples are Mountain
1971 HONDA 350 Motor Sport
• 019C
Sundays until 4 p.m.
grown. A truck load just
excellentotorcycle
,m
with 320 miles.
1971 - 750 HONDA,
805.00. phone 753.8772 days or
arrived from the mounEIED Iilte new, dinette- condition, 23,000 miles. Phone 7534261 nights.
34 SIZE
,
tains of North Carolina
018C
set, couch excellent condition, 489-2479.
016C
Good old Fashioned
dropleaf table, 2 odd chairs. Call
Sorghum - New Crop
AKC REGISTERED German
015C
753-6242.
TOY APRICOT Poodle puppies, Shepherd puppies. Phone 753-6227
AKC registered. 6 weeks old. after 4:30 p.m.
018C
TEACHING AIDS, flash cards, $50.00. Phone 753-9330 after 4
We are pleased to
022C 1966-12'x60 ENVOY Mobile home,
cardboard letters and numbers, p.m.
announce our new
flannel board aids. Hours 8 to 8
air-conditioned. Lots of extras. In
weekdays. Wallace Book Store, GET READY for winter, pre- excellent condition. One owner.
SMORGASBORD
019C hung Storm doors with screen. Phone 435-4022.
1413 Olive. St.
018C
$24.95 each. Cash-Way Building •
in a brand new addition
AKC REGISTERED Black Material, 901 Story Ave. Phone TWO PEKINGESE Puppies, 9
to
the Avalon Restaurant,
753-7850.
021C
weeks old. $35.00 each. Phone 753Labrador Retriever pups. Phone
021C Paris, Tenn.
5583.
753-8041.
015C
1971 HONDA 175 SI. Motor Sport.
HOURS 11:30 a.m.-2:00 p.m.
Mint condition. Has 715 miles.
NOTICE
5:30 p.m.-8:00 p.m.
1970 EL CAMINO, power and air. $130.00 worth of accessories. Only
Hwy. 79 E. in Paris.
Many extras, like new. Phone ;595.00. Phone 753-8425.
018C
016NC
752-7426 after 6:00 p.m.
NEW KIMBALL DEALER
TRAILER, 12'x58', Deluxe,
SERVICES OFFERED
Conrad's Piano
unfurnished. Like
and
Organs
DOUBLE MIRRORED dresser. furnished or
available for renting.
RUSTIC LAKE HOMES; cedar
Bed with matching headboard, new. Lot
623 Broadway Paducah exteriors,
or
open beam ceilings,
Wings. Phone or see Roger Phone 753-4566 from 8:00-5:30
Phone 443 6453
TFC
5:30 p.m.
beautiful kitchen
and bath,
Fain, 489-2196, Route 2, Murray, 753-7637 after
model located at Russwood
018C
on Kirksey Highway.
SERVICES OFFERED
SERVICES OFFERED
Shores at Springville, Tennessee.
Contact Conaway Construction
Co., P 0 Box 483, Murray,
1968 MODEL 45 John Deere self
Kentucy. Phone 502-753propelled combine, no cab, no
9807.
015C
robot, been over about 500 acres.
Price $4500.00 James E. Cooper,
SEPTIC TANK cleaning, back
015P
phone 435-5311.
hoe work. Phone Rex Camp, 7535933
020NC
MOSS'MAN
JUST A WORD
AKC GERMAN Shepherd pupWITH US
WANT TO KEEP CHILD age 3-5
pies, black and silver, 8 weeks
in my horne. Call 753-6974. 0I5NC
015C
old. Phone 753-8351.

(Located)
Loe Bolan Place West Of Murray, Ky.
Take Highway 464 At
Kirksey or Penny Road Then Turn North on Gravel to First
House
Auctioneer Wayne Wilson Phone 753-5086 Home,
Office 753263.
I

"AUCTION

OCTOBER 21st - 5 P.M. IN AFTERNOON
6 Roam Modern Frame House with Bath and Utility Room.
6 Outbuildings in excellent condition.
22 Acres of Land that is oneof the best Small Farms in West Ky.
FARM WILL BE AUCTIONED AT 6:30 P.M.
HOUSEHOLD AND OTHER ITEMS Including Hand and Shop
Tools such as Air Compressor, Electric Bench Grinder, New
Homelite Chain Saw 2 Wheel Dollie, Farm Wagon, Rake Wheels,
Hand Well Pump, New Spray Paint Gun and Hose,
1954 CHEVROLET FLAT BED, TWO TON TRUCK WITH
CATTLE RACKS IN REAL GOOD CONDITION.
Gas Stove, Electric Range, 2 Refrigerators, Black and White
Portable T.V. One HardrOck Maple Cabinet Colored TV., Two
Bunk Beds, One Bed Room Suit, One set of Lawn Table and
Chairs, Automatic Washer, China Cabinet with Oval Glass Doors,
Old Chest of Drawers, Metal utility Cabinet, 4 Piece Sectional
Living Room Suit, Modern Living Room Tables, Lamps, Antique
Tables, Old High Back Chair, Cooking utensils and Dishes.
Many other Items.(Not Responsible In Case of Accident)

WAYNE WILSON REAL ESTATE
202 So and AUCTION CO. Phone
4th Street
753 3263

tEAL ESTATE FOR SALF-

NOTICE

SMALL FARM: good location;.
business or future investment.
One mile East Murray, approximately 10 acres pasture.
Hog wire fencing, stables, water:
Cozy older 7 room house, modern.
F'or appointment call 4362173.
TFC
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4" Plastic Wells
AYLOR WELL
DRILLING
Phone Puryear, Tenn.
247-5556
Complete Well
Service

CHIROPRACTOR
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MURRAY
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KY

753 9909-
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I KNOIJ, EXIT I ALLJAY5 t/5ED
TO THINK 140(a) NICE IT WAD BE
IF THAT UTTLE RED-HAIRED GIRL
WOULD JU6T COME UP TO ME,AN D..

I CAN'T STAND
YOU,CHUCK!!!!
f
-y

"NAHA

teowt

Nancy
NO, YOU CAN'T GO
TO THE MOVIES ---

AND A FEW TEARS
WON'T CHANGE
M IN

I

e fish
ntage
).
good

Road.
It-ins,

brick
'cation
24,000

-

Red Carpet
Cleaning
Maintenance

BULLETIN BOARDS AIDS, idea
books, paper and seasonal
material. Hours 8 to 8 week days
Wallace Book Store, 1413 Olive
019C
St.

?5
11-

H & R USED FURNITURE
Store, Concord Road, is open 4
days each week, Wednesday,
Thursday, Friday and Saturday,
10:00 a.m.-to 5:00 p.m. See us for
all your used furniture needs. If
we don't have it, we'll get it. Also
have antiques. Call 753-6676 or
OIP
753-4716.

We Specialize In Your Needs
COMPLETE WINDOW SERVICE

Winter's Coming!
Prepare Now!
Call 753-7756 for Storm and Inside
Window Cleaning.
Storm Windows Done at Regular Price and Your
For /
1
2 Price
Phone
New Office Hours: 9 am* to 5 pin.
753-7756
Mon. thru Fri.

INSIDE WINDOWS

The Colonials
Al LAS7,

‹,40‘,/

THE CAIZTH 44-4ALL
FOgEvE2 BE

lo

o.,.....TIZOuBLEI, 7

4

F'ULLER- ENTERPRISE Mobile
Home IFtepair; add on rooms for
house trailer arid underpinning.
We also have for sale fiberglass
panels, cabinet top covering,
2%x5 or 6 feet long. Both
fiberglass and cabinet covering
below LS price and up. All stock B
grade. Three new cook stoves,
two gas and one electric. Wide
selection of campers and toppers
for sale. Custom work of any
type. Located on Hwy. 69, 18
miles North of Paris, and one
mile South of State Line. Phone
( 901)782-3156.
. 1T
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World News In BOO
By United Press International
TOKYO—Japan signed an
agreement today restricting her
sales of textiles in America. In
exchange, the U.S. spared
Japanese textiles from the
administration's 10 per cent
import surcharge. The development was an important victory
for the White House in its
three-year drive to persuade
Asian nations to limit their
exports of woolen and synthetic
textiles to this country. Also, it
was the first time the import
surcharge levied Aug. 16 by 'the
administration had been withawn for any foreign goods.

.'Sinfonietta
Concert Set
For Tuesday

BSU Students Council .. .
At Convention

(Continued from Page I)

street would take part of the front
at the tip of the Mekong Delta.
of his store and he desires to
Thursday's skirmishes were
students
ten
and
One hundred
it to the rear to give
extend
backed by artillery and air
of the Baptist Student Union at
space for the business.
sufficient
blows against Communist posiMurray State University, acA complaint was reported by
tions. Six government soldiers
director,
their
by
companied
were wounded Thursday. An The Murray State university Rev. Lloyd Cornell and Mrs. Councilman Buel Stalls on
panhandling or "mooching" on
allied tally for today's fighting
Wind Sinfonietta, under the Cornell, are attending the state
Main Street. An inEast
was not released.
at
today
W.
opening
Paul
BSU convention
direction of Prof.
will be made.
vestigation
Shahan, Director of University the First Baptist Church at
CAMBRIDGE, Mass. — A
Copies of the Police Rules and
will present a unique Owensboro.
Bands,
Regulations were handed to City
bomb went off early today on
Band
An estimated 1,2000 students
concert of all-English
Council members.
the top floor of an office
music on Tuesday, October 19, in from thirty Kentucky colleges
A radio for Police Chief Jackie
building at the Massachusetts
convention.
A.
the
Hall
attending
Recital
Doyle
are
Price
the
car was authorized.
Cooper's
Institute of Technology. Several
Dr.
include
Wind
will
the
Guest speakers
Starting at 8:00 p.m.,
More light in the area of the
offices and a ladies room in the Sinfonietta will perform; The David Nelson, minister of the
building were damaged. AuthorGirl Scout Cabin in the City Park
Overture and March from First Baptist Church, Owenities reported that shortly
will be added.
First
Blaylock,
a
L.
for
sboro; Donald
Gordon Jacob's "Music
The Murray Planning Combefore the blast occurred at
Festival"; Crown Imperial" by Baptist Church, Cullman, Ala.;
Herman Hall at 1:39 a.m.
mission recommended to the City
associate
"Toccata
Porter,
Nathan
Rev.
Walton;
STOCKHOLM — The Royal EDT, a female voice called the William
a tract of land be
Vaughn Williams director of the division of Council that
Swedish Academy of Sciences MIT switchboard to say that a Marziale" by
City of Murray.
the
to
annexed
for Band, evangelism, Home Mission
announced today that the 1971 bomb had been planted. No one and "The Second Suite
This land generally extends from
Baptist
Southern
Gustav
the
of
by
Board
28-B)
(opus
F"
Nobel Prize for economics has was in the building when the in
North 18th.
Convention; Dr. John Huffman, the intersection of
gives some helpful
been awarded to Simon Kuz- explosion took place. Damage Hoist.
Road,
Farm
College
BRIDGE PLAYER??? Democratic gubernatorial candidate Wendell Ford
and
Street
This outstanding group of minister of First Baptist Church,
sophomore from Owensboro
nets, 70, a Russian-born Ameri- was estimated at $35,000.
advice to Murray State University bridge players Jo Ann Stone (left, a
west to the west side of the
a
Moore,
has
Barkley
instrumentalists
Mayfield;
chairman
select
Democratic campaign
can economist. The Academy
Michigan-Wisconsin Pipeline
and Rita Cravens,a senior from Fulton. At far right is Z.C. Enix,
recently been chosen to perform former Peace Corps, member;
Photo by Wilson Wooley
said the Harvard University
for Calloway County.
WASHINGTON — Consumer
secretary of property, thence south to the
College
Roselle,
The
Charles
of
Dr.
convention
the
at
professor was named because advocates switched their attenNational the national student ministries, Doran property then back to
Directors
of "his empirically founded tion to the Senate today in Band
This is roughly
(C.B.D.N.A.)
Sunday School Board of the North 18th. Street.
interpretation of economic hopes of securing greater Association
Convention, a large rectangle of land which
College
Baptist
The
Southern
January.
in
meeting
growth which has led to a new authority for the proposed
takes in the Michigan-Wisconsin
(Continued from Page 11
National Nashville, Tenn.
Director's
and deepened insight into the Consumer Protection Agency. Band
property, the Moose Club House,
environmental
be
will
of
who
an
all
students
of
of
Murray
made up
creation
economic and social structure They turned to the upper Association is
quality agency, improvement in
Band appearing on the program are the trailer park behind the Moose
University
and
college
the
and process of development." chamber after being defeated
Mrs. Hiram
public schools and a general
Randy Hahn, Rid. Thompson, Club, the property of
Directors in America.
Democratic gubernatorial three road projects—a recom- The prize is valued this year at by the administration in the
and James
Tucker
Don
ANICME•
liberation and support of local
Robert
memWalker,
Tish
Miss
"The Wind Sinfonietta
nominee Wendell Ford invaded mitment to accelerate the four- $90,000.
House The man who piloted bership consists of the best wind Johnson, Miss Kathy Lockhart, Garrison.
units of government.
Benton,
to
Calloway laning of U.S. 641
Public hearings have been held
similar legislation through the
"Regardless of what the educatiooinscious
and percussion instrumentalists David Butler, and David Lewis,
SAIGON —Military officials
upgrading and improving of
this proposal.
on
Senate last year, Sen. Abraham
federal government does about County, Thursday with proposals
and
president.
department
Murray BSU
Ky. 94, and widening of 16th said today that 91 enemy troops Ribicoff, D-Conn., said chances in the music
Ordinance 545 was passed on
revenue sharing, I will propose a to alleviate problems at both
on
by
close
to
gained
convention
The
is
membership
past
killed
the
two
have
in
been
at Street in Murray.
are promising that a stronger
the first reading which prohibits
state revenue sharing plan to Murray State University and
He rapped the Nunn ad- days by South Vietnamese measure than that adopted by recommendation from the ap- Sunday is being directed by parking on the south side of
return funds to local units of the elementary and secondary
from
layman
the
a
at
Reynolds,
Shelton
ministration for an eleventh-hour forces battling at the rim of the the House will be okayed again. plied music faculty
government where it can be most school levels.
Owensboro, and J. Chester Poplar Street from Seventh to
university," Shahan said.
road-building program in an U Minh "Forest of Darkness"
slightly
voice
a
in
Speaking
wisely spent,- Ford said.
invited
cordially
Durham, secretary of student Eighth Streests from 8:00 a.m. to
is
public
The
election year after more than
gubernatorial husky from his regorous camRepublican
or
concert
work, Kentucky Baptist Con- 6:00 p.m.
to attend the 8:00 a.m.
three years of neglect. Ford said
Police Chief James Brown
Emberton, paign schedule, the lieutenant
Tom
nominee
19
vention, Louisville.
October
Tuesday.
is
administration
the Republican
reported citations issued from
claiming a victory over Ford in governor told an enthusiastic
From The
building $325 million in roads this
September 20 through October 5,
their recent face-to-face debate, crowd of more than 400 at a fundyear —$100 million more than last
as follows: Public drunkenness
said a poll has shown a dramatic raising dinner and rally at
than
more
million
Murray State that "education is year and $100
10, shoplifting 2, DWI 5, reckless
swing in voter opinion.
planned next year.
driving 2, disorderly conduct 1,
A poll by Strategy Research the one thing you give your
International
United
Press
By
He charged that a "holding
William Keeney Beshear of disregarding stop sign 2, going
Corp., Miami, Fla., estimated children that nobody can take
WASHINGTON — Eugene S.
plan" had been devised to delay
them."
from
is currently taking basic wrong way on one way street 1,
Murray
that over 600,000 registered
the
of
chairman
Duffield,
highway and road projects until On Friday, October 29, a onetraining at Ft. Campbell, accidents 27, breaking and encombat
voters watched the Ford- He reiterated his support for
AssociaPublishers
Magazine
an election year and that the day heart clinic for medically
after volunteering for two years tering reports 8. The court
Emberton debate on television. what he called "the radius
continually rising inflation indigent adult patients will be tion, opposing government intaken
had
position
he
a
concept,"
disposed of the cases as follows:
active duty in the U.S. Army.
Pollster Dick Tobin of Miami
in
truth
advertis'of
vestigation
means the delay has cost Ken- held in the Graves County Health
Eighteen-year-old son of Mrs. 18 as charged and 5 filed away
said Emberton was named a during the primary election
of
of
freedom
ing
violation
as
tuckians $300,000 on every $1 Department, Mayfield.
Lucy W. Beshear of 904 Waldrop
clear winner in the debate by a 3- campaign to help ease the
the press:
million of road work.
rising
by
caused
lag
enrollment
The clinic will be conducted by
2 margin.
Dr—Murray and the late William
that
is
"The
implication
He touched on farming—noting a medical team headed by Dr.
G. Beshear, Private Beshear is a
The 'poll indicated that Em- tuition rates for out-of-state
by
not
statements
verifiable
the Governor's Robert R. Goodin, Assistant
1970 graduate of Murray High
berton was the choice of 31.1 per college and university students. that Nunn let
or
statistical
laboratory
School and attended Murray
cent of all respondents against "Once all the Kentucky Commission on Agriculture die Professor of Medicine at the evidence cannot be used in
Morse code classes begin
State University.
29.1 per cent for Ford. Former students have been absorbed— more than three years ago—and University of Louisville School of advertising. Opinion is to be
at 6:30 p.m. for Novice
Monday
said
the
the
on
Ford
economy.
still
facilities
are
when
more
and
Medicine and Director of the proscribed."
Sergeant First Class Jerry A. Amateur Radio License at
Gov. A.B. "Happy" Chandler
are tied together—that the Cardiovascular Laboratory at
Work, local Army recruiter, said Murray State University. The
polled 4.5 per cent and William available—then those young two
people from within a certain economy of the nation is good Louisville General Hospital.
the volunteer enlisted under the class will be held at the "Ham
Smith 1.2. per cent.
CHARLOTTE,
NC.—Charles
when the farm economy is good.
Army's policy that allows Shack" on Chestnut Street betContrary to a recent poll by the radius outside Kentucky should
Sponsored by the Kentucky Crutchfield, president of the
recruits to enlist for a two-year ween 15th and lath Street.
Louisville newspapers, the be allowed to enroll at schools
Comof
Chamber
Charlotte
the
State
Association,
Heart
is
farmer
needs
"What
the
State at the inJohn C. Steve=
period. He said the two-year Instructors
canvass incicated a better than 5 like _Murray
Monday
merce, on today's tribute to
for
the Owen- someone to help him make a Department of Health, the U. of
is one of many through Friday will be; monday,
enlistment
per cent lead for Emberton in state tuition rate,"
Billy
Graham:
evangelist
the
and
School,
L. Medical
I
to
he
said.
"and
intend
said,
native
profit,"
sboro
changes in the Volunteer Army L.N. Clark; WN4PEW; Tuesday,
Louisville and Jefferson County.
the -Most great men are recogA radius plan, he contended, see that we have a man in the County Health Departments,
VOLAR
American Party candidate
on,
they
only
pass
after
nized
diagnostic
a
provides
clinic
Bill Stokes WN4UXY; Wedbring "at a very governor's office who will keep
The recruiter explained that nesday, Dennis Clark, WB4UFG;
for Governor William Smith of would
the farmer's wheels squeaking as service for each patient, along so we thought that it was
million
i2L2
some
minimum"
many enlistment options have Thursday, Bud Hodge, WN4RXI;
Princeton told the American
loud as he can by helping them with recommendations for important for Charlotte tc
University more into Murray and Calooway
of
been changed and new ones Friday, Richard Faukowski.
Association
son
most
famous
its
recognize
of
management
and
treatment
current find markets."
in keeping with the
adopted
Professors at Kentucky State County than in the
his
lifetime."
during
sometime
be
also
will
Opportunity
Code Class for General
Dr. Harry M. Sparks, Murray the case.
year as a result of
John C. Stevens, professor of Army's theme, "Today's Army
College Thursday evening that academic
physician
the
for
will be held at 7:00 p.m.
provided
Licenses
Ford
introduced
president:
State
-Murray
at
enrolled
history and President of Abilene Wants To Join You."
higher education must define its increased
Van
GeysSEATTLE—Frank
consult
to
patient
the
same instructors with
referring
the
with
to the audience, which included
Christian College, will be the According to SEC Work, more
missions, adopt an efficient State.
people from several neighboring with the clinician regarding his tel, a window washer, on guest speaker at the University opportunities are now offered to the exception of Tuesday —Rich
physical posture, and initiate a He added that the economic
patient, and no patient will be hanging for six minutes four
Beam K4ADW.
counties.
Church of Christ on Sunday, Army volunteers with an inboost of a radius plan would
program of austerity.
without a written stories up the side of a hotel
admitted
canFour other Democratic
17.
October
apthe
for
choices
crease in
Smith urged a pursuit of provide support for a minimum
after his safety strap snapped:
NEW USE FOR ASPIRIN?
didates for statewide office at- referral from a physician.
cited the Unit of LONDON
academic excellence, adding of 500 new jobs at an average
UPI) —Aspirin
-My first concern was trying
Stevens completed the B. plicant. HHe
Dr.
tended the rally—Mrs. Thelma
Necessary expenses of the
Choice enlistment option which may be the long sought after
"the tendency of pick in- annual salary of at least $5,500.
Stovall, nominee for secretary of clinic are being underwritten by to keep my head. Then I A. degree at Abilene Christian
guaranteed, 16-month male "pill," two Royal College
stitutional heads noted primarily Then Ford turned his attention
College in 1938, the M.A. at the offers
state, Mrs. Frances Jones Mills, the KHA and the State Health started yelling as loud as
assignments in 14 of Surgeons researchers said
stabilized
for their skill in obtaining federal to elementary and secondary
the
Fire
'call
Departcould,
1948
University of Arkansas in
nominee for clerk of the court of Department. Clinic personnel as
both in Europe and today in an article in the
units
different
funding and for their political schools.
appeals, Drexel' Davis, nominee well as space and equipment will ment.' It was strange to see a and the Ph.D. at the same in- the United States.
prowess in Frankfort is un- And the crowd continued to
there
with
camera
a
Lancet Medical magazine.
down
World
guy
During
1954.
in
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